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Therapists' Trust in their Clients

.Abstract

This invest.igation was concerned with the Rogerian assertions that
therapists' demonstration of empathy, unconditional positive

regard, and genuineness is an e>çression of therapists, trust in
their clients and that. t.herapistss' demonstration of the

facilitative aftitudes contributes to cIient.s, trust in Èheir

therapists. Forty-eight therapist-client dyads involved in
individual, personal therapy participated in the sËudy by

completing self-report quesÈionnaires. Hypotheses were partially

supported in that t.herapists' self-reported trust in t,heir clients
predicÈed t,herapists' demonstraÈion of Èhe facilitative attitudes
but only when combined ratings of the individual attit.udes were

considered that were generated by therapists themselves. In

addition, clients' combined ratings of therapists' facilitative
at.titudes predicted clients' self-reported trust in their
therapists. Une>çectedly, therapists' raÈings of the facilitative
attit.udes predicted clients' generalized trusE in ot.her people but

did not. predict clients' trust in their therapists. Clients,

Èrust in their therapists predicted neither client nor therapist
raÈings of client g1obal improvement. Therapists' trust in their
clients, on the other hand, predicted clienÈ improvement when

improvement was assessed by therapist.s themse.Lves. The

associaÈions betv¡een therapist e>çerience, Èhe number of. sessions

held with clients, and therapist and client trust were also

examined. The EÈudy'E theoretical implications are discussed and

dj.rections for fut,ure research are suggested.
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Therapists' Trust in their Client.s:

InvestigaEion of a Fundamental Attitude
Àccording to client-centered theory, therapists'

demonsÈration of genuineness, empat.hic understanding, and

unconditional positive regard faciliÈates personality change by

releasing clients' inl¡erent tendencies towards growth and self-
actualization. It can be argued that therapists' implementation

of these attitudes is a direct e)q)ression of their trust in the

actualizing tendenqy of their client.s.

Clients' trust in the t,herapeutic relationship, in so far as

it enables clients Èo engage in self-e>q)lorat,ion and self-
directive behaviour, is also regarded by client-centered t.heory as

an important contributor to psychotherapeutic gain. Since it is
proposed to arise primarily out of therapists' implementation of

the facilitative attit,udes, client trust can be regarded as an

indirect coro]lary of therapist trust.

fn what foIlows, Ehe Rogerian emphasis on therapist trust
and its relation to therapists' implementation of the facilitative

att.itudes and the development of client trust will be more

Èhoroughly considered. fn addition, the concepts of t.herapist and

client trust will be further elucidated by considering various

definitions and theoretical models of interpersonal trust that.

have arisen out of research in social psychology. Following this,
an empirical study investigating t.he role of therapise Èrust in

the therapeutic endeavour will be presented. In Ëhis study,

therapists' trust, therapisÈs' implementation of the facilitative
attitudes, client trust, and clienÈs' gIobal improvement in
therapy were assessed. The manner in which therapist. trust and

client t.rust related to each other and to Èherapists,
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implement.ation of the facilitaÈíve attitudeE arld client
improvemenL will be presented. Fina11y, the Eheoretical and

practical implications of the st.udy will be discussed.

Rogerian Theory

Therapists' Trust in the Actualizinq Tendenqv

The theoretical model of "client-centered" Èherapy put

forward by Carl Rogers has been a highly influential approach t.o

the pracÈice of psychotherapy since its inception in the early
L950'6. Although Rogers did not intend to create a new school of
psychotherapy (Rogers , 1966), his solid emphasis on the

therapeutic relationship a¡rd on the aut.horitative role of t.he

client has distinguished his approach from various theoretical
alternat.ives.

A fundamental assumption that underlies Rogers, unique

approach to therapy mainÈains that there exists in every living
organism a tendency to maintain and enhance the self which can be

relied upon to motivate the organism's behaviour. This inherent

propensity to strive for fulfilment has been referred to as Lhe

I'actualizing tendency'r (Rogers, 1-980, p. LLB) and is postulated Èo

continuously move organisms in the direcÈíon of greaÈer autoriomy,

self-responsibility, socializaÈion, and overall mat,uriÈy (Rogers,

3,951 , I977) . Àccording to Rogers (1951-, 1980) , it is t.herapists,

Èrust and belief in their clients' actualizing tendensy t,hat.

comprises Èhe most integral component. of t.he psychotherapeutic

endeavour. He states:

Practice, theory and research make it clear that. t,he person-

centered approach is built on a basic trust in Ehe person

[IÈ] depends on the actualizing tendenry present, in
every living organism's tendenqy Èo grow, to develop, to
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realize iÈs fuII potential. This way of being t.rusts the

consÈructive directional flow of the human being to'$¡ard a

more complex and complete development. ft is this
directional flow that v¡e aim to release (Rogers , !996,

p.198).

In order to r:nderstand the rationaLe behind Rogers, (L986)

sÈatement it is helpful to consider more closely his
conceptualization of psychological disturbance and

psychotherapeutic pereonality change. Although Rogers (t977)

clearly hypothesizes that. t,he aceualizing tendency is present in
every human being, he also acknowledges that its presence is not

always evident. and Èhat. people often do not exhibit what would be

considered constructive or self-enhancing behaviour. According to
Rogers (1959, 1977), the discrepanry between individuals,
behawiour and their inherent capacity for growth is refLective of
a fundament.al state of incongruence between individuals,
percepÈions of ÈhemseLves and their ex¡rerience of Èheir external

and int,ernal envirorunents. He maintains thats this Etate of

incongruence has its origin in individuals' early Eocial

int.eract,ions with signif icant others. During t,heir early year6 of

development, Rogers (L959) postulates that most. people receive

positive responseË from caregivers on a selective basis, depending

on the extent. Èo which their behaviours, feelings, and e>çeriences

are judged to be accepta-b1e a:rd worthy of approval . As

development. proceeds, individuals learn to assimilate int.o their
awareness only those aspects of Eheir personality and behaviour

thaÈ have been responded to in a positive manner by significant
others, and they distorÈ or deny to their awareness those aspects

of themselves which have been deemed less worthy of regard. Thus,
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individuals acquire a selective mar¡ner of perceiving and relat,ing

to themselves that is based on the conditional positive regard

thaÈ has been communicated to them by significant others.

Depending on the exEent and magrriËude with which self-referential
information is denied to av¡areness, peopl-e will e>q)erience varying

degrees of incongruence between tsheir perceptions of Èhemselves

and their actual e>çeriences, and will respond tso this
incongruence with anxiety, defensiveness, and disorganized

behaviour (Rogers, t959') .

Since an incongruent state is proposed to be the basis of

a1l psychological and behavioural disËurbance, the goal of Rogers,

(1951) cLient-centered therapy is to enable cl-ients to establish
within themselves a sense of congruence. This is accomplished

through the reorganization of the self-sLructure such that. the

whole of clienÈs' e>çerience is unconditionally accepted and

incorporated int.o awareness. This proceEs of reintegration is
facilitated when therapists enter into their clienÈs, frames of
reference and conununicat.e an accurate undersÈanding as weLl as an

unconditional acceptance of t,heir cfients, e>çeriences. within
this relationship of acceptance, it is post.ulat.ed thaÈ clients are

al¡Ie to e>çlore aspects of themselves which were formerly too

threatening to acknowledge and they are able to fulIy integrate

Èhese e>çeriences into their arr¡areness so as to arrive at a mode

of e>çeriencing that is congruent with t.heir self -percept.ions

(Rogers, 1951, 1959).

As was alluded to earlier, a subtle, yet fundament,ally

important component of Rogers, (1951, 1959) theory of
psychot.herapeuÈic personality change is his emphasis on

therapists' t.rust. in the actualizing tendencies of the individuals
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wit.h v¡hom they are interacting. PuE simply, Rogers' theory

maintains that therapists v¡ho t.rust. in t,heir clients' inherent

capacity for growth will be most effective at creat.ing arr

interpersonal environment Èhat will facilitate its emergence.

Because they ÈrusL that their clients are ttremselves capable of

attaining awareness of their incongruent scate and the nature of

its origin, for example, such therapists would place primary

emphasis on establishing a non-directive and accept.ing therapeutic

relat.ionship that. would facilitate clients' personal efforts at

self-e>çloration. Similarly, if therapists trusts that clients'

inherent tendencies are primarily constructive, they will promote

clients' efforËs to attain an accurat,e understanding of t.heir

deepesÈ selves and to behave in a manner that is congruent with

Èheir inner e>çeriences. Ultimately, client-centered theory

implies that clients who e>çerience an attitsude of ÈrusÈ from

their therapists, will be enabled to discover for themselves thaÈ

their inner resources are trustworthy. As a resulÈ, these clients

will begin to relate to themselves in a manner that frees them

from the constraining values and perceptions of other people and

moves them forward in a direction t.hat. is not only congruent v¡iÈh

their self-e>çerience, but is also charact.erized by responsible

and self -enhancing behaviour.

An inference that ca¡¡ be drawn from t.he Rogerian emphasis on

therapist trust is that therapist.s who do not trust. their clients

would yield less thar¡ opLimal results from therapy. It can be

argrred t,hat less trusting Èherapists would assume a more direct.ive

role in the therapeutic relat.ionship and v¡ould thereby run the

risk of imposing their own insights and precepts onÈo their

clients. Under Ëhese conditions, client.s would not be given
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ma:<imal opportunity t.o discover and foI1ow their own preferences,

and r,¡ou1d possibly become further entrenched in an incongruent.

6tate, as they attempt to live by the sta¡rdards of yet another

significants and influential figure in their lives.

It is of interest that Rogers' delineation of psychological

maladjusEmenE and personality change resembles that of the

interpersonal theorists of the neo-Freudian tradition. Similar to
Rogers (1951-, 1959) , int,erpersonal theory posits that
psychological maLadjustment originates in individuals' early

social relationships (Suflivan, 1953) . Interpersonal theory

maintains that an incongruent 6taÈe arises when individuals learn

to associate particular behaviours and aspectE of their
personality wit.h the unpleasant e>çerience of anxiety, as it is

communicated to them by their caregivers. As in Rogers' (1951,

1959) theory, the cfienÈ-Lherapist relationship is regarded as a

primary facilitator of personality change. For interpersonal

theorists, the emphasis is on the manner in which the relationship

embodies a dlmamic interpersonal exchange wherein maLadaptive

patterns of relat,ing and Èhe underlying Eources of interpersonal

anxiety can be actively identified and e>çlored (Safran, l99Q;

Sul1ivan, 1953, l-954) .

Àlthough client-cenÈered and interpersonaÌ theory share many

similarities, Èheir positions diverge somewhat in their views of

the functional role Èhat therapists' trust in their clients'

actualizing tendenry plays in Èhe therapeutic process. Sul-livan

(1953), the founder of int.erpersonal theory, EEaÈes ÈhaE

therapists can depend on clients' "drive toward more adeguaEe and

appropriate ways of living" (p.373). His theory, however, implies

thaE the drive Èowards actualization can be depended on Èo emerge
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only after therapisEs help their clients Èo achieve insight into
their problemat.ic interpersonaf styles and to foresee the benefits

of enduring the considerehle amount of ar¡xiety thaE is an

inevitable aspect. of significant personality change (Su1livan,

1953, 1954). Rogers (195L), on Ëhe other hand, argares that
clients' tendencies Èowards sel-f-actualization must be depended on

throughout the course of t.herapy- He maintains that, given an

interpersonal environment characterízed by understanding and

acceptance, clients can be t.rusted to achieve insight into their
personal- difficulties and to proceed in a psychologically self-

enhancing manner wit.hout t.he direct.iona] infl-uence of the

Èherapist. Rogers (195L) therefore attributes a much more

fundamental role to Èherapists' trust in their clíents than do

proponents of the interpersonal approach.

Rogers' fundamentsal emphasis on therapists' trust in their

clients was most explicitly e)q)ressed in his early work (e.9.,

Rogers, 1951). However, it remained a central, r:nderlying

postulate of his posit.ion throughout subsequent revisions of his

Èheory (BozarÈh, 1990). The centrality of t,herapists' trust in

t.heir cl-ients' actualizing Èendencíes has also been emphasized by

cont.emporary proponents of client-cenÈered Èherapy. Bozarth and

Brodley (1986), for example, have argued that the drive t.owards

actualization is the basic hlpothesis of client-cenÈered Ëherapy,

a¡id that failure Èo recogrrize this often leads t.herapists Èo

inappropriat.ely depend on therapeutic techniques and their own

authoriEy, rather Èhan on Èheir clients' resources a¡rd e>çerÈise

in determining the direction of the therapeuÈic process.

More recently, Èhe same auEhors have similarly argued that

therapists' t.rust in their clients' actualizing tendensy operates
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as an a>ciom in client-centered Èherapy a¡ld ÈhaE because of this,
client-centered therapists assume far less responsibility for the

content and direction of the therapeutic proceEs than do

therapisEs from other theoretical orientations (Bozarth & Brodley,

1991). They argue further t.hat the only role of the client-
centered therapist is to create an interpersonal environment that
fosters clients' own capacities for growÈh. Finally, Harman

(1990) has discussed Èhe manner in which therapist.s,

"r¡nconditional confidence" in the constructive tendencies of the

human organism can be underst.ood as a "faciliÈative precondition"

for effective psychotherapy. She emphasize6 that. therapisÈs'

ex¡rerience of trust or confidence in their own psychological

processes is a necessary prereguisite for facilitat.ing a similar
atÈitude in their clients.
The rnterpersonal conditions that Generate personalitv chanqe: A

Formal Delineation

An important component of Rogerian theory t.hat has been

alLuded Èo at several points in the previous discussion is its
emphasis on the interpersonal climat.e of the Èherapeutic

endeavour. rn L957 Rogers formally delineaÈed tshe interpersonal

conditions that he hy¡rot.hesized to be both "necessary and

sufficientl for generating personality change in the cont.ext. of
psychotherapy. Rogerian theory, as it has been discussed t.hus

far, implies that therapists !¡ho most effectively create an

interpersonal environ¡îent t.hat is characterized by Èhese

conditions are those who do so out of a genuine trust that their
cl-ienÈs are in-t¡erently inclined towards growth.

The first two conditions delineated by Rogers (]957) reguire
that therapists and clienËs be in a reLationship wit.h one anot,her
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and t.hat clients be in a 6tate of incongruence, as evidenced by

anxious feelings and dysfunctional behaviour. The next three

conditíons pertain primarily to the therapist and refer to her or

his attitudinal 6Èar:ce in t,he therapeuÈic relationship. First.,

therapists are required to relate t,o clienËE in a geniune ma-nner.

Therapist genuineness is proposed to arise v¡hen t,herapists,

awareness of the guality of their relationship wíth a parÈicular

client is congruent with their actual e>çerience of it. Second,

therapists are reguired to experience what, is referred to as

"uncondiLional positive regardrr for Èhe client.. This attitude
encompasses a v¡arm accepÈance of and caring for the client Èhat is
not conditional upon the client,s behaviours, attitudes, or

e>çeriences. Third, Rogers maintains t.hat. therapist.s must

e>çerience arÌ accurate underst.anding of their clients, frame of

reference. This "empathic understanding" requires Eherapists to

e>cperience their clienÈ's subjective awareness as if it were their
ov¡n, while remaining fu11y conscious of the fact that the

e>çeriences originate in the client. The final condition requires

Èhat, to some exÈent, therapists' unconditional positive regard

and empat.hic understanding be perceived by the client.
It is Rogers' (1957) position that therapeutic relationships

characterized by all of the postulated conditions will inevit.ably

lead to positive therapeutic out,comes regardless of the

theoretical orienLation of the t.herapist. He Ëtates that " (n) o

other conditions are necessary- If these six conditions exist,
and cont.ir¡ue over a period of Èime, Èhis is sufficient. The

process of constructive personaliËy change will folLow" (Rogers,

7-95'7, p.96) .
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Research on Therapist Trust and the Facilitative Attitudes
Although Rogers' theory implies that an attitude of trust in

clients' self-actualizing drive is a vital principle underlying

therapeuÈic personality change, an extensive ]iterature search has

revealed that empirical- research on therapist. t.rust is essentially
nonexist.ent. At Èhe Eame time, research on Èherapists, atÈiEudes

of genuineness, empathy, and unconditional positive regard is
abundant. Since therapists' demonstration of the facilíÈative

at.Èitudes can be regarded as an e>çression of therapist trust, the

availalcle lit.erat,ure on t.he t,hese attitudeÊ will be reviewed in
order to demonstrate the degree tso v¡hich Èhey have been associat.ed

with positive therapeutic outcomes.

One of the earliest and most comprehensive sÈudies of

Rogers' (1957) trnecessary and sufficient conditions'r was conducted

by Barrett-Lennard in L962. This study obtained support for
Rogers' (l-95'7) hlpotheses in that, generally, therapists of

clienÈs who had improved the most. during therapy indicated on a

self-report, invent.ory that t.hey had experienced higher levels of

congruence, empat.hic understanding, positive regard, and

unconditionality of regard in the therapeutic relationship Èhan

did therapists of less improved clientss. Therapist ratings of

reLationship guality, part,icularly their unconditionality of

regard ratsings, were more closeJ-y relat,ed Eo client change at
therapy terminat,ion tha¡ they were afÈer five sessions of therapy.

Clientsr perspecÈives of the reLationship were also assessed. In
accordance with the dat,a derived from therapists, clients who had

improved the most in therapy indicat.ed on a self-report inventory

that Èhey had perceived their therapiEts as demonstrating higher

1eve1s of the Èherapeutic conditions t,ha¡l did less improved
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clients. In conÈrast to therapists, perceptions of the

relalionship, however, client ratings of the therapeut.ic

conditions, especially their ratings of positive regard and.

rrnconditionalitsy of regard, vrere more closely related to client.
change when therapy v¡a6 Etill in progress tshan after tsherapy had

terminated. overal1, after five sessions of therapy, client-rated
relationship quarity was more closely related to client change

than was therapist-rated rel-ationship quaIitsy. After therapy

termination, however, therapist, rather Ëhan client, ratings of
the relat,ionship were more strongly associated with crient change.

The fact that Barret.t.-Lennard (!962) assessed not only
therapists' e>çerience of the relationship attitudes but afso

clients' perceptions of Lhese attit.udes was important, mainly

because Rogers (1957) places considerable emphasis on t.he crient,s
point of view. Àccording to Rogers (1957), the attit.udes of
genuineness, empaÈhy, and uncondiÈional positive regard can only
be e>çected to have a facilitative influence on the t.herapeutic

process in so far as they are perceived by the client, to exist. in
the relationship. Thus, while therapist.s, assessmenLs of their
ability to implement t.he facilitative at.t.itudes can provide a

certain degree of insight into the therapeutic relationship, it is
Rogers' position Ehat an understanding of clients, percept,ions of

the presence or absence of the facilitative condit.ions is the more

important, facEor for predicting changes in personality. Drawing

upon these proposiEions, Barret.t-Lennard (L962) hypothesized that
client's perceptions of their therapist.s, reEpon6e in t,he

relationship would relate more closely t,o client change than wouLd

Èherapists' ov¡n ratings of their response. This hypot,hesis !¡as

supported, but only when the Èherapeutic conditions and client
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change v¡ere asËessed when therapy was stilL in progress.

Rogers'(a957) emphasis on the client's point of view r¡as

taken into account in an early research review which focused

exclusively on studies that investigated the relationship between

therapy out.come and the quality of the therapeutic relationship as

it. was perceived by the client (Gurman, L977). The majority of

the reviewed studies measured clients' perceptions of t.herapists'

implementation of the faciliuative attitudes using the self-report

inventory that was developed by Barrett-Lenr¡ard (1962). The

review concluded Ë.hat rrthere exists subsÈantial , if not

overwhelming, evidence in support of the hlpothesized relat.ionship

between patient-perceived therapeutic condiÈions and outcome in

individual psychoÈherapy and counseling" (Gurman, 1977, p.523) .

The enthusiastic affirmation of the Rogerian hlpotheses puÈ

forward by Gurman (1977), however, was not reiterated by another

import.ant reviev¡ of Èhe refevant literature. The empirical

studies considered by Lambert, DeJulio, a¡ld SEein (1978) were

substantially different. from those reviev¡ed by Gurman (f977) in

that a vast majority assessed the presence or absence of the

facilit,ative conditions exclusively from the perspective of

independent judges who raÈed audiotapes of therapy sessions. À

ntrmber of research reviews by authors from various theoretical
perspectives were also considered. La¡nberL et aI. (L978)

concluded that the relationship between the facilitaÈive

conditions and t,herapy outcome is modest at besÈ. Even when they

accounted for therapists' E.heoret,ical orientation, the level of

client. dist.urbance, and the perepective from which the

facilitative att,itudes or therapy ouEcome were assessed, Lanbert

et al. (1978) failed to identify a solid rel-aÈionship between
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specific t.herapeuËic conditions and Èherapy outcome. They

concluded that variahles not accourited for by Rogers' (L9s'7)

hypotheses also contribute to personality change in the context of
psychotherapy. They also pointed out thats, in their reviews of
the relevant research, proponents of client-centered t.herapy were

much more likeIy t,han more impartial investigat.ors to emphasize

evidence in support. of Rogers, (1957) hlpotheses and to downplay

research findings Èhat were in opposition t,o the Rogerian view.

Lambert et af. (1978) identified a number of methodological

issues which, in t.heir víew, were not adeguat.ely addressed in the

studies they considered and may have been partly responsible for
Èhe lack of supporÈ they found for Rogers, (L957) hypotheses.

Because of the apparent lack of agreement between measures of

therapists' at.titudes taken from t.he perspectives of clients,
Èherapists, and independent judges, fer example, Lambert et a1.

(L978) recommended t.he use of a variety of assessment methods.

Idea1ly, concurrent measures taken from all three perspectives

should be used. rt will be noted below that this recommendation

does not necessarily conflict. v¡iÈh Rogers' (1979) primary emphasis

on Lhe client's perspecEive of the therapeutic relationship.
Other methodological recommendations for studies employing tape-
judged ratings included consideration of Èhe role of nonverbal

behaviours in the therapeutic relat.ionship, adequate sampling

acrosE sessions, and consideration of the time and circumsE.arices

under which t,he facilitative at.Ëitudes are assessed.

A more recent reviev¡ of process and ouÈcome research in
psychotlrerapy considered Èhe relationship of each of the

facilitative attitudes with therapy outcome (Orlinsky & Howard.,

1986) . This comprehensive review sought to include alt
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investigations of the facil-itative attitudes that had been

conducted in the context of actual therapy sessions. In addition

to numerous other and more recent investigations, maÍry of t.he

studies reviewed by Gurman (!977) and Lambert et aL. (L978) were

included in this review.

The st.rongest empirical support was found for the positive

influence of therapists' empathic understanding on therapy

outcome. Here, slightly less than half of the 86 reviev¡ed

findings report.ed positive relationships between therapist empathy

and therapy outcome. No significant negative findings were

reporÈed.

Promising, yet slightly less consistent, support for the

Rogerian hy¡rotheses v¡as reported with respect to LherapisÈ warmt.h

and acceptance. Of the 94 findings that were considered, more

than half reported positive relationships beÈween therapist warmtsh

and acceptance and outcome. lwo studies reported significant

negative results.

The least consistent evidence in favour of Rogers'(1957)

hy¡lotsheses was reported for therapist genuineness. Fifty-three

findings that investigated the relationship between therapist

genuineness and therapy outcome were considered. SubstanÈially

less than half of Èhese findings reported a positive relationship

between the two variables. One significanÈ negat,ive relatíonship

was observed.

Ãn importa¡rt variable thaE emerged in Orlinsky and Howard's

(1986) aEEe6sment of the relat.ive influence of the three therapist

attiÈudes r,¡as Ehe perspective from which therapists'

implementation of the at.titudes was assessed. For each of the

therapist atstitsude6, the highest proporÈion of posiE,ive result.s
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v¡as reported v¡hen the att.itudes v¡ere measured from the perspective

of t.he client. The next highest proportion was obtained when non-

participant observers rated t,herapists' implementation of the

facilitative attitudes. Fina1Iy, the smallest proportion of

posit.ive results vras reported when therapists rated themselves.

fn addition, it. was found Èhat clients' ratings of therapist.

empathy and therapist warmt.h and acceptance rel-ated positively to

each of four different methods of assessing outcome. These

methods incl-uded outcome ratings made by clients, therapists,

independent clinicians, and objective indices or tests- Posit,ive

relaÊionships beÈween clients' ratings of therapist genuineness

and outcome were most frequently observed when clients rated

ouEcome. However, positive results were also reportsed when

therapists and objective indices were used for out.come assessment.

I¡Ihen therapists' ratings of their own attitudes were considered,

on the other hand, positive relationships between the facilitative

aLtitudes a¡¡d t.herapy ouÈcome v¡ere observed only when evaluat.ions

of outcome were made by therapists themselves. Finally, the

number of studies reporting a positive relaÈionship between

outcome and non-participant observers' ratings of both therapist

empathy and therapist warmth and acceptar¡ce were higher when

outcome was assessed by objective indices than when any of t.he

three remaining criteria were used. In accordance with

Rogers'(L957) theoretical position, therefore, supporÈ for his

hl4)otheses, particularly with respect Eo the posit.íve influence of

therapists' empathic understariding, appeared to be strongest when

t,he therapeuÈic relationship was assessed from the client's poinÈ

of view.

Empirical research on the faciLit.ative attitudes has slowed
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considerably in recent years, particularly in comparison to the

prolific number of st.udies that were conducted prior Eo Orlinsky

and Hov¡ard's (l-986) review. Overall, recent. st.udies that have

examined therapist empathy, genuineness, or unconditional positíve

regard, as they relate to therapy outcome, have done so within the

context of larger research objectives. They have considered more

varied aspecÈs of the therapeut.ic relaÈionship in a diversity of
t.reatment approaches with a variety of client populaÈions.

Table 1 presents 27 findings taken from 10 studies that have

recently examined the associat.ion between therapy outcome and

therapists' demonst.rat.ion of relationship variables that
correspond wit.h, or are highly similar to, one or more of the

facilitsative atÈitudes. Of t.he three facilitative attitudes, it

appears that unconditional posit.ive regard has received the most

research attention and the st.rongest empirical- aupport. Ten of

E}:le 27 findings pertain to the associat,ion beÈween therapists'

demonstration of unconditional positive regard and therapy

outcome. Seven of t,hese findings are positive and none are

negative.

Therapist empathy and therapist genuineness were examined

individually in only one study. This study did not assess t.herapy

outcome directly but. compared clienÈs who terminat,ed therapy early

or lat.e in the therapeutic process on Èheir raE,ings of numerous

therapist atÈributes (H1man, 1990). While clients who

Ëerminat.ed therapy later in the proceËs rated their therapisÈs as

!¡armer and more respectful Ehan did clients who terminated

earlier, Èhe two groups did not differ in their ratings of

therapist understanding or genuineness.

The remaining 1-4 findings pert,ain to the associaÈion betsween
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composite measures of the facilitatíve atËitudes a¡¡d therapy

outcome. Of these, 6 findings are positive, 7 are nonsignificalt,
and 1 is negat.ive. The negative f indirig v¡as obtained in a study

of cognitive therapy for depression ¡¡hich found chaË. t,herapists,

demonstration of the facilitative aetitudes correlated negatively
with client change in depression scores in t.he second quadrant of
the Èreatment program (DeRubeis & Feej.ey, 1990) . Sigrnificant
correlaÈions between client, change and therapists' demonsÈration

of the facilitative attitudes were not obtained at any other point
in the treatment process.

A slightly higher proportion of posit.ive findings were

reported r,¡hen therapist,s rated therapi6ts' impJ-ementation of the

facilitacive aÈÈitudes (5 out of 7 findings) compared to when

clients rated therap.istss' facilitative attitudes (9 out of 15

findings) No positive results were reported in the t,wo studies

that ut.ilized non-participant observers' rat.ings of the

facilitative attitudes. Ctient and therapisÈ ratings of

t.herapists' unconditional positive regard related positively to
outcome ratíngs made by client.s, Èherapists, and objective indices

or test,s. Composite ratings of therapist,s' facilitaÈive attitudes
made by client,s relat.ed positively to outcome raLings made by

clients, independent, observers, and objective indices. Composite

ratings made by therapists relat.ed posit,ively only to client
ratings of out.come. Taken Èogether, these observaËions on rater
perspective, which are based on a relatively small number of
studies, do not. indicate as strongly as did Orlinsky and Howard,s

(1986) observations Èhat supports for Èhe Rogerian hypotheses is
greaÈesÈ when t.he therapeutic relationship is assessed from the

client's point of view.
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The fact that none of the recent studies were conduct.ed

within the context of client-centered Èherapy is also worthy of

consideration. The four studies that lrere conducted in the

cont.ext of behaviour therapy yielded primarily positive findings.
However, the results of the remaining studies that were conducted

in a diversity of other therapy cont.exts were mixed. A number of
the revier,red studies also indicated that intervenÈion sÈrategies

specific to the individual therapeutic approaches, in addition to,
or in lieu of, t.he facilitaÈive attitudes vlere positively relaÈed

to therapy outcome. These findings, therefore, provide only

moderate Eupport for Rogers' assertions regarding the universally
posit.ive influence of therapists, demonstration of the

facilitative at.t.itudes on therapy outcome regardless of the

treatment context.

Fina11y, consideration must be given t,o the measuring

instruments that were used in recent studies to assess Èherapist.s,

demonsÈration of genuineness, empathy, and u¡conditional posit.ive

regard. The majority of the reviewed studies did not use !¡e11-

validat.ed measures of t.he facilitative attitudes. In several

cases each attitude was rat.ed by only one or t.wo items on a larger
measure of therapist. attributes. fn addition, of the studies that
did use more adequate measures of the facilitative attitudes, none

report.ed the association beÈween each facilitative at.titFde and

outcome indiwidually. Conclusions drav¡n from recenÈ studies on

Èhe facilitative attitudes should therefore be considered in
conjunction with t,he results of previous studies wherein the

facilitative attitudes have been assessed. more adequately.

Taken together, then, the reviews by Lambert eÈ aI. (1978),

Orlinsky and Howard (l-986), and more recent. sLudies, indicate that
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Rogers' (1957) hypotheses have not been consistent.ly Eupported in
Èhe empirical literature to date. on the basis of this literat.ure
it can be concluded that Èhe facilitative attitudes of empathy and

unconditional posit.ive regard, especially when they are measured

from the client's perspective, contribute t'o therapy outcome, but

that the positive infLuence of genuineness is less certain. It
ca¡ also be concluded that, contrary to RogerË, (]-95j) view, the

facilitative atÈitudes are noE rrnecessary and sufficient.tl

components of effecÈive psychotherapy. l{hile Èhey may be regarded

as important ingredients of t.he therapeutic endeavour in many

circumst.ances, oÈher variables also contribute significantly to
treatment gain, part,icularly when therapy is conducted from a

perspective other Èhan the client-centered approach.

ConcLusions such as these have important implications for
Rogers' asserEions regarding the underlying role of therapist.

Èrust in the therapeuÈic process. Therapist t.rust may be

imporÈant only in so far as it underlies t,he attitudes of

unconditional posiÈive regard and empaÈhy when they are

implemented by the Èherapist. In so far as other variables

contribute Ëo therapeut,ic gain, therapist trust may or may not. be

an import.ant. underlying factor. TL is possible, for example, t.hat

tshe proper ulitilization of specific therapeutic t.echniques a¡rd

strategies, alone, ger¡erates a cerÈain degree of personaliÈy

change, irrespective of the therapist,s attitudes on these

dimensions towards his or her clienÈs.

Prior to accept.ing t.he position t,hat therapist Èrust plays

only a limited role in Èhe therapeutic process, however, an

alt.ernative e>çÌanation for Èhe l-ack of empirical 6upport. for the

Rogerian hlpoLheses car¡ be considered. One might suggesÈ that
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Rogers' (L957) assert.ions have not been sulrstantially supported

the literature because many of the therapist.s that part.icipated

Èhe relevafit research did not possess a genuine trust in t.heir
client.s and therefore díd not adequately implement the

facilitative at.titudes. This proposition is supported by the

observaÈions of Mitchell, BozarE.h, and Krauft (1977) who found

that the therapists in many of t.he earlier studies on Èhe

facilit.ative condit,ions demonstrated t,he facilitative attit.udes ar

leveIs that vrere less than v¡hat would be defined as "minimally
facilitative,' by Èhe rating scales that were utilized in these

sEudies. Based on these observations, MitchelL et al. concluded

that. the hypothesis regarding t.he positive influence of the

facilitative attitudes on psychotherapy out.come had not been

adeguately tsested. rn relation to this, the reviews cited above

(e.9. Gurman, ]-977; Lambert et aI., 1978; Orlinsky & Howard, L9g6)

a¡¡d recent studies afso indicat.e t.hat many of the therapists who

participated in research on the facilitative aÈt.itudes did not

adhere exclusively t.o the client-centered approach. It, is
therefore possible thaÈ many of them also did not adhere to its
most basic assurnptions. While Rogers, (1957) clearly EÈates that
t.he relevance of his hypotheses is not, limited to therapy thaÈ is
conducÈed within the client-centered framework, his theory impries

Èhat therapists' effectiveness in implemenÈing the various

Èechniques and procedures that lead to positive È,herapeutic

outcome is fundamenÈaIIy dependents on the degree of trust they are

prepared t.o invest in their clients (Rogers, 1951) . Although

Rogers' (L95'7) Èheory maintains that Èherapists from various

orientations are capable of implementing t,he facilitative
att.it.udes, his theory also implies Èhat. the effectiveness with
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which they do so is directly relat.ed to their accept,a¡ce of the

more basic hlpothesis regarding their clients, inherent capacity

Lo overcome their difficulties.
Within this viev¡, t,he different.ial degrees of empirical

6upport. that have been obtained for the individual facilitative
att.itudes must be accounted for. One might Euggest that t.he

mechanics of empathy and u¡conditional positive regard, in
comparison t.o genuineness, carl be more readily learned as basic
ItEkills.'t One might e>q)ect that they woul-d therefore be more

easily demonstrat.ed, Írrespective of the therapist,s attitude,
even if only on an outv¡ard basis, ar¡d that it is for this reason

that Èhey have received more consistent, Eupport. in the empirical

literature. Given that Èhis is t.he case, one might further
hypothesize Ëhat even more substantial support for Èhe positive

influence of t.hese attitudes would be obtained if they were

consisÈentIy implemented by therapists who genuinely trust, their
clients and t,herefore implement the facilitative att,itudes in a

more complete manner.

The Client's Trust: -A Corollarv of the Facilitative Àttitudes
In addition to his fundamental emphasis on therapist Èrust,

Rogers (1961, 1980) placed a certain degree of import,ance on the

development. of t.rust. in the therapeuÈic relationship on the part

of the client. The sigrrificalce of client ÈrusÈ is illustrated
most clearly in his descripÈion of clients, e>çerience of
psychological cha¡rge over the course of Èherapy. Rogers (j-961_)

describes clients' init,ial e>çeriences of fear as they ent.er the

Èherapeutic relationship arrd as they contemplate sharing seemingly

undesirabre aspects of themsel-ves with anot,her person. As crient.s

encounter the therapist' s understanding and nonjudgrnent,al
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att.itude, they develop feelings of trust. in the t.herapist. These

feelings enable cLients to e>q)lore their e>çeriences more deeply,

and to eventually discover that their inner resources, previously

unknown and therefore feared, are trust.worthy and capable of

providing insight. and gruidance for positive living.
The manner in which client trust contribut.es Èo tshe

Èherapeutic process has similarly been discussed by Barrett.-

Lennard (L990), an advocate of the client-centered approach. In

his view, client,s will e>çerience safety and trust in a

therapeut.ic relationship when a nu¡nlcer of conditions are met.

These conditions correspond cLosely to therapists' demonstrat,ion

of empathic understanding, unconditional positive regard, and

genuineness, and are proposed to be particularly important when

clients e>çlore especially sensitive and/or unacknowledged aspects

of their e>çerience. Ãn att.itude of trust that is cultivat.ed in

such a psychological climate reduces clients' need to present

t.hemselves in a socially desirable manner and Èo conceal aspects

of t,heir experience that cause them pain. The presence of a

trusted therapist enables clients to completely e>çlore their
inner selves Eo that client.s ult.imately arrive at a recogniÈion of

Èheir true ident,ity and a mode of e>çeriencing that is congruent

with it.

In surn, what can be derived from both Rogers' (1961) and

Barretst.-Lennard's (1990) discussions is that a client's

developing t,rust in the Èherapist, is of prímary importance in

enabling the clienE to elelore threatsening aspects of her or

himself and to eventually assimilate these e>çeriences into his or

her av¡areness. À further proposiÈion that can be derived,

parÈicularly from Barrett,-Lennard's (1990) discussion, is that
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clients' e>çerience of trust in the therapeutsic relat.ionship is a

direcÈ consequence of therapists, demonstration of the

f acilitative att.it.udes. rt is implied that crients v¡ho feel
genuinely understood and wholIy accepted by their therapists,
regardless of Èhe content of t.heir e>çeriences, will gain

confidence that their therapists will remain with them as they
e>çIore even deeper and perhaps even more threat.ening aspects of
ÈhemseLves.

rt has already been argued that Èherapists' demonstration of
the facilitative atÈitudes depends on the degree of trust they are

prepared t.o inwest in their clients. On the basis of this
argLrment, a furÈher inference that can be drawn from Rogers,

(1961) and Barrett.-Lennard's (l-ggo) discussions is t,hat. t,he ext.ent.

t.o which t,herapists foster a Eense of trust, in their clients
depends, indirectly, on the degree of trusÈ therapists themsel-ves

have in the therapeutic relationship.
Research on Client Trust.

A revier^/ of the literature suggests Èhat empirical studies

investigating the impact. of client. Èrust on the process and

outcome of therapy are.sparse. Similarly, it appears that
research investigating the posit.ive influence of t.he faciritative
attit.udes on client Èrust has also not been conduct,ed. On the

other hand, a variable that. is closery related to client t.nrst,,

the client'6 perception of the Èherapist,E trustv¡orthiness, has

been the subject of a number of Et,udies concerned with the social
influence process of psychotherapy.

.A'ccording to sociar influence theorist,s, perceived therapist
trustworÈhiness is defined as 'rt.he counselor,s sincerity,
openness, and absence of mot.ives for personal gain" (Heppner &
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Heesacker, 1983, p. 32). ft has generaì-1y been studied in
conjr.rnction with clients' perceptions of therapist expertness and

therapist attractiveness. Perceived therapist e>çertness can be

understood in terms of a client's belief that the therapist
possesses skilIs a¡rd information that v¡il1 assist the clients in
overcoming her or his difficulties. Perceived therapist
attsractiveness, on the oÈher hand, refers to a client,s liking,
admiration, and generally positive feelings for tshe therapist
(Heppner & Heesacker, 1983).

ft has been argued that a therapist.'s implement.ation of the

facilitative at.t.itudes is a primary conÈribut,or to a client's
feelings of trust in Èhe therapeutic relationship. In so far as

the qualities of sincerity and openness correspond with the

attitudes of genuineness a¡rd unconditional positive regard, the

association between client trust and perceived therapist
trustworthiness, as it has been defined by social influence

theorists, can be conceptualized in terms of Rogerian Èheory.

One could speculate further that client,s' feelings of trust,
initially culeivated in a therapeutic relationship that is

characÈerized by each of the facilitative attitudes, are further

enhanced when clients perceive their therapist.s as e>q)ert,s who

possess knowledge with respect. t.o Èheir parÈicular difficulties

and as generally pleasanÈ or at.tractive people. One could

therefore arg.ue Èhat, of the three at.t.ributes, therapisÈ

trustr,¡orthiness is most closely relaEed to client trust, but that,
to Eome ext.ent, measures of perceived Èherapist e>q)ertness and

at.Èract.iveness also reflecÈ the level of E,rust thaL clients are

prepared to invesÈ in their therapisÈs. Empirical research

invest.igating any or all of Èhese variables may therefore provide
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indirecÈ insight int.o t.he impact that t.he Rogerian concept of
client trust has on the therapeutsic process.

fable 2 present.s 39 findings derived from 9 studies that
have investigated the association beEween various dj-mensions of
therapy ouÈcome arld clientE, percept,ions of therapist
trustworthiness, elq)ertness, and attracÈiveness. rn ÈotaI, 2g of
these findings are posit.ive. rn so far as measures of Èhe three
therapist attribut.es represent indirect indices of client. trusÈ,
t,his research offers subsÈantial empirical_ EupporÈ for the

position that client. trust is associated with t,herapeutic gain.

rn fact., one study reported Èhat 35.2? of the ouÈcome variance was

accounted for by the three therapist. attributes (Lacrosse, 19go) ,

Ëhe largest portion (31.1-?) being accounted for by

Èherapist. e>q)ertness. These generally positive conclusions are

enhanced by t.he observation that the outcome critería that were

employed in these studies were diverse, ranging from clients,
overall satisfaction with counselling to a general reduction in
client, symptomatology.

Given Èhe argument that perceived t,herapist trusÈwort,hiness

is most closely relaÈed to the Rogerian concept of client trust,
it is useful to consider the research findings that perÈain

particularly to t,his variable. Overall_, 9 out of t2 findings
indicated t,hat crients' perceptions of t.herapist t.rusÈworthiness

are positively associaÈed vriÈh therapy ouLcome. Àgain, positive
findings were obÈained across a wide range of outcome criteria.
one study is of special inLerest to the present discussion in that
client.s' composite ratings of counsellor trustworthiness,
expert,ness, and aËtractiveness were posítively associat.ed vrith
posiÈive changes in crient self-concept, as assessed by changes in
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t.heir scores on the Tennesse Self-Concept. Inventory from ehe

beginning to the end of therapy (Dorn & Day, 1995). Regression

analyses revealed that, of the Èhree therapist attribuÈes, only

therapist. trustv¡orthiness significantly predicted change. These

findings are noteworthy because they are congruer¡È with the

RogerJ-an position which 6tates that positive changes in self-
concept will occur for clients who are enabled Èo e>çIore their
inner selves in the presence of a trusted therapist.

Overall, then, empirical research or¡ therapists, social
influence att.ributes offers indirect Eupport for the Rogerian

assertion that. clients' feelings of trust in the therapeutic
relationship contribut.e significant.ly to positive Èherapeutic

outcomes. For this reason, empirical consideraÈion of Èhe

hypothesis that. client trust is fostered by therapists,
demonstration of genuineness, empathic understanding, and

uncondiE.ional positive regard is warranted. Initial insight inÈo

the validity of this hypothesis can be derived from the findings
reported by Keijsers et aI. (l-99i-) in a study that was conducted

in t,he conÈext of behaviour therapy for anxiety disorders. This

sEudy found that client.s' composite ratings of therapists,
demonstration of the facilitative attitudes after the 3rd and 10th

Èherapy session were positivel-y correlated hrith clienÈs' ratings
of their therapists' trusEworthiness, e>çertise, and support.

CLient. ratings of therapists, facilitaÈive attitudes correlated
positively with therapy outcome, as assessed by a reduction in
client Eymptomatology, but client raÈings of ÈherapisÈs, social
influence att.ributes did not. In lighÈ of the argunent, that.

clienÈ trust can be represented indirectly by client. rat,ings of

therapists' social infLuence attribut,es, t.hese findings are
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consistent with the assertion t.hat therapists, demonstration of
the faciliÈative att.itudes fosters clients, feelings of trust. in
their therapists, but t.hey are r¡ot congruent with the assert.ion

t.hat, client trust contributes to positive therapeut,ic outcomes.

The nonsignificant. findings in this study should be considered in
the context of numerous other studies, however, which have shown

that client ratings of therapists' social influence aÈt.ributes

correlate positively with therapy outcome (see Table 2) .

To the extent that the Keijsers eÈ aI. (1991) findings
indicaÈe that. therapists' implementation of the facilitative
attitudes contribute to client trust, empirical consideration of
the positive influence of therapist trust on clients, feelings of
Èrust, as mediated by the facilitative attiEudes, is also

warrant.ed. In fact, the relationship between client and therapist
Èrust can be examined in Èhe context of a broader argrrment which

maintains that, in an indirect serise, clienËs, and t.herapists,

trust for each other are reciprocally reinforcing. According to
this view, Ëherapists v¡ho trust Èheir clienÈs would demonsÈrate

higher Ievels of t.he facilitative atÈitudes and therefore fost.er

stronger feelings of trust in their client.s than therapists who

poasess lower leveLs of trusË. SÈronger feelings of ÈruËt on the

part of clients, in turn, would render them more IikeIy Èo benefiÈ

from therapy and therefore more likely to confírm their
therapists' initial levels of trust. It can be argued that Èhis

rycIe of indirect positive reinforcement beEween therapist. and

client trust cont,inuously reit.erates itself until therapy is
terminated. On the basis of the Eame reasoning, one could argue

that a lack of trust on t,he part. of the therapist. or client would

similarly be reciprocated by a sense of disÈrust, on the part of
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the other person.

Two empirical studies that were conducted in the context of
relationships other than the client-therapist dyad have recently
reportsed a reciprocal pattern of Èrust. fn one study,

professionals and their secretaries completed questionnaires that
measured a nrunber of variabLes including their loci of control,
desires for power, and trust in the oLher person (But1er, 1983).

Two-Etage least squares regression analyses revealed that of all
the measured variables, the only one that significantly predicted

secretaries' trust for their bosses was the degree of trust that
bosses had in their secret,aries, and vice versa. The result,s were

taken to indicate a reciprocal pattern of trust between

secretaries and their bosses. ComparabÌe results were obtained in
a more recent study which investigated t.he relationship between a

wider range of variables and t.he Ieve1 of trust Èhat members of

engaged, married, a¡rd divorced dyads had in their partners

(But.ler, l-986) Again, Èwo-st.age regression analyses revealed

that individuals' leve1 of Èrust in their parÈners was one of the

Etrongest predictors of their partners' trust in them and vice
versa. In so far as theËe results can be Eaken to indicate
reciprocal pat.Èerns of trust in two relatively distinct tl4)es of
relationships, it is reasonable to extend these findings Èo the

therapeuÈic relat.ionship and Èo suggest thaÈ reciprocíty would

similarly characterize clients, and therapists, trusE for each

oLher, while keeping in mind the mediaÈing influence of the

facílitative attitudes ar¡d therapeutic gain.

The Therapeutic Relat.ionship as Perceived bv the Client,
Therapist, and Independent Observer

The empirical literature that has been reviewed above,
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particularly the lit,erature perLaining t.o the facilitative
attitudes, suggests that the perspective from r¡hich t.he

therapeutic relat.ionship is assessed is an importanÈ variable that
is worthy of careful consideration. This was made especially
clear in Orlinsky and Howard's (1986) review wherein increasing

degrees of support for the Rogerian hy¡lotheses were obserr¡ed when

the facilitat.ive attitudes !¡ere assessed from the perspective of

t.herapists, objective observerË, and clients respectively.

Some authors (e.9., Beutler, Crago, &.Arizmendi, L986;

Lambert, Shapiro, & Bergin, L986) hawe suggested that inflated

correlations are, in part, responsible for the relatively Etrong

empirical support that has been obtained in studies wherein the

facilitative at.titudes were assessed from the client,s
perspective. They point out that many of these studies utilized
outcome measures that were also based on Ehe cLient's point. of

view. These auÈhors speculaÈe Èhat higher correlations were

obtained because clients who were satisfied with the out.come of

therapy were more like1y to report a good rel-ationship with their

therapists and vice versa. According Èo Orlinsky and Howard

(1986), however, client rat.ings of the facilitative att,itudes have

afso correlated positively with outcome measures Èhat were

obtained from sources other Èhan Èhe client. Thus, while halo

effecÈs and rating biases may accour¡t for Eome of the positive

correlat.ions that. have been obtsained in the empirical literature,

they cannot accounÈ for them all.
As has already been discussed, Rogers' (1957) t.heoreÈical

position emphasizes the clienÈ's view of the Èherapeut.ic

relationship. It is therefore possible that the pattern of

result,s thaÈ has been observed in the empirical literaÈure, which
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favours measurement of the facil-iE,ative aEt.it.udeË from t.he

client's perspective, reflects the validity of Rogers, (j_957)

posiÈion.

Àn argument. put forr¡rard by Barrett-Lerrnard (L996) is al_so

congruent with t.he empirical evidence and further elucidates the
Rogerian view. Barrett-Lennard (l-996) argues Èhat the

facilitative effect, or lack thereof, of the therapeutic attitudes
can be underslood in terms of three phases. EssenÈia11y, the
phases represent: 1) the exÈent to which the t.herapist. experiences

the facilitative attitudes towards the client, 2') the degree to
which the therapist'E attitudes are e>çressed to the client, and

3) the level at v¡hich Èhe therapist.'s communicated attitudes are

received by the client. According Èo Barrett-Lennard. (l_9g6),

phase 3 of the facílitative process is indirectly relat.ed to phase

1 Èhrough the mediating influence of phase 2 - rn accordance wit.h

Rogers (1957), he also maintains that measures of clients,
recep!íon of therapisÈs' communicated attit.udes (phase 3) will be

most directly related to assessments of personality change

occurring in the client as a result of Èherapy.

On the basis of Barrett.-Lennard,s (1996) argTuments, one

mighÈ propose that clients, Èherapists, and independent observers

are differentially gualified to asses6 each of the three phases of
the facilitative process because of their unigue var¡tage points in
the therapeuÈic reraÈionship. clients, for example, are likely
the best. candidaEes to assess phase 3 of tshe process, whereas

therapists and independent observers likel"y offer bett.er
assessment,s of phases 1 and 2 respectively. Barrett-Lennard.
(l-986) implies that. reasoning such as this underlies his
developmenË of three self-report invenEories that assess
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therapists' implementation of the facilit.ative attitudes from each

of the three perspect.ives. Ultimately, v¡hat can be inferred from

Barrett-Lennard, s (l_986) argument6 is t.hat the facilitative
att.iÈudes and their relationship to Èherapy outcome and other

proceÊÊ variables can be most fu1ly understood when consíderat.ion

is given to assessments of their implementaÈion that have been

made not only by clienÈs, but also by Èherapists a¡rd independenÈ

observers. In accordance with Lambert et al.,s (1979)

recommendations, Èhen, it appears to be advisal^'Ie, ín any given

study, to measure the facilitat.ive attiÈudes from as many of the

Èhree perspectives as is practically possible. At the same Èime,

one should keep in mind, as v¡as pointed out by Gurman (tgii) , that
each perspecEive provides unique informat.ion about t,he therapeutic

relationship and that arly one perspective does not 'rspeak by

implication for the persons who may occupy other phenomenologicaÌ

positions" (p.5l-8).

Although the impact of therapist and client trust has not

been systematically researched in many studies, it can be argued

that Barrett-Lennard's (1986) facilitative phases apply t.o

therapist and client. t.rust as they do to the facilitaÈive

aÈÈit.udes. It can be argued further that Èherapist and client
trust, would be most. closely related t.o therapists, implementation

of the facilit,ative aÈt.itudes or to other aEpectE of the

therapeutic process when these varíabIes are measured from the

Eame perspect,ive. For example, one would e>q)ect, thaÈ therapist
t,rust, as measured from the therapist'E perspecÈive, v¡ou1d be more

closely associaÈed with therapist. ratings of empaÈhy,

uncondiÈional positive regard, and genuíneness than with client
ratings of the same attiÈudes.
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Trust in the Therapeutic ReLat.ionship:

FurÈher Elucidation of the Concept

Definitions of Trust

Despite the fr¡.ndamental- importance that Rogers (1951 , !96L,
1980) attributes to therapist a¡rd client Èrust. in the t,herapeutic

endeavour, he does not actually define trust at any point in his
writing. rn order to gain a better ur¡derstar¡ding of the nat,ure of
Èhis construct, Èherefore, definitions from other Eources wirr be

considered. rn part.icular, attention wilr be given to definitions
that have arisen out of sociaL psychologicaL research on the more

general area of interpersonal trusÈ.

Numerous definitions of int.erpersonal trust have been

offered in the social psychological literature. Rotter (t967),

for example, has offered a widely cited definition that focuses

specifically on t.he cornmunicative interactions of one or more

individuals. According to his view, trust iE 'an e>q)ectancy held

by an indiwidual or a group that the word, promise, verbal or
written Etat.ement. of another individuar or group can be relied
uponrr (Rotter, ]-967, p.651) . À slightly more general definit.ion
of trust has been proposed by Larzelere and Huston (l_9BO) who

define trust as t'the extent that a pergon believes another person

(or persons) to be benevolenE and honest" (p.596). Benevolence

refers Èo an indivídual,s genuine concern for Ehe welfare of
oÈhers and her or his motivation to seek common gain. Honesty, on

Èhe other hand, is regarded as an individuals' Èendency to fol1ow

through on his or her Etated int.entions. Finally, a very general

definition of trust has been offered by Deutsch (19?3) . Here,

Èrust is defined as rrconfidence t.hat. one wilt find what is desired
from another, rather than what is feared" (p.149).
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It appears that., of the definitions cited above, the general

definition of trust put forward by Ðeut.sch (1923) can be most

appropriaÈe1y applied to the concept of trusÈ in the therapeutic
rerationship, as considered from both the clienE,s and therapist,s
perspect.ives. In his definition, Deutsch (1973) does noE

delineate what, exactly, is t'desired' or tfearedr by the trusting
person. This lends a certain degree of flexibility Èo his
definition, 60 that it can be applied to several tlpes of
relationships characterized by a diversity of goals. In the

therapeutic relationship, as it. is conceived by Rogerian theory,
for example, rrwhat is desired" courd be understood as referring to
the therapist's desire that his or her client.s actively engage in
self-e>qploration throughout the Èherapeutic process, or, that the

client.'s inherently positive tendencies be released as a result of
the therapeutic endeavour as a whole. Likewise, 'what is feared"
may be understood as referring to noninvolvement on the part of
the client, or to clienÈs, further entrenchment in incongruent

modes of e>çeriencing. From the client,s perspecÈive, on the

other hand, rrwhat is desired'r may refer to feelings of acceptar¡ce

and underst.anding result.ing from the therapist,Ë warm involvement

in Èhe relaÈionship, and 'twhat is feared" may arlude to cor¡cerr¡s

about. being judged or rejecÈed on account of sharing seemingly

inadmissible e>çeriences. Therapists, and cLients, rrdesires",

therefore, would likely include, but wouLd not be limit.ed t.o,

desires for sincere communicative interactions, previousl.y

referred to by Rot,ter (:-96:.), as well as honest and benevolent

intenEions on t,he part of the ot.her person, referred to by

Larzel-ere and Huston (1980) . Similarly, rrwhat, is feared." by t,he

participants in Èhe therapeut.ic rerationship would like]-y include
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interpersonal interactions characterized by t.he opposite of these

qualities, but would likeIy encompass a whole rar¡ge of other types

of negative int,eractions as well. Overall, i¿ should be not.ed

t.hat the Rogerian concept of trust., particularly therapist truÊt,
differs from other concepts of int.erpersonal trust in so far as it
encompasses a confidence in another person, s actualizing ability
Èhat is not necessarily grounded in obserr¡able evider¡ce. while

trust in most other rel-at.ionships seems tso require some degree of
positive interaction with the trusted person before it. can be

e>çected to develop, Rogers' concept of Èherapist Èrust seems to
focus more on trusLing t,he potential within t,he individual even

before it becomes manifest in his or her outward behaviour.

Generalized versus Specific Trust

Although it was noL referred to in the definitions ciEed

above, an import.ar¡È distinction has been made in the social
psychological literature between what can be termed I'generalized"

and rrspecific" trust.. In essence, rrgfeneralized" t,rust can be

understood in terms of an individual, s attitudinal orient.aÈion

t.owards oÈher people as a whoIe, whereas "specificrr trus! can be

understood in terms of.an individual,s attitude towards another

person in particular (.fohnson-George & Sv¡ap, ]-982¡ Larzelere &.

Hust.on, l-980).

According to Rot,ter (l-980), generalized trust, representE a

rrrelatively st.able personality charact.erisÈic " (p . 1) t,hat. develops

outr of individual-s' social e>çeriences across t,ime. He proposes

thaÈ individuals who consistently encounter other people who

behave in a¡¡ unrelial¡le manner will eventually generalize Èhese

e>çeriences across time and circumst.ances ar¡d will develop a

generally disÈrust.ing orientaÈion towards others. Individuals who
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encounter primarily dependa-ble and reliable others, on the other
hand, will adopt a rerat.ively trusting interpersonal- sta¡ce in
their general interaet.ions r.¡iÈh others.

This aspect of Rotter,s (1990) theory coincides with an

infl-uential theory of personaliËy development put, forward by

Bowlby (1969, 1973, 1990). In e6Eer¡ce, Bowlby,s theory, formally
known as attachment t.heory, hlpothesizes t.hat when childrens,
efforts to attain and maint.ain proximity with significant others
are consist.ently met by caring and understanding respor¡ses, they
l¡i11 develop the expectation that trusÈworthy aÈtachment figures
will always be avail¡ì-'le during t,imes of need, and they wiII
approach the world in a confident, trusting manner. on the other
hand, children who receive less consistent or adequate care from

their caregivers wi1l be less assured with respecÈ to the
availability of attachment figures and wirl develop a more

distrustsing and apprehensive orientation tov¡ards the v¡orld. rt is
Bowlby's view that. individual-s' construal of t.he personal wor1d,

as it is developed during their early years, carries forward int.o

adulthood where it exerts an ongoing influence on índividuals,
social behaviours across situations and interpersonal
relationships. Attachment theory has been the su-bject of numerous

longitsudinaL and cross-sectional empirical sÈudies (e.g.,
Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, tgTg; Co11íns & Read,.1990;

Hazan & Shaver, L987; Main Kaplan & Cassidy, 1995; l{aters, Lgig)

that have generally supported these propositions.
unrike generarized trust., specific tru6t does not refer to a

personality variabfe thaÈ exert.s a stable and consist,ent influence
on individuals' general patterns of relating. Rather, specific
trust. might be better understood as a relaLionship varialcre that
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arises out of an individual's cont.inued int,eractions wit.h a
particular other person over an extended period of time (Holmes,

l99l¡ ,Johnson-George & Swap, t982) - fn the context of such a
relationship, researchers have argrred that a nr:¡nber of fact,ors

contribute t.o the development of specific tru6t (,fohnson-George &

Swap, L982; Holmes, l99L). These facÈors generally refer to the
personal characteristics of both individuals involved in the
relaÈionship, including each of their l-evels of generalized trust.
They also refer to the quality of the individuals, past

int.eractions wit.h one anot,her as well- as the context in which the

interaction is taking place.

Overall-, Èhe combined influence of the factors that
cont.ribute to specific Èrust would be e>çecÈed to vary from one

relationship to the nexÈ for any one person. For this reason, it
would appear that, within a given relaÈionship, assessing an

individual's specific trust for another person would be more

conducive t.o understanding the dlmamics of that particular
relationship than would assessing an individual,s generalized

Ieve1 of t.rust- some evidence in support, of t.his view has been

obtained by Larzelere & Huston (1990). They found that measureË

of specific trust a:nong dating and married couples were more

st.rongly related to assessments of a number of relat,ionship
varial.les, incfuding 1evel of commiement, intimacy of self -

disclosures, and lowe, than !¡ere measures of generalízed trust.
(Larzelere & Huston, 1980).

It iE interesting to note that RoÈter (L971) maint,ained that
generalized e>q)ectancies, including t.hose relat.ed Èo interpersonal
Èrust, would be mosÈ predictive of an individuaUs behaviour in
novel-, ambigrrous or unstructured sit,uations. In his view,
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assessments of individuals' more specific expecEancies wourd be

reguired in situations that have been more crearry defined or are

charact.erized by greater familiarity. A similar view has been

discussed by Lazarus and Folkman (1994) who cite empirical
evidence indicating that individuals' personality characteristics
are more predict,ive of their coping patterns in stressful
situat.ions that. are highly anrJciguous than Èhey are in stressful
situations that are more clearly defined.

Indirect. Eupport for the greater utility of specific over

generalized trust measures for undersÈanding events in specific
relatsionships can also be derived from research thaÈ has been

conduct.ed v¡ithin the cont.exÈ of the Social Relations Model .

According to this modeI, an individual,s behaviour in a specific
relationship is the funct.ion of her or his general, behavioural

response to others across a variety of relat.ionships (actor

effects), the behaviouraL response that is generally elicited from

ot.hers by her or his partner (partner effects), and the unique,

behavioural adjustment that both individuals in the relationship
make to each other (relaÈionship effect.s; Kenny & La Voie, I9B4) .

The Social Relat.ions Model has been applied to the study of a

nurìlcer of variables within social- psychology íncluding social
percept.ion, int.erpersonal dominance, self-disclosure,
inÈerpersonal at.tracËion, a¡¡d nonverbal communication (Kerrny &, La

Voie, J-984; Malloy & Ker¡ny, 1986). Actor, parÈner, and

rel-ationship effect.s have been identified as contríbuting
significaritly to each of these aspecÈs of inÈerpersonal

int,eract.ion. On the basís of these findings, one could

hypothesize that, a social relations analysis of interpersonal

truÊE would similarly indicate Èhat an individual,s level of
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specific trust. for anot.her person is influenced by each component

in the social relations moder. rn so far as a measure of specific
trust. ca¡r be underst.ood as assessing actor, partner, a¡¡d

relationship effects in combination, and in so far as a measure of
generalized trust can be undersÈood as assessing actor effectss

on1y, one could Lrypothesize that measures of specific trust u¡ould

be more conducive for understanding various dimensions of
individuals' relationships with particurar other people, including
rel-ationships that are built up in the context of a therapeutic
endeavour, than would measures of generalized trust.

Às a final- note, consideration must be given to the fact
that specific trust is proposed to develop aE a result of
individuals' e>çeriences with one another over aJr extended period
of t.ime (Holmes , l99r; äohnson-George & swap, Lggz). wiÈh respect
tso t.he therapeutic rerationship and in terms of Rogerian theory,
this proposition implies that therapists' a¡ld client.s, specific
trust for each ot.her ca¡ be e>çected to increase with therapy
duration, provided that the relationship is characterízed, to a

minimal degree, by therapists' demonstration of the facilitative
attitudes and provided that clients generally improve as therapy
progreEEes.

Since therapists, and clients, generalízed Èrust are

proposed to repreeent. relatively sÈab1e personaliÈy

charact.erist,ics, one would not. e>q)ect them to inerease or decrease

greatly wit,h the progression of a given t,herapeutic relationship,
ur¡less int.erpersonal t.rust, is a specific issue Èhat, clier¡ts are

confronÈing in Ëherapy. One could argue, however, that.

generalized trust, on the part of therapists, would vary according
to therapists' Lever of experience. E>çerienced Eherapists will,
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over time, observe the actualizing tendency at work in a variety
of individuals and situatiorrs. Às a resul-t, they will become more

convinced of the generally grov,rth-promoting inf l-uence of the

actualizing tendency, and wil-l generaJ-ly trust it to manifest

itself in their work with cl-ients. To the extent that therapists,
generalized trust influences their interactions with specífic
cl-ients, one v¡ou1d expect more experienced therapists to manifest

higher level-s of specific trust, even during the early stages of

their rel-ationship with new clients, than less-experienced

Lherapists. Given the argument that therapists' and clients'
specific trust j-ndirectly reinforce one another, one could argiue

further that clients of more experienced therapists would manifest

higher Ìeve1s of specific trust than clients of l-ess experienced

therapists.

Summary

Therapist trust has been discussed as a fundamental- variabl-e

underlying the process of psychotherapeutic personality change.

On the basis of Rogerian theorv, it has been proposed that
therapists who trust that their clients are inherentl-y inclined
towards growth and self-enhancing behaviour will aim to create a

therapeutic environfterit that refeases their cLients' natural

inclinations. fn so far as the attitudes of genuineness, empathic

understanding, and unconditional positive regard are the primary

means by which such an environment is created, it has been argued

that these attitudes will be demonstraLed most fu1Iy by therapists
who whol-ly trust in the inherent tendencies of their cl-ients. In

addition, it has been argued Lhat trusting therapists, by

implementing the facil-itative attitudes, will foster feel_ings of

trust in theír cl-ients and that clienLs' feelings of trust will
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ultimately contribute to positive therapeutic outcomes and

therefore reinforce therapists, initial level of trust.
It has been suggested that therapists, clients, and

independent observers are differentially qualified to assess

different aspects of the therapeutic relationship. on the basis
of this reasoning, it has been arg,ued that therapist trust, as

measured from Lhe therapist's perspective, woul-d be most closely
associ-ated with ratings of therapists' implementation of the
facilitative attitudes and ot.her aspects of the therapeutic
endeavour that are al-so obtained from the therapist,s perspectiwe.

Similarly, it has been argued that cl-ient trust, as measured from

the clients' perspective, would be most closely associated with
measures of the facilitatíve attitudes and other variables
pertaining to the therapeutic relationship that are obtained from

the client's perspective.

Finally, the distinction that has been made in social-

psychological literature between generalized and specific trust
has been considered. rt has been argued that therapists' and

cl-ients' ]evels of specific trust would be more crosely related to
other aspects of their rel-ationship than wourd their generalized

levels of trust. rn addition, it has been argued that therapists,
generalized and specific trust for clients wourd increase as they
gain experience with a variety of cl-ients over time, and that,
within a particular, functional, therapeutic rel_ationship,
therapists' and cl-i-ents' specific trust for each other would

increase with therapy duration.

The Current Study

In order to investigate the val_idity of the preceding

arguments, the current study assessed the variabl-es of therapist
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and client trust, and therapists, implementation of the

facilitative attitudes in the context of actual therapeutic
rel-ationships- rn this study, therapist trusL rras measured in
terms of therapists' generalized assumptions about the

trustworthiness of others (generalized trust) and in terms of
their specific trust for individual cl-ients (specific trust). rn

addition, information was obtained on therapÍst experience, as

indicated by their highest degree and by the number of years of
practice since graduation with their highest degree. rnformation

was also obtained on the nu:nber of sessions that were held with
clients. clients' generalized trust and their specific trust for
their therapists were assessed. CIi-ents and therapists rated
therapists' l-eve1 of genuineness, empathic underst.anding, and

unconditional positive regard as weLl as cl-ients' leve1 of grobal

improvement sÍnce beginning therapy.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted in order to
assess whether therapist trust predicted therapists,
implementation of the facilitatj-we attitudes, whether therapists,
implementation of the facilitative attitudes predicted cj-ient

trust, and whether client trust predicted client improvement.

Protected t tests and comparisons of the adjusted R2 val-ues from

the regression analyses assessed whether ratings of therapists'
and clients' specific trust were more closely related to ratings
of the therapeutic conditions and client improvement than were

ratings of therapists' and clients' generalized trust. protected.

t tests and comparisons of Bt val-ues also assessed whether the

trust ratings and assessments of the therapeut.ic conditions and

cl-ient improvement were more predictive of each other when they

were made from the same or opposite perspectives. correlational-
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analyses tested whether therapists' and. cl,ients' generafized trust
were rel-ated to therapists' lewel- of experience and the number of
sessions in which they had interacted. Fínal-ly, correlational
analyses also provided a preliminary assessment as to whether

therapists' and cli-ents' specific trust for one another were

mutually reinforcing.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were advanced:

l-. Therapist trust will predict therapists' demonstration of
the facilitative attitudes as foflows:

b) Therapists, specific and generalized trust will
be more predictiwe of therapists' ratings of therapists'
implementation of the facilitative attitudes than of cl-ient

ratings of therapists, facilitatíve attitudes.
a) Therapists' specific trust wiLl- contribute more to

the prediction of therapist and cl_ient ratings of
therapists' facilitative attitudes than will t.herapì-sts,

generalized trust.
2- Therapists' demonstration of the facilitative attitudes will
predict cl-ient trust as fol-l-ows:

a) Client ratings of the facilitative attitudes will
contribute more Èo the prediction of cl-ients' specific and

generalized trust than will therapist ratings of the

faci-litative attitudes .

b) Therapist and cl-ient ratings of therapists,
facilitative attitudes will be more predictive of cl-ients'
specific trust than of cl_ients, generalized trust.

3. CLient trust wÍ11 predict cl_ients, global improvement in
therapy as follows:
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a) Cfients' specific and generalized trust will be

more predictive of cLient ratings of clients' globaÌ

improvement than of therapists' ratings of cl-ients' globa1

improvement.

b) Clients' specific trust will- contribute more to the

prediction of therapist and client ratings of clients'
globa1 i-mprovement than will clients' generalized trust.

4. a) Therapists' generalized and specific trust and cl-ients'

specific trust wil-l- correlate positivelv with therapist

experlence.

b) Therapists' and cl-ients' specific trust will correlate
positively with the number Õf sessions in which they have

interacted.

5. Therapists' specific trust and cl-ients' specific trust will

correlate positively with each other. This correlation will

diminish once therapists' implementation of the facilitative
attitudes and clients' global improvemerrt, as assessed by

therapists and cl-ients, are controll-ed-

Method

Therapists and Clients

Sixty-six therapists emp1oyed in private practice, one of

several- hospital clinics, or one of two university counselling

centres in the provj-nce of Manitoba were conLacted by letter (see

Àppendix A) and asked to participate in the study on a voluntary

basis. T\,^renty-one therapists agreed to participate. Of these,

four were unable to return questionnaire materj-al-s or recruit
client vol-unteers. The final sample consisted of !'7 therapists,

15 of whom had obtained a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, one of

whom had a MasLers degree in educational psychology, and one who
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had a Masters degree in social- work. The mean number of years

that therapists had been practi-sing since graduating with their
highest degree was 11 years. Ten therapists were mal_e and seven

were femaLe, and their ages ranged from 37 to 63 years (!!= 47) -

one therapist completed one of the questionnaires (Barrett-Lennard

Rel-ationship rnventory, Barrett-Lennard, 1962; see description
below) in terms of his rel_ationship with someone other than a

client. rn order to retain the maximum number of participating
therapists, he was asked to redo the measure for the therapist-
client relationship.

Therapists !,rere informed that their participation would

involve asking one or more of their cl-ients to take part in the
study on a vofuntary basis. A total of 52 clients returned
questlonnaire materials. The number of cfients seen by any one

therapist ranged from one to six. Àgain, 16 clients completed one

of the Barrett-Lennard ReLationship rnventory in terms of their
rel-ationship with someone other than their therapist. They were

asked to redo the measure and alr but four complied. Among the
final sample of 48 cl-ients, 38 were femal-e and 10 were ma]e.

Their ages ranged from 23 to 59 years (M= 39). Al1 clients were

seeking personal, as opposed to vocational, counseJ_ling on an

outpatient basis and had attended a mean of 43 sessions.

Instruments

The Trust/Confidence Attaclrment Scale.

Therapists' and cl_ients, generalized trust was measured

using the Trust,/confidence Attachment Scal-e (TCAS; see Appendix B)

developed by Brennan, Shaver, & Hazan (1999). The scale is one of
seven measures that were developed in accordance with attachment

theory to assess various dimensions of adults, slvles of
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attachment. Items on the scal-e consist of 10 statements that

describe indiwi,duals' general feelings and attitudes tov¡ards

trusting other people. The first item, for example, states, "I

find it easy to trust others. " Respondents are reguired to

indicate on a seven-point Likert scale the extent to which they

agreed or d5-sagreed with each statement. Total scores on the TCAS

are obtained by determining the mean of subjects'responses to the

10 statements.

The rel-iability of the TCAS was eval-uated using two samples

of undergraduate students and one sample of undergraduate students

and their heterosexual partners (Brennan & Shaver, 1991).

Coefficient alphas for the three samples were .87, .85, and.89.

Subjects in Èhe third sampJ-e completed the scal-e a second time

after an interval- of B months and the test-retest coefficient was

o1

The concurrent val-idity of the TCAS is evidenced by findings

which indicate that the scale rel-ates to measures of individuals'

styles of attach:-ment in a manner that is consistent with

attachment theory. Brennan arrd Shaver (1991), for example, found

a negative rel-ationship bet.ween scores on a measure of anxious-

ambivafent attach¡r¡ent. and scores on the TCAS. A negative

relationship between avoidant attachment and trust and a posÍtive

relationship between secure attachrnent and trust were al-so found.

The scale's concurrenL validity was furÈher support.ed by

correlations between subjects' and theÍr partners' scores on the

seven measures of attachment style dimensions for Brennan and

Shaver's (1991) sample of heterosexual- couples. For example,

individuals' scores on a measure of their general feelings of

frustration and a measure of their feelings of ambival-ence in
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rel-ationships correlated negatively with their partners' scores on

the TCAS. In a related vein, female and male subjects, scores on

the TCÀS correlated positively t^/ith measures of their own

rel-ationship satisfaction and with the rel-ationship satisfaction
of their mal-e and female partners. Final1y, evidence of the

TCAS's construct validity was indícated by the strong negative

relationship that was found between the TCAS and a measure of
interpersonal distrust (Brennan & Shaver, 1991).

The Dvadic Trust Scale-

Therapists' and cl-ients' specific trust in each other was

measured using modified versions of the Dyadic Trust Scale (DTS).

This scale \^ras developed by Larzelere & Huston (1980) to measure

specific trust among intimate partners. In its original form, the

scale requires subjects to indicate, on seven-point Likert scales,

the extent to which they agree or dj-sagree with each of eight

statements concerned with various aspects of their partners,

trustworthiness. Negatively stated items on the DTS are reversed

scored. Subjects' total score on the scale is derived by

determining their mean rating on the B statements.

Larzelere and Huston (1980) found the DTS to have high item-

total correlations rangi-ng from .'72 to .89 and a rel_ial¡ility of

.93 (coefficient alpha). The concurrent validity of the scale is
evidenced by the strong correl-ations that were found between

dyadic trust scores and sel-f-report measures of love and self-
disclosure for a sample of dating, married, and divorced couples.

The discriminant validity of the scal-e is demonstrated by the 1ow

correlations that were obtained between the DTS and a measure of
social- desirability (I= .00, ns) and two measures of generalized

trust (I= -I1 , p <.05; r= .Q2, ns). The dyadic trust scores v¡ere
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more strongly reJ-ated to measures of l-owe and seff-disclosure than

were either of the measures of generalized trust.

Other authors have found that, based on retrospective

interviews, divorced individuals' scores on the DTS decreaséd

significantj.y across three successive time periods Èhat preceded

their ÌegaÌ divorce, and that dyadic trust scores were among the

sErongest predictors of conflict during the divorce process

(Ponzetti & Cate. 1986). Dyadic trust scores among divorced

parents hawe also .been negatively correl-ated with measures of

their childrens' probJ-ematic behavÍours in school (l,Jood & Lewis,

1990). Finally, Cahn (1989) reported that scores on the DTS were

pos j-tiveJ-y correlat.ed v./ith dating and married indivj-duals'

assessments of their partners as " idea1 mates. "

In the present study, the DTS was modified to measure

specÍfÍc trust from both cl,ients' and therapists' perspectives.

The first item in the scal-e, for example, which previously read,
uMy partner is primarily interested in his/her own we1fare", r,\ras

modified to read, "My cj-ient is primarily interested in his/her
own welfare" (Therapist Form, see Àppendix C.1) or "My therapist

is primariJ-y interested in his/her own wel-fare" (Client Form, see

Appendix C.2) . T\¡o additional. ly modif ied forms of the DTS which

measure Eherapists' and cl-ients' perceptions of each other's trust
(see Appendices C.3 and C.4) were also incl-uded for future

anal-yses. For example, the first item in the scale r".¿, 'My

cLient feel-s that I am primarily interested in my own welfare",

and 'My therapist feels that I am primarily interested in my own

rdelfare" respectiveJ-y. Prior to completing the DTS, respondents

were informed that the scale was adapted from studies that were

investigating relationships other Lhan the cl-ient-therapist dyad
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and thaL, for this reason, some of the guestions may appear

diffj-cult or inappropriate to answer.

The Relationship ïnventorv.

Therapists' implementation of the facilitative attitudes
were measured using the Relationship Inventory (RI) that was

developed by Barrett-Lennard (1,962) . The basic form of the

Relationship rnventory (Rr) consists of 64 items that are evenly

divided into subscales measuring four facilitative attitudes
(Barrett-Lennard, 1986) . Half of the 16 items in each subscale

are expressed negatively and half are expressed positively. The

attitude of unconditional positive regard is represented by t.wo

subscal-es whj-ch are respectively termed ,, level of regard" and

"unconditionality of regard.', Lewel of regard refers to an

i-ndividual's overa]1 positive or negative affective response to a

particuJ-ar other, and unconditionaJ-ity of regard refers to the

extent to which the response is conditional upon the other
persons's specific attributes or behaviours (Barrett-Lennard,

L986). The remaining two attitudes assessed in the RI are

congruence (or genuineness) and empathic understanding.

Congruence refers to the "degree to which one person is
functionally integrated in the contexL of hi_s lor her]

relationship with another, such that there is absence of confl_ict
or inconsistency between his Ior her] total experience, his Ior
herl awareness, and his Ior her] overt communication" (Barrett-
Lennard, L962, p. 444). Empathic understanding embodies an

individual's communicated understanding of the important aspects

of another person's subjective awareness (Barrett-Lennard, l_986).

ln the present study, clients completed the ,,other toward

self" (os) form of the inventory (see Àppendix D.1) wherein items
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are worded as statements that describe indivíduals' experience of

another person's response to them. The first item, for example,

belongs to the l-evel- of regard scale and reads, "_ respects me

as a person." Respondents are instructed to mentally insert the

appropriate individuals' name in the space provided, and to choose

one of six numerically coded anstrers ranging from +3 ( "Yes l I
strongly f eel that it is true" ) to -3 ( "No I f sr-:.-ong1y f eel that
it is not true") for each item. In the present study, clients'
total scores on the Rf were used in the primary analyses. These

were derived by reversing the scores on negatively stated items,

substituting number codes of 1 through 6 for the signed codes of -

1 to +l-, and by determining the overalL mean of clients'responses
to the 64 items. For exploratory analyses, cl-ients' scores on the

indj.vidual- subscafes were derived by determining the mean rating
of the items belonging to each subscal-e.

Therapists completed the "myself to the other" (MO) form of

the RI (see Àppendix D.2), rn'herein items are worded in the first
person and descrii¡e the reporting person's response to the other

indiwidual. The first item, for example, reads, "I respect

as a person." Scoring procedures for therapists' completion of

the MO form of the RI were the same as for clients'completion of

the OS form.

curman (197'7 ) has reviewed L4 studies that have investigated

the internal- reliabiJ-ity of the RI, primarily in the context of

anal-ogue or actual- therapy situations. In l-1 studies, separate

spJ-it-haJ-f or alpha coefficients were derived for each subscale on

the RI. The mean coefficients for the regard, empathy,

unconditionality, and congruence subscal-es rdere respectively .gi],

-84, .'74, and .88, and the mean coef f icient for the toÈal- scale
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rnras .97.

Test-retest reliabilities of the RI were assessed in LO

studies reviewed by Gurman (19'77), half of which were conducted in

the context of actual therapy relationships. Test-retest

intervals ranged from 12 days to l_2 months and separate

coefficients for each subscaLe were derived for eight samples -

similar to the coefficients for internal reliability, test-retest

coefficients were uniformly high with mean values equal to .83

(regard) , .83 (empathy) , . B0 (unconditionality) , .95 (congruence) ,

and .90 (tota1).

The validity of the RI has been discussed at length by

Barrett-Lennard (1986) himself. He argues that the overall

process of devel-oping and revising the Rr scales, which took into

account the cri.tical- eval-uations of several independent judges,

demonstrates the content walidity of the inventory. rn addition,

the structure of the Rr, the item analyses used in its revision,

and its high reliability coefficients demonstrate that it is

metrically sound and therefore a potentialJ_y valid measuring

instrument. Barrett-Lennard (1996) al-so cites several- studies

which have conducted inter-item factor analyses on the Rr and have

yielded factors that coincide cl_osely with the variables of

empathy, level of regard, unconditionality of regard, and

genuineness.

The concurrent validity of the Rf, according to Barrett-

Lennard (1986), is evidenced by numerous st.udies which have

yielded positive associations between the facilitative attitudes,

as measured by the Rr, and the outcome of a variety of therapeutic

endeavours. Here, he draws particularly on the positive

concl-usions made by Gurman (197'7 ) since the majority of studies
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i-ncluded in this review utilized one or more forms of the Rf.

Barrett-Lennard (1986) a]so cites studies that have demonstrated

the RI's association with a number of variabl_es inherent in
rel-ationships other than the client-therapist dyad. These

variables include marital adjustment and distress, and students,

leveL of self-esteem, anxiety, and educational_ achievement. He

also states that a number of welJ--designed studies that have

utilized the Rf as a measure of the dependent variable have

indicated that subjects' scores on the RI are affected by,,factors
which should convincingly influence relationship guality" (p.460).

These fact.ors include, alnong others, cl j_ents' "psychological

mindedness, " therapists' and teachers' open-mindedness, and

training procedures for psychiatric residents.

Final1y, Barrett-Lennard (1986) argues that maximal validity
of the RI can be attained when it is completed by therapists and

cl-ients afLer a minimum of three theraplr sessions. Under these

conditions, cl-ients and therapists woul-d be most 1ike1y to respond

in terms of the specifics of their particular relationship, rather
than in terms of their initial expectations of what should be

occurring in therapy, or in terms of their personal biases.

The Global Outcome Ratinq.

The Global Outcome Rating (cOR; Strupp & Hadley, 1,979 ) was

utilized in the present study as a measure of clients, gJ_obal

improvement since therapy inception. Clients and therapists
completed the patient and therapist forms of the GOR respectively
(see Appendix E.1 and 8.2). Both forms reguire respondents to
indicate on an 11-point scale the degree of improvement or change

they perceive in the cl-ient sj-nce t.he beginning of therapy. The

scal-e ranges from +5 ("very greatly improved,,) to -5 (,,very much
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worse" ) .

The Brief Svmptom fnventorv.

The Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, !992; Appendix

F) was included in the present study as a measure of cl_ient

syrnptomatolog.y. The BSI is a shortened f orm of the S1'rnptom Check

List-90 (Derogatis, L9'77) and consj_sts of 53 self-report items

measuring nine dimensions of psychological distress (somatÍzation,

Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal_ Sensitivity, Depression,

Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid fdeation,
Psychoticism) . ftems in the scale constitute a l-ist of
psychological symptoms (e.g., "Nervousness or shakiness inside',)
and respondents are required to rate each s)¡mptom on a 5-point
scale (0-4) ranging from "not at all" (0) to',extremeIy,' (4) wÍth
reference to their experíence over the previous seven days.

In t.he present study, the General Severity Index (cSI) of

the BSI v¡as used as the primary measure of cl_ients, psychological

adjustment. The GSI, which represents both the number of symptoms

and the intensity of distress experienced by respondents, is
considered the most sensitive summary measure that can be derived

from the BSI (Derogatis t* Me]isaratos, 1983). The GSI is obtained

by summing subjecLs' scores on each item on the BSI and dividing
the grand total by 53. Norms to be used for the interpretation of
the BSr for a ntunber of respondent populations, including female

and male outpatients, have been provided by Derogatis (1992) .

Norms for col-l-ege students have al-so been reported by cochran and

Hale (1985) .

Derogatis (1992) reported acceptabl_e coefficient alpha

estimates for each symptom dimension that ranged from .71 on

Psychoticism to .85 on Depression for a large sampJ-e of mal-e and
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female outpat.ients. coefficient alphas that ranged from .70 on

psychoticism to .88 on depression were also reported by Broday and

Mason (1991) for a sample of cl-ients at a universiby counselling
centre. Test-retest reliabilities over a 2-week interval for a

sample of non-patient subjects ranged from .68 on somatization to
.91- on Phol¡ic Ànxiety (Derogat.Ís, 1992) . The test-retest
coefficient for the GSf was .90-

The construct validity of the BSr \,vas assessed by examining

the correl-ations of the nine symptom dimensions with the clinical
scal-es on the Minnesota Mult.iphasic personality rnventory (MMpr;

Dahf strom, 1'969), the wigqi-ns content scales on the MMpr (wiggins,

1966), and the T\zron Cluster Scal_es on the MMpf (TVron, 1966) .

Correlations ranged from .30 to .'72 and seven of the nine

dj-mensions on the BSr showed strong convergence with clinically
appropriat.e scales on the MMPï (Derogatis, 1_992) . Further
evidence of the scal-e's concurrent val-idity has been presented in
a review of over 100 studies that have inwolved the BSr and have

demonstrated its sensitivity to changes in individual_s,
psychological- status as it is affected by a wide range of factors
(Derogatis, 1,992) . Among these, several studi_es have shortn

significant changes in BSI scores for subjects undergoing

psychological treatment for a variety of conditions.
Procedure

Letters of instruction (see Appendix c), client recruitment
letters (see Appendix H), and questionnaíre packets for clients
and therapists were sent to each participating therapist.
Therapists were asked to present the recruitment l-etter to clients
whom they judged to be eligible to participate in the study, and

dist.ributed the appropriate documents to clienÈs who agreed Lo
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take part.

To protect confiderrtiality, neíther clients nor therapisbs

indicated their names on any of the questionnaire materials. Code

numbers were used for purposes of identification. Therapists had

the option of indicating clients' initial-s on the questionnaires

that assessed their relationship with those particular clients.
These initials were subsequently removed from the questionnaires.

Questionnaire packets for therapists were of two types and

were be labelled "Therapist l-" and "Therapist 2." Therapists were

instructed to complete the packet labelled "Therapist 1-" first.
This packet was compLeted onl-y once by each therapist and

contained a consent form (see Appendix I.1), and the

Trust/Confidence Attachment Scale in that order. The packet

l-abelled "Therapist 2" contained general instructions and

preliminary questions pertaining to therapists' level- of

experience, their theoretical orientation, and the number of

sessions held vrith clients (see Appendix J). The packet al-so

conLained, in the following order, the MO form of the Relationship

Inventory, t\,vo modif ied versions of the [zadic Trust Sca]e

(measuring therapists' trust in their clients and therapists'
perception of ho\^, much their clients trust them) , and the

therapist form of the GOR. Therapist.s were instructed to complete

the questionnaires in the order that they appeared in the packet.

They were instructed to complete one packet labeLled "Therapist 2,,

for each of their clients participating in the study.

Client packets were labelled "Client." These packets

contained, in Èhe following order, general instructions for
completing the questionnaires (see Àppendix K), a consent form

(see Appendix I), the Trust/Confidence Àttachment Scale, two
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modified versions of the Dyadic Trust scaLe (measuring clients,
trust. in their therapists and clients, perceptions of how much

their therapists trust them), the os form of the Relationship

inventory, the patient form of the GOR, and the Brief Symptom

lnventory. Àgain, clients were j_nstructed to complete the

guestionnaires in the order that they appeared in the packet.

Each questionnaire packet was accompanied by an addressed

envelope. Therapist.s and clients rrrere provided with postaqe so

that the completed questionnaires could be mailed direct.ly to the

researchers. After data col-l-ection was completed, a letter of
explanation das sent to therapists (Appendix L.1). Therapists

were requested to distribute a similar letter to their clients
(Appendix L.2) .

Results

Description of Sample and Reliabilitv of Measures

Means, standard devÍations, and alpha coefficients (where

applicable) for therapists' and cl-ients, scores on the TCÀS, DTS,

Rf, and GOR, and clients' scores on the General Severity fndex of

Lhe BSI are presented in Table 3. Official norms for the TCÀS,

DTS, RI, and GOR have not been provided in the l_iterature.

However, an examination of the means and standard deviations in

Table 3 indicates that, in the present study, therapists, and

clients' scores on the DTS, RI, and coR feI} largely in the top

half of the possible scoring range for each of t.hese measures.

This indicates that clients and therapists in this sample

evaluated each other in primarify positive terms. In addition,

clients in this sample reported a slightly Lower degree of

s)¡mptomatology (U= t.03, Ð- .70) on the General_ Severity Index

(GSI) of the BSf than did the outpatient psychiatric sample (!!=
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Table 3

Means, standard Deviations, and Àlpha coefficients for Therapists'
and Cl-ients' Scores on each Measure

Measure n

Pos s ibL e

Scoring

Range

M afphau

r L.Ét>T

I L¡tòc

!J-ÞT

DTSc

ÞT¡\47

RI.

GORr

GORc

BS rc

t7

4B

48

4t1

48

Âo

q0

4ö

4õ

1- 10

1-10

L-'7

1--6

1_- 6

1- 11

1- 11

1_À

5.78

5.52

6.3-9

4. 88

4.90

9 .46

9 .11

1.03

.5'7

1.08

- /5

.58

.44

.49

1.39

1.10

.'7 0

.65

. (t{

. öu

.94

.95

o?

Note. p1'5= [zadic Trust scale; TCAS= Trust/conf idence At.tach-ment

Scale; Rf- Relatíonship Inventory; GOR= ÇfeþaL Outcome Rating;
BSr= General sewerity rndex of the Brief symptom rnventory; .=

scale completed by therapist; 
"- scal_e compJ-eted by client.

'a]pha coefficients coul-d not be caLculated for the GoR because it
consists of only one item.1.32, sD= .72; Derogatis, 1,992) on which

the BSr was normed. clients' mean score of 1.03, however, fal-ls
within one standard deviation of the normative mean for
psychiatric outpatients and falls welL above the mean of .30 (sD=

.31) that was obtained by the normative sample of non-patient
adults (Derogatis, !992) . In terms of their more generalized
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feelings and attitudes in relationships, therapists, mean

generalized trust score (¡f= 5.78) on the TCAS fel1 sIíghtIy above

the midpoint of the possible
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scoring range whereas clients'mean score (M= 3.72) fell in the

l-ower half of the scoring range.

ldith one exception, each of the measures presented in Table

3 shows a high level of reliability. This j-ncludes therapists'
and cl-ients' scores on the DTS (alpha = .84 and -80 respectively)
whÍch was modified to suit the purposes of the present

investigation- Àl-though the TCÀS has proven to be a highly
reliable instrument in other research settings (see above

discussion on the psychometric properties of the TCAS), the

rel-iabÍlity of therapists' scores on the TCAS in the present study

was rel-atiwely low (alpha= .65). For this reason, therapists,
scores on the TCAS were included in subsequent analyses only when

therapists' generalized trust, which was assessed by therapists,
scores on the TCAS, was a primary variable of interest. Given the

high correlation between therapists' scores on the TCAS and

therapists'scores on the DTS (I= .67,p..0001; see Table 4 in
Appendix M), only therapists' scores on the DTS, which represented

the more reliable instrument (alpha=.80), were incl-uded in
analyses wherein therapist trust served as a covariate. The

manner in which problems associated with multicollinearity were

avoided in analyses that included therapists' scores on both the

TCÀS and the DTS will be described below.

Identification of Covariates

Correlational analyses and analyses of variance were

conducted in order to identify characteristics of the client-
therapist dyad that were not central- to the research questions

under investigation but were related to measures that woul-d serve

as the criterion variables (e.g., therapist and client ratings on

the RI and GOR, and cl-ient rat.ings on the TCAS and DTS) in
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multipre regression analyses. significant characteristics were

defined as covariates and their effects were partialred out of the
final analyses.

correlational anal-yses were conducted when the potential
covariates represented continuous variables. These included
cl-ients' and therapists' ages, therapists' years of experience,
the number of completed sessions, and cl_ient symptomatologry.

Analyses of variance were conducted when the covariates

represented categorical variables. These included

clients' and therapists' sex, marital status, therapists,
theoretical orientation, whether ratings were made by the client
or the therapist, and whether client-therapist dyads constituted
the same or opposite sex dyads. Analyses of variance were also
conducted to determine whether there were differences between

therapists on any of the prospective criterion vari-ables.

AJ-though it would seem that the inclusion of more than one

dependent variable in these analyses would deem mul-tivariate
analyses of variance (MÀNovA) more appropriate than univariate
analyses of variance (ÀNOVÀ), the relatively smal_l number of
subjects precluded the utilization of the MÀNOVÀ procedure

(Tabachnik & Fide]l, 1989). fn addition, the large number of
correl-ations and univariate comparisons that resulted from this
procedure yielded an unacceptably high experimentwise error raÈe

that was of concern. However, when the experimentwise error rate
was set at .05 or.10, only two covariates (client s]¡mptomatology

and therapist effects) were identified. Thus, covariates were

ultimately defined as variables that reLated to prospective

criterion variabl-es at a comparisonwise error rate of .05. The

disadvantage of this procedure was that some non-covariates coul_d
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be identified as covariates merely by chance. However, the

assurance that the confounding irrfluence of theoretically
important covariates would be partiaÌfed out of the final analyses

appeared to justify this risk.
Resul-ts of the correlational anal-yses are presented in Tabre

5. For the RI, cl-ients, scores r,^¡ere negatively related to
therapist age (I= *.30, p< -04), and therapists, scores were

negatively relat.ed to client age (I= -.32, p. .04) and positively
related to the number of completed sessions (g= .34, p<.04). On

the basis of these results, therapist and client age, and the

number of completed sessions were grouped together as a covariate
set and partialled out of subsequent. analyses wherein either
therapist or cl-ient ratings on the Rr served as the criterion
variable. Àlthough not afl covariates in the set were rel-ated to
both therapist and client ratings on the RI, they were grouped

together into one covariate set and then partiallecl out of
subseguent analyses wherein either therapist or cl-ient ratings on

the RI served as the criterion variable so that J.egitimate

comparisons between these analyses could be made.

Table 5 indicates further that clients, scores on the DTS

v/ere negatively related to the number of sessions attended (å= -
.30, p< .04) and thaL client.s'scores on the TCAS were negatively
rel-ated to cl-ient s1¡mptomatology (I=-.56, .E .001_). Thus, the

number of completed sessions and client s]¡mptomatologty were

partialled out of final analyses wherein c]ient ratings on the

TCAS or DTS served as the criterion variabl-e. Àgain, the same

covariate set was partialled out of analyses wherein either rating
of client trust served as the criteri_on variabl_e so that
legitimate comparisons between these anal-yses could be made.
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Table 5

Correlations betrveen Prospectiwe Criterion Variables and Therapist

and Client Àge, Number of Comp]eted Sessions, Therapist.

Experience, and Cl-ient Svmptomatologv

Criterion Therapist Client Session Therapist Client
Variable Àge Age Number Experience S}¡mptomatologyu

Rr, .02

Rï. -.30"

TCASC .10

DTSC -.06

GOR, .22

coRc -.05

_ 11* )À*

.L6 -1.4

-.01 .L4

-.1_3 -.30*

-. 13 .23

-.01 .r4

-.11

.01

.01

.19

.06

.01

.04

- .14

_.56***

.24

-.30*

Note. TCAS= Trust,/Conf idence Attachment Scal-ei DTS= Dyadic Trust

Sca1e; GOR- Global Outcome Rating; r= scale complet.ed by

therapist; .= scale completed b], cfient. aClient Symptomatology

was assessed by clients' scores on the General severity fndex of

the Brief Symptom Inventory.
*p. .05 **p. .01 ""*p.. .001.
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Finally, therapist and client ratings on the GOR were

negatiwely related to client symptomatologry as assessed by

cl-ients'scores on the General severity rndex on the BSr (r= -.30,
pS.04 and r- -.40, p. -006, respectively). For lhis reason, the
effects of client symptomatology were partialled out of subsequent

analyses wherein therapist or cl-ient ratings on the GoR served as

the criterion variable.

The results of the analyses of variance are presented in
Tables 6 Lo 1'2 in Appendix N. The ÀNovAs for therapists,and
cl-ients' sex, age, and marital status; dyad gender composition;
and rater perspective \,vere not significant. T\^¡o ÀNovAs were

si-gnif icant. First, clients' scores on the Rr were related t.o

therapists' theoretical orientation, F(3,13)= 5.41, p< .01.

Multiple comparisons revealed that clients working with therapists
from a cognitive-Behavioural perspective rated their therapists as

higher on the facilitative conditions than did clients working
with therapists from ecl-ectic, psychoanalytic, or systemic

orientations. The second significant ANovÀ reveafed differences
between therapists on their ratings of themsel-ves on the Rrr,

F(j-6,31)= 3.54, p'. .001. Therapists \,vere therefore grouped on the
basis of their theoretical- orientation and on the basis of their
Rr ratings. Therapists from a cognitive-Behavioural_ perspective
were coded as 1 and therapists from al_l_ oÈher perspectives were

coded as 0- with respect to therapists' Rr ratings, therapists
were divided into three groups on the basis of the distribution of

tAn additional ANo\,A indicated that therapists also differed
significantly on their ratings on the DTS, F(16,31)= 6.55, p<.001
(see Ta]¡le 12). The implications of this finding wil-l_ be

discussed below.
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their Rr scores relative to the mean. rn subsequent regression
analyses, these groups r.^¡ere represented by two dummy variabLes.
Therapists with Rr scores greater than one standard deviation
above the mean were coded as 1 on the first dummy variable (Duml)

and al-1 other therapists were coded as 0. Therapists with Rr

scores within one standard deviation of the mean were coded as 1

on the second dummy variabl_e (Dum2) and all- other therapists were

coded as 0. By default, therapÍsts whose Rr scores were l-ower

than one standard deviation be]ow the mean were represented by 0

codes on both dummy variabl-es. MultipLe comparisons reveaLed that
therapists within each grouping did not differ significantly from

one another.

Àna1\,ses of H\¡potheses

Hvpothesis 1.

To test the assertion that therapists' specific and

generalized trust contribute to therapists, demonstration of the
facilitative attitudes, two hierarchical, murtiple regressj-on

analyses were conducted. The criterion variabl-e in the first
anal-ysis was therapist ratings on the Rr. The first predictor
variable entered into this regression eguation r/¡as the covariate
set made up of client and therapist age, the number of completed

sessions, and therapist groupings based on their theoretical_
orientation and their distribution of scores on the Rr. The

second and third predictor variabl-es were therapists, scores on

the TCAS and DTS respectively. The hierarchical- entry of the
predictor wariabl-es made it possible to determine the increase in
variance of the criterion variable that was accounted for by

therapists' scores on the TCÀs or DTS beyoncl that accounted for by

the covariate set. rn addition, entering therapists, scores on
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the two trust measures into the equation at separate steps made it
possible to partial out the effects of therapists' scores on the
TCAS from the effects of therapists, scores in the DTS in order to
avoid probi-ems assocj-ated with multicollinearity between these two

variables (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). The second regression analysis
fo]lowed an identical procedure, except that client ratings on the
Rf served as the criterion variable.

The results of the regression anaJ.ysis wherein therapist
raLings on the Rr served as the criterion varÍable are presented

in Table 13. First, these findings indicate that the covariate
set contributed significantly to the regression eguation, F(6,41)-
9.84, p< .001, with therapist groupings on the basis of
their Rf scores being the significant positive predictors within
this set (Duml-: F[1,41_)= 27.88; Þ< .001, Ê= L.06; Dum2:

F[1,41)= '7 .75, p< .008, Ê= .46) . In total, the covariate set
accounted for 53? of the variance in therapists, Rr scores. This
suggests that differences between therapists that may or may not
have subsumed genuine differences in their demonstration of the
facilitative attitudes were strong positive contributors to the
prediction of therapj.sts, ratings on the RI.

Beyond the significant contribution of the covariate set,
therapists' scores on the TCAS did not contribute significantly to
the regression equation. Therapists' scores on the DTS, on the
other hand, did add to the equation, I(1,39)= 23.64, p<.001, Ê=
.37, even when the contributions of the covariate set and

therapists' scores on the TCAS were control1ed. Àdding

therapists' scores on the DTS t.o the eguation resul-ted in an

increase of .l-7 in the adjusted B'? va]ue. Taken together, the
findings in Table 13 indicate that, beyond the strong, positive
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Table 13

Resression Analvses of lherapist Trust predictinq Therapist

Ratinqs of the Facititative Àttitudes

bt

Criterion Predictor

Variable VarÍab1e

ÊP¡ df Àdj

tr
Incr
n2
^

RIt Covariate

Sesno

Age.

Àna

Theor

Duml

Dum2

TCAST

DTSl

Set 9.84u

trÁ

a ô^z-ö¿

.15

AC
- sJ

1- ô ôzt -öó

'7.'75

1)è

23 .64^

Ã ¿.'l

1L1

1 ó.1

1L1

'l ¿,1

1 ¿,1

1 d1

t, 40

1 ?O

.001

NS

ns

NS

NS

.001

.008

NS

.001

- .53

.00

.00

.00

.l_1

1.06

.46

.04 .52

.39 -69

-.01

.1,'7

Note. Adj. R-= Adjusted S; fncr. -t= increment of adjusted gt -=

a resul-t of adding variable to regression equation; RI=

ReLationship Inventory; TCAS= Trust/Confidence Attachment Scale;

DTS= Dyadic Trust Scalei r= scâle completed by therapist;.- scale

completed by client; Sesno= Number of complebed sessions; Theor=

Theoretical orientation; Duml & Dum2= Dummy variabl-es representing

therapist groupings based on distribution of scores on Rr ratings.
uF values presented for variable or variabLe set having controlled
for variables or variabl-e sets enLered at prior stages in the

analysis.
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contribution of therapist differences, therapists' specific trust,
but not their generalized trust, was a positi_we predictor of
therapist ratings of the facilitative attitudes.

The resul-ts of the regression analysis wherein cl_ient

ratings on the Rr served as the criterion variable are presented

in Table 14. Àgain, this table indicates that the covariate set

contributed significantly to the regression equation, F(6, 4L)=

2.32, p< .05, with therapists' age being the significant negative
predictor and therapists' theoretical orientation being the

significant positive predictor within this set, (F[1,41]= 5.4!, p<

.03, [=--93 and FII,4I)= 4.88, p.< -03, Ê= .54 respectively) . fn

total-, the covariate set accounted for L4* of the variance in
client Rf ratings. Thus, therapists who were younger and who

described their orientation as Cognitive-Behavioural were rated
higher on the facilitative attitudes by their clients.

Beyond the significant contribution of the covariate set.,

therapists' scores on neither trust measure contributed

significantly to the regression equation. This indicates that
therapists' generalized and specific trust did not predict

cl-ients' experience of the facilitative attitudes beyond the

significant prediction that was afforded by therapists' age or

therapists' theoretical orientation.

Taken together, the resul-ts presented in Tabl-es 13 and 14

lend partial support to the first hypothesis in the study.

Therapists' specif ic trust \.^/as a positive predictor of therapists,
demonstrar.ion of the facilitative attitudes, but only when the

attitudes were rated by therapists and not by clients. On the

other hand, therapists' generalized trust predicted neither
therapists' nor clients' ratings of therapists, facil_itative
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Table l-4

Reqression Analyses of Therapist Trust predictin

of Therapists' Facilitative Àttitudes

t Rati

CrÍterion Predictor

Variabl-e Variable

F df P. Ê Adj

}'('

Incr
n2Ã

ÐTr\rc Covariate

Sesno

Age.

Age"

Theor

Duml

Dum2

I UåòT

Tì'F CutpT

ô^! I alA>eL ¿. )z

1- .02

1_35

5 .4t
/ ôô

.60

1.08

. öo

. uo

6,41 .05

1,41, ns

l,4I ns

I,41- .03

1 A1 n?

I,4L ns

I,41- ns

1,40 ns

1 ?ô ¡¡Þ

1-4

.00

.01

-.03

.55

.26

.r6

.04

.00

- .02

I4

L2

Note. Àdj. R2= Àdjusted !2; Tncr. Bt= increment of adjusted ff.=
a result of adding variabl_e to regression equation; RI=

Rel-ationship rnventory; TCÀs= Trust/confidence Àttachment scare;

¡1'5= Dyadic Trust Scal-ei r= scâl-e completed by therapist; .- scal_e

completed by client; sesno= Number of completed sessions; Theor=

Therapist groupings on the basis of therapists, theoretical_

orientation; Duml t" Dum2= Dummy variabl-es represent.ing therapist
groupings based on distribution of scores on Rf ratings.
uF values presented for variable or variab]e set having controlled
for variabl-es or variabl-e sets entered at prior stages in the

analysis.
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attitudes. In relation to the latter finding, it should be noted

that the failure to find a significant prediction on the basis of
therapists'generalized trust may have been due to the fact that

therapists' scores on the generalized trust measure \^/ere

rel-atively unreliable and therefore less like1y to contribute to a

regression equation (Cohen & Cohen, 1983).

Hvpothesis 2.

To test the assertion that, controlling for therapist trust,
therapists' demonstration of the facil-itative attitudes
contributes to clients' specific and generalized trust,. two

hierarchical, multiple regression analyses were conducted. In the

first analvsis, cl-ients' scores on the TCÀS served as the

criterion variable. The covariate set consisting of the number of

compl-eted sessions and clients' scores on the General Severity

Index (cSI) of the BSI was entered as the first predictor

variabl-e. Therapists' scores on the DTS were then entered into
Ehe equation as a covariate in the second step of the analysis.

Finally, the set of therapist and client ratings on the RI was

entered ínto the equation. Again, the hierarchical manner in
which the predictor variabl-es were entered into the equation made

it possibfe to determine whether the set of RI ratings contributed

significantly to the prediction of cl-ients' scores on the TCÀS,

even when the contribution of the covariate set and t.herapists,

scores on the DTS had been taken Ínto account. It was especially

important to enter therapists' scores on the RI and the DTS into
the anai-ysis at separate steps because these variables were highly
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correlated2 (5= .7 6, p. .001, see Tab]e 4 ) and their simultaneous

introduction into the analysis would have created problems

associated with multicoll-inearity. The second regression analysis
was identical- to the first except that the criterion variabl-e was

clients' scores on the DTS.

The results of these regression analyses are presented in
Table l-5. With respect to the analysis wherein cl_ients, scores on

the TCAS served as the criterion variable, the results indicate,
first, that the covariate set contributed significantly to the

regressj-on equation, F(2,45)= 11.98, p.. .001-, with cl-ients,scores
on the GSI being the significant, negative predictor within this
set, F(1,45)= 2.61, p. .001, Ê= -.89. In total, the covariate set

accounted for 322 of the variance in clients, scores on the TCÀS.

Beyond the contribution of the covariate set, therapists, scores

on the DTS, al-so entered as a covariate, did not contribute

significantly to the equation. OveraÌ1, these findings indicate
that. clients' symptomatology was a strong,, negative contributor to
the prediction of clients' generalized trust, such that the

greater the symptomat.ologiy, the Less clients trusted others, and

therapists' specific trust did not contribute further to this
prediction.

With respect to the primary variables of interest, the

results in Table 15 indicate that, controll-ing for the effects of
clients'scores on the GSf and therapists'scores on the DTS, the

set of RI ratings contributed significantly to the prediction of

2 ClienLs' scores on the DTS and RI were also highly
correl-ate¿ (I= . 50, .E . 001; see Table 4 ) . The implications of the

high correl-ations between clients, and therapists, scores on the

RI and DTS will be discussed be]ow.
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Table 15

Regression Ànal-vses of Therapists' Facil-itative Attitudes
Predictinq Client Trust

Criterion Predictor

Varlable Variable
ÊP'F df Adj

tr
Incr

¡2Ã

TCASc

DTSc

Covariate Set

Sesno

BS ïc

IJIJT

Rrc & Rrrb

RI.

Rït

^^-----l-L-UUVdI fdLC >EL

Sesno

BS rc

DTS.

- n- bllJ-C ¿r -t1.LT

RI.

RIt

1l_.98' 2,45

2 .61_ r, 45

)2 L1 1 Atr,

q4å 1 Aô.

4.46" 2,42

) ql 1 A)

6.55 L,42

¿- ?¿. 1 ¿q

1 nq 1 ¿q

.3 0' 7, 44

9 .43" 2,42

18.75 7,42

.08 I,42

.001

ns .00

.001 -.89

ns .14

.02

ns .40

.01 -1_.09

32

.31 -.01

.41 .10

.01

.05

ns

.001

.001

NS

-.01

- -12

.06

.63

.07

.06

.39

-.01

. JJ

Note. TCÀS= Trust,/Conf idence Àttachment Scal_ei DTS= Dlzadic Trust

Scalei Rf= Relationship Inventory; BSI.= clients' scores on the

General- Severity Index of the Brief Symptom Inventory; r= scale

completed by therapist; 
"= 

scale compl-eted by client; Sesno=

number of completed sessions.

'F values presented for varíaÌ¡l-e or variabl-e sets having
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cl-ients' scores on the TCAS, F (5,42) = 4. 46, p. _02, with t.herapist
ratings on the Rr being the significant, negative predictor within
this set, F(1,42)- 4.46, p< .01, -E- -l-.09. The addition of the

set of RI ratings to the regression equation resul_ted in an

increase of .09 to the adjusted R2 value. These findings indicate
that, beyond the contributÍon of clients, symptomatology,

therapist ratings of therapists' facilitative attitudes are a

moderate, negative contributor to the prediction of cl-ients,
generalized trust such that the more positive the faciritative
attitudes, the less the client,s trust for others.

Turning to the prediction of clients, scores on the DTS, the

results in Table 15 indicate, first, that the covariate set

contrii:uted marginally to the regression equation, F(2,45)= 2.9j,
p< .0J, with the number of completed sessions being the

significant, negatÍve predictor within this set, F(1,45)= 4.24, p<

.05, Ê= -.01. Overall, the covariate set accounted for 7? of the

variance in clients' scores on the DTS. Beyond the contribution
of the covariate set, therapists' scores on the DTS did not add to
the regression equation. Taken together, these findings suggest a

trend towards more therapy sessions being associated with less

reported specific trust in the therapist by the cl-ient and do not
provide evidence that therapists' specific trust for the client is
directly related to cl-ients' specific trust for their therapists.

However, Table 15 indicates that, controlling for the

effects of clients'scores on the GSr and therapists, scores on

the DTS, the Rr rating set did contribute significantly to the
predicti-on of cl-ients' scores on the DTS, F(2,42)= 9.43, p< .0Ol-,

vrith cl-ient ratÍngs on the Rr being the positive predictor within
this set, F(1,42)- 1-8.75, p< .001, [= 63. Àdding c].ients' scores
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on the DTS to this model- resulted in an increase in the adjusted
-1R' val-ue of -33. These findings, therefore suggest that cl_ients,
l*O"rr"rr"e of their therapists, facilitative attitudes ,uras a

strong, positive contributor to the prediction of ctients,
specific trust, even when the significant contribution of the

number of completed sessions and therapists' specific trust was

taken into account.

fn sum, the results presented in Table 15 lend partial
support to the second hypothesis in the study. Therapists'
demonstration of the facilitative attitudes predicted cl_ients,

specific trust when the attitudes \.{ere assessed from the client,s,
but. not the therapist's, point of view. À rather unexpected

finding was that therapì-sts' demonstration of the facj-litative
attitudes, as rated by the therapist, was a negative predictor of
cl-ient's generalized trust.

Hvpothesis 3.

To test the assertion that client trust contributes to
cl-ients' g1oba1 improvement in therapy, two hierarchical, togistic
regressíon anal-yses were conducted. Logistic regression, as

opposed to l-inear reg,ression, was used because the criterion
variables, clients' and therapists' scores on the GoR, were basecl

on singre item ratings and therefore represented categorical
rather than continuous data (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). Vùhereas

linear regression predicts the value of the response or criterion
variable, logistic regression predicts the probability that a

criterion variabl-e wil-l take on a given va]ue. rn addition,
logist.ic regression is based on the binomial, rather than the

normal, distribution which also describes the distribution of
error terms in the logistic regression. The statistic that is
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used to determine the extent to which a given variable contributes
significantly to a J-ogistic regression equation is cal_led the
Generalized Likelihood Ratio (c). This ratio foLlows the 12

distribution and compares the probability of obtaining the
observed data set from models with and without the variable of
interest - Fina11y, in logistic regression, positive predictors
are indicated by I values greater than 1 and negative predictors
are indicated by I values less than 1.

The criterion variable in the first logistic regression vras

therapists' scores on the GoR. Similar to previous analyses, the
predictor variabLes were entered into the regression equation in a

hierarchical- manner in order to control for the effects of
variabl-es or variabLe sets that were entered at prior stages in
the analysis. The first predíctor variable entered into this
analysis as a covariate was cri-ents' scores on the General_

severity rndex (csr) of the BSr. The second predictor variable
entered into the equation was therapists, scores on the DTS, also
entered as a covariate, and the third predictor was the covariate
set of therapist and client ratings on the Rr. The final
predictor variable, which was also the variable of interest, l,ras

the set of cl-ients' scores on the TCÀS and DTS. The second

logistic regression fol-lowed an identical procedure except that
clients' scores on the GoR served as the criterion variabl_e.

The results of these regression analyses are presented in
Table l-6. They indicate that clients, scores on the GSf were

negative predictors of client g1oba1 improvement, as rated by

therapists and clients (decrease in G= 4.91_, g< .03, Ê= .gg, and

decrease in G= 7.79, p<.005, Ê= .33, respectively). In the modeL

wherein therapist ratings on the GoR served as the criterion
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Loqistic Reqression ÀnalVses of Client Trust Predictinq Client

fmprovement

'7 '7

Criterion Predictor

Variable Variabl-e

G Decrease in df p.
"0."

Go& intercept

BSïc

lìmc

. nr d
ÃfT e ¡ll-C

RIt

DTr\fc

TCASC & DTScd

m-t c¡ rãrc

DTSc

131.38

1_26 .47

122.59

1_22.3!

122.55

r22 .3 6

]-20.34

I27.74

1-2r - 43

L .03

1 .02<p<.05

2ns

l- ns

l- ns

2ns

1ns

Lns

4 .9rb

3.BBb

tob

.04

a)

t . g'7b

1_ .22

.93

oo

2 .03

aÕ

.6L

1 ÁÈ
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Table 16 (continued)

Criterion Predictor

Variable Variable

Decrease in df !.'p'

GORc intercept

BSIc

DTST

Rrr & Rrcd

Rrt

RI.

TCASC & DTScd

¡TaÀ e

DTSc

L48.L7

140.38

138.22

135.59

138.03

135.'72

133.40

133.80

133.61

7 -7gh

2.1,6b

2 .63b

.19

2.53

2 - 1,9b

7.79

1.98

.005

ns

NS

NS

ns

NS

ns

NS

-33

.58

1, .49

1 )ô

l_.55

1.38

1

1

2

L

l-

2

1

t_

Note. 9= Generalized Likel-ihood Ratioi GoR= Gloi¡al outcome Rating;
BSI= General Severity Index on the Brief S]¡mptom Inventory; DTS=

Dyadic lrust Scale; RI- Rel_ationship Inventory; TCAS-

Trust/Confidence Àttachment Scalei r= ratings made by therapist;
c= ratings made by client.
upositive predictors are indicated by p values greater than 1 and

negative predictors are indicated by I values less than 1.
bdecrease in G presented for variable or variable set having

control]ed for variabl-e or variable sets entered at prior stages
in the analysis.

fuariables entered into regression eguation as a set_
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variable, therapists' scores on the DTS also served as a positive
predictor of client improvement (decrease in G= 3.gg, .02<p<.05,

Ê= 2.03) even when the effects of clients, scores on the GSr were

contro]1ed. No other covariates contributed significantly to
either model. Taken together, these covariate analyses indicate
that clients with lower leveIs of symptomatology !\rere more Iikely
to be rated by therapists and cl-ients as having made g1oba1

improvements in therapy. When client symptomatology was

controll-ed for, therapists with higher l_evel_s of trust for their
clients were more likely to rate their cl_ients as having improved.

With respect to the primary variabl-es of interest, the
cli-ent trust set did not cont.ribute significantly to either
I-ogistic model- once the contrÍbution of the covariates had been

taken into account. This indicates that the third hypothesis was

not supported. Neither clients' generarized nor their specific
trust predicted therapists' or clients, assessments of cl_ient
globaL improvement.

Hvpothesis 4.

correlational- anal-yses indicated that therapist experience
correlated positively with therapists, scores on the TCÀs (r= .30,
p.< -04) but did not correlate significantly with therapists' or
clients' scores on the DTS. on the other hand, the number of
compi-eted sessions did correlate positively with therapÍsts,
scores on the DTS (å= .33 , p<. 02 ) and negaEively r^rith clients ,

scores on the DTS (I= -.30, p< .04).

Taken together, these resul-ts J,end partial support to the
fourth hypothesis. They indicate that more experienced therapists
reported higher l-evel-s of generalized trust than did less
experienced therapists. Therapist experience did not, however,
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reLate to therapists' specific trust for individual clients or to
cl-ients' specific trust for thej-r therapists. Therapists, and

clients'specific trust for one another did relate to the length

of time over which they had been interacting. Contrary to
expectations, however, therapists' specific trust for their
cLients appeared to increase with the length of therapy, whereas

clients' specific trust for their therapists appeared to decrease.

Hvpothesis 5.

Therapists' and cfients' specific trust, as assessed by

their respectiwe scores on the ÐTS, did not correlate
significantly (I= -.04, ns). Thus, contrary to what was expected,

evidence for the reciprocal reinforcement of therapists' and

clients' trust for one another was not obtained.

Exploratorv Analvses

In light of the finding that therapists, specific trust
predicted therapist ratings of the facil_itative attitudes when

therapists' generalized trust was controlled, exploratory analyses

were conducted to determine whether therapists, specific trust
predicted any of the individual facilitative attitudes (i.e.,

level of regard, uncondj-tionality of regard, empathy, and

congruence), as rated by the therapist, more strongly than it did
the others. Four multiple regression analyses were conducted such

that therapist ratings on each of the subscales of the Rr served

as the criterion variabl-e in one analysis. Às in previous

analyses, the predictor variables were entered into the regression

eguations hierarchicaJ-ly. The covariate set consisting of client
age, therapist age, number of completed sessions, and therapist
groupings based on therapists' theoretical orientation and their
ratings on the RI, was entered into each eguation first and was
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followed by therapists' scores on the TcÀs. Therapists, scores on

the DTS \^/ere entered into each equation l_ast.

The results of these analyses are su¡nmarized in Table 17,

(À more detail-ed presentation of the results can be examined in
Table 18 in Appendix o.) overall-, when the effects of the
covariate set an.d therapists' scores on the TCÀS were controlled,
therapists' scores on the DTS contributed to the prediction of
three of the four Rr subscal-es: Level of Regard, unconditionality
of Regard, and congruence, but not Empathy. The nonsi-gnificant
prediction of the Ernpathy subscale may be related to the fact that
therapist ratings on the Empathy subscale were the least reliable
(afpha= .'70) arnong the otherwise highly reliable subscal_es (see

Table 19). A comparison of the increment in R? values that
resulted from adding therapists' scores on the DTS to each

equation suggests that therapists, specific trust was most

predictive of therapists' ratings of their level of regard for
cl-ients (increment in R2= .3j ) .

In light of the finding that therapist ratings of the
facilitative attitudes predicted cl-ients, generalized trust and

client ratings of the facilitatj-ve attitudes predj-cted clients,
specific trust, further exploratory anaryses v/ere conducted in
order to compare the individual contributions of therapists, and

clients' ratings of the four facilitative attitudes as they
predicted clients' generalized and specific trust respectively.
T\¡o sets of multiple regression analyses \^¡ere cond.ucted. ln one

set of four analyses, clients' scores on the TCAS served as the
criterion variable. The covariate set consisting of the number of
completed sessions and cl-ients' scores on the GSr was entered into
each regression analysis first, fol_lowed by therapists,
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Regression Anafvses of Therapists, Specific Trust predicting

Therapist Ratinqs of IndÍvidual Facilitative Àttitudes

oz

Cri-terion Predictor

Variable Variable
.0P¡ df Adj

R2

ïncr

R'

Level of

Regard

Uncond

Regard

CovSetb

ICASr

DTST

CovSetb

TCAST

DTST

CovSetb

TCÀST

DTST

3 .6t

1.08

39.86

16.56

.09

1-3 .46

5 .46

.18

1.06

9.00

.17

l_.06

6,4t .006

L,40 ns

I,39 .001

6,4L .001

L,40 ns

1,39 .001_

- .25

.I9 .25

.75 -62

.00

)1

Ernpathy

Congruence CovSetb

îîaÀe

DTSr

6,4! .001

1 
^ñ 

ñê - fìq

1,39 ns . 11

- .04

.42

.6/

.66

-74

.36

.35

.35

È1. JI

.50

.55

.01

.01

.00

6,4L .001

7,40 ns

I,39 -02

.06

-zo

_ rl'1

.05

Note. Uncond Regard= Unconditionality of Regard; CovSet-

covariate set; TCAS= Trust/confidence Attachment Scale; DTS-

Dyadic Trust Scalei r= ratings made by therapist,. 
"- ratings made

by client.

"F values presented for variable or variabl-e set having controlled
for vari-abl-es or variabl-e sets entered at prior stages in the
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regression. bcovariate set consisted of client age, therapist age,

number of completed sessions, and therapist groupings on the basis
of theoretical orientation and ratings on the Rr. See Table 1g in
Àppendix o for F values, degrees of freedom, and signi.ficance
level of each component in the covariate set.
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Table l-9

ReLiabilities (coefficient alpha) of Therapist and Client Ratinqs

on the RI

Subscal-e Therapist Ratings Cl_ient Ratings

Level- of Regard

Unconditional Regard

Empathy

Conqruence

.91

.'7 0

.91

a2

o,

.85

oÁ
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scores on the DTS. The final predictor variabl_e entered into each

eguation was therapists' scores on one of the four Rr subscal_es

such that a different subscale was included as the final predictor
in each of the four anal-yses. Fol-lowing this, a comparison of the
increment ir B' values that resulted from adding therapists,
scores on the Rr subscales to each equation made it possibre to
compare the amount of variance in clients' scores on the TCAS that
was accounted for by therapists' scores on each subscale. The

second set of four analyses followed an identical procedure except

that, in each analysis, clients' scores on the DTS served as the

criterion variabl-e and client ratings on one of the four RI

subscaLes served as the fi-na1 predictor variable.
hlhile it would seem that entering therapists' scores on the

four subscales as predictor variables into the same eguation would

have allowed for a more direct comparison of their individual
contributions, high correlations arnong therapist ratings on the

four subscal-es (see Table 20, Appendix O) would have created

problems associated with multicollinearity and would have yj_e1ded

ambiguous results (Cohen & Cohen, L9B3). Given the high
correl-ation amonq the four subscales, the R2 vaLues that resulted
from the four regression analyses can not be considered pure

indices of the amount of variance in clients' trust scores that
can be attributed to each subscale. However, comparing.the {
values wourd represent an initial indicator as to which subscales

are more or less predictive of cl-ienÈs' scores on either of the

trust scal-es.

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 21.

controlling for the effects of the covariate set and therapists,
scores on the DTS, Tabl-e 21 indicates that therapists,scores on
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Reqression Analvses of Individual Facil_itative Attitudes
Predictinq Client Trust
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Criterion Predictor

Variable Variable
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.00

.00

.07

-.01
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.24

.15

.06

.55

.40

.001

.6r

Note. Each of the RI subscales served as the fínal predictor
variabl-e in separate reg:ression anal-yses. In each analysis, the

covariate set and therapists' scores on the DTS were entered into
the equation prior to therapists'or cl_ients,scores on the RI

subscale; Adj. 82= Adjusted R2; Incr. 32= increment in adjust"d B,

as a result of adding variable to equation; TCÀs= Trust/confidence

Attachment Sca]e; DTS= Dyadic Trust ScaLe; LevelReg= Level_ of
Regard; UncondReg= Unconditionality of Regard; r= ratings made by
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therapÍsti c= ratings made by client.

'F values presented for varia]¡le or variable set hawing controlled
for variables or variabl-e sets that were entered at prj_or steps in
the regression eguation. bthe covariate set consisted of the

number of completed sessions and clients' scores on the General

severity rndex of the Brief symptom rnventory. see Table 15 for F

values, degrees of freedom, and significance levef of each

component in the covariate set.
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two of the four subscaLes (unconditionality of Regard and Level of
Regard) were significant, negative predictors of clients, scores

on the TCAS. Àn examination of the increment in the adjusted R2

va]ues that resuLted from adding therapists, scores on the Rr

subscales to the reqression equations suggests that neither
therapists' unconditionaliLy of regarcl nor their level of regard
accounted for a very large portion of the variance in client
generalized trust (R2= .07 for both subscales). The subscales

that did not contribute significantly to the prediction of client
generalized trust (Empathy and Congruence) were the l_east reliable
of the four subscales (see Table 19).

Table 21 al-so indicates that, control-ring for the effects of
the covariate set and therapists' scores on the DTS, client
ratings on each of the four Rr subscal-es contríbuted to the
prediction of cLients' scores on the DTS. Àn examination of the
i-ncrements in the adjusted R, vaÌues that resulted from adding

clients' scores on each subscale to the regression equation

indicates that each RT subscal-e accounted for approximatery 252 of
the variance in cl-ients' specific trust scores. The exception was

the congruence subscal-e which accounted for 15? of the variance.
A third set of exploratory analyses v/as conducted in order

to determine whether cl-ients' generalized or specific trust would

predict cl-ients' level of symptomatology. These analyses were

conducted in light of the fact that cl-ients' self-reported
symptomatology on the GSr, after a mean of 43 sessions, correlated
negatively with client and therapist ratings of client global
improvement on the GOR (I=- .31, p<. 03 and ¿=- . 3 0, .8. 04,

respect.ively, see Tab]e 4) . The post hoc hypothesis was that
higher level"s of generalized or specific trust woul_d predict lower
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l-evel-s of symptomatology. To test this assertion, a hierarchical
multiple regression analysis was conducted wherein clients, scores

on the GSr served as the criterion wariabl-e. The first predictor
variabl-e entered into the equation was therapists, scores on the
DTS which was fo]lowed by the set of Rr ratings, also entered as a

covariate. The final predictor variable entered into the eguation
was the set of clients, scores on the TCÀS and DTS.

The results of this analysis are presented i-n Table 22.

They indicate that neither therapists' scores on the DTS nor the
Rr rating set contributed significantly to the predÍction of
cl-ients' scores on the GSf. on the other hand, the cl-ient trust
set contributed to the prediction of clients, scores on the GSr,

F(2,42)= 10.92, p< .002, with clients,scores on the TCAS being

the sigrrificant, negative predictor within this set, F(1,42)=
2I-07, p< .001, Ê= --40. Adding the c]ient trust set to the

regression equation resulted iri a substantial increment in the
adjusted R2 value equal to .32. Taken t.ogether, the results
suggest that, after a mean of 43 sessions, c1Íents' generalized
trust was a strong, negative contributor to the prediction of
cl-ients' symptomatology. This indicates that clients who had

difficulty trusting others were more likely to report symptoms.

Frna11y, cl-ient ratings on t.he TCAS correlated significantly
with measures of cl-ient functioning: the GSI, as rated b1, ¡¡.
client (I= -.56, p. .001, see Table 4), and the GoR, as rated by

therapist and client (I= .30, p< -04 and r= .31, p< _03,

respectively, see Table 4). This pattern of correl_ations suggests

the possibility that the TCAS also measures client functioning as

an index of interpersonal- adjustment - For this reason a final
exploratory analysis was conducted to determine v,'hether, after a
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Tab:.e 22

Reqression Anafr,¡ses of C1!ent Trust predictinq Client
Svmptomatofoclv

Criterion Predictor

Variable Variable
ÊF df p. Àdj

B.
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BS fc nmcDLÐT

Rrl & Rrcb

TCÀSC & DTScb

TCASc

IJIÞC

) ).1

21, .07

.25

1^q
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?A)
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r, 42

ns .11
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.002

.001 -.40

ns .09

- nt

-.04 - .02

.32

Note. BSr= General severity rndex on the Brief symptom rnventory;

DTS= Dyadic Trust ScaLe; Rf- Relationship Inventory; TCÀS=

Trust,i Conf idence Attachurrent Scal-ei r= raLings made by therapist;

c= ratings made by client.

'F values reported for variabl-e or variable set having controlled

for variabl-es or variable sets entered at prior steps in the

regression equatiorr. bvarial¡Ies entered into equation as a set.
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mean of 43 sessions, clients, specific trust predicted clients,
fevel of interpersonar adjustment. The analysis was identical to
the first regressì-on analysis that tested hypothesis 2 except that
cÌients' scores on the DTS was added as a predictor variable. The

first predictor variable in this analysis, then, was the covariate
set consisting of the number of completed sessions and clients'
scores on the GSr. Next, therapist ratings on the DTS and the Rf

rating set were entered, arso as covariates. FinalIy, the ]ast
predictor variable was cl-ients' scores on the DTS, the variable of
interest. The resul-ts for hypothesis 2 (see Table l-5) already
indicate the extent to which each of the covariates in the
analysis under discussion contributed to the predict.ion of
clients' scores on the TCÀs. with respect to the present variable
of interest, clients' scores on the DTs did not contribute
significantly to the regression eguation once the covariates had

been taken into account, F(1,4I)= .02, ns. Thus, in so far as

cl-ients' scores orr the TCAS can be regarded as an index of
inLerpersonal adjustment, clients' specÍfic trust did not predict
cl-ients' interpersonal adjustment after a mean of 43 sessions.

Discussion

Despite the substantial- infl-uence that client-centered
theory has had on cl-inical theory and practj-ce, the current study
is among the first to provide empirical evidence in support of its
most central proposition: therapists' trust in the actual_izing
tendency of their clients is a fundamental aspect of the
therapeutic process. using a sample of experienced therapists
practising in variety of treatment settings, the study found that
therapists' self-reported trust for their cl-ients tdas a strong
predictor of therapists' attitudes of unconditional positive
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regard, empathy, and genuineness when these attitudes were

assessed in composite by therapists themselves. À1so consistent
with Rogerian theory, therapists, demonstration of the

facil-itatÍve attitudes, as perceived by clients, was a strong
predictor of clients' trust in their therapists- Àn anomal-ous

finding was that therapist ratings of the facilitative conditi-ons

dÍd not predict cl-ients'trust in their therapists, but was a

negative predictor of cl-ients' trust for other peopJ-e in general.

Finally, an aspect of Rogers, theory that was not supported was

the assertion that clients, trust in their therapists woul_d

predict client g1obal improvement. Therapist and cl-ient ratings
of therapists' attitudinal response in their reLationship also did
not predict client progress. An unexpected finding was that
therapists' , rather than cl-ients, , trust in the therapeutic
relationship predicted client global improvement l¡ut onl-y when

improvement v¡as assessed by therapj_st.s themselves.

fn what follows, the major findings in the study wil_l be

considered more extensively irr the context of the stud.y,s

hypotheses and in the context of Rogerian theory as a whole.

Following this, the overall conclusions of the study will be

íntegrated into a model- of the therapeutic process and their
general implications for therapeutic pract.ice and theory will be

discussed. Final1y, the methodol-ogical limitations of the study

will be considered and directions for future research will be

offered.

Therapist and Client Trust and the Facilitative Attit.udes

Therapist and

this study. On the

assessed therapists'

cl-ient trust were assessed at two l_evels in
one l-eveÌ, a measure of generalized trust
and clienLs' confidence in other people as a
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whol-e. This measure was designed to appraise a relativel-y stable
aspect of personality that exerts a steady and consistent

influence on individuaLs' wiJ-J-ingness to depend on and render

themselves vulnerable to other people in a variety of
relationships (Brennan & Shaver, 1991). On the other 1eve1, a
measure of specific trust assessed therapì-sts, and clients'
feelings about trusting each other in particular. This measure,

which was modified to suit the present sample, rated the extent to
which therapists and clients viewed each other as honest,

considerate, and generally dependabl-e people (Larzelere & Huston,

1980).

Both measures of trust can be understood as assessing

respondents' confÍdence that other people in generaf or other
persons in particul-ar are inclined towards behaving in a

responsible and constructiwe manner ín their relationships with
others. This confidence in other people,s social_ behaviour is a

crucial- aspect of Rogers' (1917; 196L) concepts of therapist and

c]ient trust. Àt the core of Rogers'notion of therapist trust is
a belief in clients' capacity to self-actualize. One of the

primary manifestations of this actualizing tendency, in Rogers,

(19'7'7 ) view, is positive sociaL behaviour. Thus, even though the

measures of therapist trust do not assess therapists' confidence

in their clients' actualizing ability directly, they do make

ref erence to one of its most immediate corol-l_aries. A¡other
corol-lary of clients' actual-izing tendency that is j-mplied in
Rogerian theory and is more immediately rel-evant to therapy is the

client's successful resolution of psychological difficulties.
Therapists' confidence in this aspect of client behaviour \.^/as not

explicitly assessed by either measure of therapist trust.
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Hordever, the measure of specific trust does make reference to the
therapeutic rel-ationship, and, by imprication, can be understood

as assessing therapi-sts' perceptions of their cl-ients as they
engage in the work of therapy. of the two measures of trust then,

the index of specific trust seems to assess the Rogerian concept

of therapist trust most closely- rn light of the reratiwely
strong support for the Rogerian emphasis on therapist trust that
was derived in the current study (see discussion below), it seems

that the development of an even more fittÍng index of therapist
trust for use in future research would be a worthwhil-e actívity.

In comparison to their assessment of therapist trust, the

indices of qeneralized and specific interpersonal trust seem more

directly applicab]e to the measurement of crient trust. This is
because the Rogerian concept of client trust explicitly
encompasses an expect.ation for positi-ve social behaviour by

referring to the client's belief that her or his therapist wilr
behave in a consistent and caring manner throughout their
interaction in therapy. Again, the measure of specific trust
appears to assess client trust most closely because of its
immediate reference to the therapist-client relationship.

Given that the Rogerian concepts of trust were adequately

assessed, the findi-ngs of the study, when considered from the

therapist's point of view, provide support for Rogers' (1951;

1980) assertion that therapists' trust in their cl_ients exerts a

primary infÌuence on the extent to which therapists will
demonstrate the attitudes of genuineness, empathy, and

unconditional positive regard in t.he therapeutic reJ_ationship.

rndeed, therapists' specific trust for their c]ients accounted for
I'le" of the variance in therapists, perceptions of their
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attitudinal stance in their rel-ationship with cl-ients. Anot.her

assertion that recei-ved strong support was that cl-ients'
perception of their therapi-sts as genuine, understanding, and

unconditionally accepting contributes fundamentally to the degree

of trust cfients are willing to invest i-n their therapists. Here,

cLients' perceptions of t.heir therapists' relationship attitudes
accounted for 33å of the variance in clients, scores on the

measure of specific trust for their therapists.
with one exception, it was the specific not the generalized.

trust of therapists and clients that contrij:uted significantJ_y to
the above analyses. Although the nonsignificant predictions
generated by the generalized trust scores were not anticipated,
the overall pattern of results is consistent with the hypotheses

and with previous research which found greater predictive validity
for specific rather than generalized indices of trust (LarzeJ-ere &

Huston, 1980) - These findings indicate that the dynamics of the
therapeutÍc relationship can be understood most adequately, not by

considering therapisLs' and clients, general manner of refating to
and perceiving other people, but by considering specifically their
perceptions of each other within the context their unique

relationship. The findings are also congruent with Moos and

CLemes ' (1,96'7 ) assertion that therapists, and cl_ients, behaviours

and perceptions in the therapeutic setting are the product of
their mutual influence on each other as wel_l as their respective
personality characteristics considered in isoLation. As will be

noted below, the exception within this overall pattern of resurts
- the finding that therapist ratings of the facÍlitative attitudes
predicted clients' generalized, but not their specÍfic, trust -
requires further empirical clarification before its siqnificance
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can be adeguately understood. I,ihen one considers the relatively
J-ong period of time over which therapists and clients had been

j-nteracting, and when one considers Rotter's (r97r) assertion that
generalized expectancies are most predictive of individ.uals,
behaviours in novel or ambigiuous siLuations, the otherwise

nonsignificant predictions that were afforded by the generalized

trust scores are, perhaps, not surprising. One must, however, be

cognizant of the fact that the measure of therapists' generarized

trust was reLative]-y unreliable and was, on that basis a1one, less

like1y to contribute to a regression equation.

Another aspect of the study that coincides with previous

research (orlinsky & Howard, 1986) is the finding that the

perspective from which therapist and cl-ient trust and therapists,
demonstration of the relationship attitudes lvere assessed was

important. In particuJ-ar, therapists, seJ_f-reported trust for
their clients predicted their orr'n, but not their c1ients,,
assessments of the facilitative attitudes. simirarly, clients',
but not therapists' , assessments of the therapeutic conditions
predicted cl-ients' sel-f-reported trust for their therapists.
Taken together, this pattern of results l-ends credence to Barrett-
Lennard's (1986) viev¡ that therapists and cl-ients approach their
re]ationship from different vantage points and, in accordance with
arguments put forward by curman (79'77), it suggests that
therapists' and clients' experiences in the relaEionship and the

factors that contribute t.o their experiences can best be

understood by considering their respective viewpoints directly,
rather than by inferring one person's perspecLive from that of the

other- rn fact, the nonsignificant correlation between therapist
and client ratings of the facilitative attitudes indicates that
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their perspectives Ín the relationship were quite diverse and

rel-atiwely uninformative of each other. This finding coincides
with the low concordance rate that has been observed a¡ong

therapist and c1íent ratings of the therapeutic condÍtions and

other process variabl-es in previous research (Barrett-Lennard,

1962; Caskey, Barker, & El1iott, !984; Gurman, Lg7i; Lacrosse,
1-97'7 ) .

Even if therapist.s' and clients, perceptions of their
interaction were substantially different, this does not imply that
they were operating in separate vacuums, completely unaware of and

unaffected by each other's presence. A recent study suggests that
therapists, at least, are highly cognizant of their clients'
experiences (Di11-Standiford, Stiles, Rorer, l_9Bg). Relativety
high levels of agreement among ratings of the therapeutic process

made from opposite perspectives were obt.ained when therapists,
impressions of their cl-ients' viewpoints, rather than therapists,
ovrn perceptions of the interaction, were correlated wi_th indices
of client experience- Consideration of cl-ients, awareness of
therapists' viewpoints, however, made rittle difference in
agreement l-evel-s ajnong ratings. The authors speculated that
clients have l"ess information about the therapist on which to base

attributions of her or his experience. similar results were

obtained in another study which, in the context of anal_ogue peer-
counsel-l-ing interviews, found a strong, positive correl-ation
between student volunteer ratings of their interviewers, Level_ of
empathic understanding and interviewers, predictions of what these
ratings wourd be (Harman, 1986). The rating scales that were

utiLized in the study were the Empathy subscal_e on the os form of
the Barrett-Lennard Relationship rnventory (Barrett-Lennard,
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1962), aLso completed by clients in the current study, and a

paraJ. 1e1 form of this subscale intended to measure interviev,rers,
perceptions of the other person's assessment of their interaction
(i-e., interwiewers' metaperceptions). rn terms of the current
investigation, these results suggest that significant predictions
arnong trust ratings and ratings of therapists' facil-itative
attitudes that were made from opposite perspectives may have been

ol:tained if therapists' and cli-ents' ar¡¡areness of the other
person's viernpoínt, in addition to, or in lieu of , their own

perceptions of the interaction had been taken into account-

fn the absence of data confirming these speculations, the
possibility that the significant predictions are indicative of
rater biases that have little to do with therapists'and clients,
actual experiences in their relationship al-so needs to be

considered. Rater l¡ias in psychotherapy research, especially as

it pertains to therapì-sts' and cl-ients' assessments of their
relationship, is a relatively new area of study. Nevertheless,

evidence for bias in client ratings of therapeutic relationships
was recently reported by Johnson and Neimeyer (1993). Using the
sociar Relations Model (Kenny & Lavoie, Lgga) as a theoretical and

statistical base, this study found that interpersonal ratings made

by members of a psychotherapy group for incest survivors reflected
the individual characteristics of the rater and ratees rather than

the guality of their dyadic relationships. Elsewhere, Hill,
O'Grady, and Price (1988) found that objective observers,

perceptions of therapists as l-ikable, competent, and similar to
themselves biased their ratings of therapists, facil-itative
aLÈitudes but not their ratings of therapists, directivenessr
clÍnica1 management, or adherence to cognitive-behavioural_ and
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interpersonal treatment strategies. rn a subseguent study, rater
bias was al-so associated with observer ratings of therapists, and

cl-ients' dominance and affiliativeness (Mahalik, Hi1r, o'Grady, &

Thompson, 1993) - Here, judgment.s of affitiativeness rrere most

affected by rater biases and were associated with raters'
perceptions of themse]ves as dominant or af f il-iative, their
gender, and their liking for and perceived similarity lvith the
ratees. The authors of the latter study suggested that ratings of
the therapeutic conditions or therapist and cl-j-ent affiliativeness
invol-ve g'reater subjectivity and are therefore more wu]nerab]e to
bias than are ratings of other process variabl-es. Similar
conc]usions were drawn from a study which found that observer
ratings of therapist actions were l-ess reliab]e than ratings of
cl-ient actions (Wei-ss, Marmar, & Hororuitz, 19BB). The authors
attributed this pattern of results to the higher levels of
inference that are required in rating therapisEs, behawiours.

Taken together, the studies on rater bias in psychotherapy

research, though not directly applicable to the current
investigati-on, would suggest that, because of their subjective
nature, the current self-report ratings of client and therapist
trust and therapists' attitudinal stance in their relationship
were vulnerabl-e to distortion. To the extent that these

distortions arose out of systematic dÍfferences betv¡een clients
and therapists on variabLes that 'úJere exLraneous to the actual
therapeutic interaction, ratings made from the same perspective
may have been related to one another solely because of their
shared biases, rather than because of genuine associations between

their underlying constructs. rt is possible, for example, that
therapists, because of their training in psychology, were more
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far,iliar with completing questionnaires than were cl_ients and that
this greater familiarity, afone, lead to systematÍc differences irr

their manner of responding. Alternatively, response differences
may have arisen out of t.he fact that therapists compJ-eted anywhere

from one to six questionnaire packages pertaining to as many

relationships whereas cl-j-ents compJ_eted only one set of
guestionnaires pertaining to one relationship. Therapists,
therefore, in an effort to promote efficiency, may have adopted a

manner of responding that was different from that of clients.
rndirect support for these propositions can be derived from Landy

and Farr's (1980) review of the fiterature on performance rating
in industrial settings which cites rater experience with rating
forms, and the number of rating requests as variabl-es that
significantly influence raLing behaviour. several psychological

characteristics of the rater, irrcfuding her or his self-confidence
l-evel- and her or his level of anxiety, were al_so cited as

infl-uential variables. Here, raters low in sel-f-confidence and

raters high in anxiety were cited as offering more lenient
appraisal-s and appraisaJ-s that utilized more extreme response

categories respectively. Given that psychotherapy frequently
focuses on alleviating problems rel-ated to anxiety management or

self-concept formation, it is possible that therapists and clients
differed significantly in either or both of these areas. rn the

end, further research woul-d be required to determine whether

these, or other, variables contributed to systematic biases in
rating Ì¡ehaviour in the current study and whether these biases

confounded the significant resuÌts.
Àlthough, for the most part, significant predictive

relationships were observed when ratinqs were made from the same
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perspective, one anomal-ous finding was that therapist ratings of
the facilitatj-ve attitudes was a negative predÍctor of cl-ients,
self-reported, generaJ-ized trust. At first glance, these resul_ts
might be interpreted as indicatì-ng that clients who were invol_ved

in a positive rel-ationship with their therapists refrained from
generali-zing this experience to other relationships, and actually
grew to trust others in the aggregate less. This interpretation
seems counterintuitive and contradicts a number of outcome studies
which have found a positive, though inconsistent, association
between therapists' demonstration of the facilitatiwe attitudes
and various indices of client adjustment at therapy termination
(see review orl-insky & Howard, 1986). one cou]d propose, however,

that clients, at this stage in therapy, were becomi-ng aware of the
extent to which their therapists' vrarm and empathic stance

contrasted with the relative non-acceptance they had experienced

or were experiencing in other rerationships, and they regardecì

their experience in therapy as an exception to an otherwise
negative interpersonal environment. Had clients, generalized
trust been assessed at therapy termination, it is possible that
clients would have had qreater opportunity to establ_ish more

constructive relationships outside of the consuÌting room and, as

a result, they may have adopted a more positive worldview. This
expJ-anation is supported by the finding that, at the time of
assessment, cl-ients' average genera]ized trust scores were, in
abso]ute terms, quite Low and that they contrasted sharply with
their highly positive ratings of the therapeutic relationship (see

Table 3)- However, it is not supported by the finding that only
therapist rati-ngs of the therapeutic relationship predicted
client.s' generalized trust and that these ratings were not even
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correrated with cl-ients' perception of their therapists,
aLtitudinal_ stance.

An al-ternative explanati-on for the atypical finding míght
propose that the causal rel-ationship between therapists,
demonstration of the facil-itative attitudes and cl-ient generalized
trust was the opposite of what would be suggested by the
regression analysis. rt is possible that therapi-sts perceived

themselves as r¡orking harder at establishing a warm and

understanding relationship \,"'ith clients who had had especially
negative interpersonal experiences than they did with cl_ients who

had fess reason to be apprehensive of the interpersonal world.
This explanation, however, is not supported by the finding that
therapist ratings of their attitudes and clients, generalized
trust were not signiÍicantly correlated. Also, one woufd

anticipate that greater efforts orr the part of therapists to
establish an accepting and empathic relationshi-p would transLate
into more positive experiences for the client. Àgain, the
nonsignificant correlation l¡etween therapist and client ratings of
the facilitative attitudes suggests that this was not the case.

rn the end, it appears that the significant, negative prediction
of client generalized trust by therapists' ratings of the

facj-l-itative attitudes requires further empirical cLarification
before it's implications can be undersLood.

The evidence for a strong therapist effect in the prediction
of therapists' demonstration of the facilitative conditions al_so

needs to be considered. overa]l-, differences between therapists
accounted for 538 of the variance in therapists, ratings of
Lhemsel-ves on the facilitative attitudes. This indicates that
therapists' appraisal of their attitudinal- response in their
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rel-atÍonship with clients was, to a very large extent, associated
with individual differences between therapists that may or may not
have arisen out of their respective experiences in the therapeutic
interaction. To the extent that these differences embodied

variations between therapists in their specÍfic trust for clients,
the strong association between these differences and therapist
ratings of their rerationship attitudes, v¡ould uphold the Rogerian

assertion that therapist trust is a foremost determinant of
therapists' attitudinal stance in the therapeutic rel_ationship.
Evidence that this was indeed the case can be derived from the
fact that analyses of variance indicated that therapists differed
significantJ-y, not only on their ratings of themsefves on the
facilitative attitudes, but also on their self-report.ed level_s of
specific trust. rn addition, therapists, specific trust and

therapists' ratings of the therapeutic conditions were very hj.ghly
correl-ated indicating that therapists who scored high or low on

one measure t.ended to score similarry on the other- Thus, it is
possible that therapists differed on their ratings of the
facilitative attitudes, largely because they also differed on

their l-evels of specific trust and that the "therapist effect,,in
the present investigation reffects this phenomenon.

Although the preceding interpretation woul-d be consistent
with Rogerian theory, other explanations for the therapist effect
and for the overalJ- pattern of resul-ts cannot be ruted out. rt is
possible, for example, that differences between therapists on

their ratings of the therapeutic conditions were conLingent on

differences between therapisLs on variabres other than their
specifÍc trust for clients. rn relation to this, Keijsers eL al_.

(1991-) reported that therapists' ratings of Èhemselves on the
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therapeutic conditions correlated significantly with their
perception of clients as actively participating in the therapeutic
process, their feeling that clients were oriented towards

attaining their goals, and their owerall- likinq for cLients.
Thus, the therapist effect in the current study may have

represented variations in therapists' perceptions of their cÌients
on these or other dimensions. Given that the therapist effect
accounLed for a greater amount of variance in therapists'
assessments of the relationship attitudes than did therapists,
specific trust, this expJ-anation woul-d chaJ-lenge the fundamental

emphasis that Rogerian theory places on therapist trust. The

explanation does not, however, account for the very strong
correl-ation that was observed betr"'een therapist rati-ngs of the

relationship attitudes and therapist trust.
Ànother explanation for the current pattern of results is

that the therapist effect represents differences between

therapists in their rating behaviours and therefore has relatively
few implications for actual therapeutic practice. The high
correl"ation between therapists' ratings on the measure of the

facilitative attitudes and the measure of specific trust may

illustrat.e that therapists who endorse high or Low scores on one

rating scal-e tended to do so on others as well. The studies on

rating biases in psychotherapy research (e.g., Hill et al., 19gB;

Johnson & Neimeyer, 1993; Mahalik et al., 1993) support this
explanation by illustrating that assessments of the therapeutic
relationship are frequently influenced by factors inherent in the
individuals doing the rating that are otherwise unrelated to the

actual therapeutic interaction. On the other hand, this
explanation is not supported by the fact that therapists did not
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differ significantly in their ratj-ngs on any of Lhe other measures

that were utilized in the sLudy.

À final explanation is that therapist rat.ings of the
facilitative attitudes and specific trust were highly correlated
because they represent one and the same construct and that the
therapist effect represents differences between therapists on this
construct. some authors have, in fact, argued that, to a large
extent, ratings of therapists' facilitative attitudes and related
constructs actual-ly assess some "g1obal 'good, guality', (Rappaport

& chinsky, 7972, p.401) more so than the specific attitudes or
characteristics of the therapist (Mahalik et aI., 1993). These

speculations are supported in the present study by the findings
that client ratings on the measure of specific trust and

therapists' facilitative attitudes were al_so highly correlated,
and that both therapists' and crients' average ratings on these

measures \^/ere, in absolute terms, very positive. c1ear1y, these
propositions, if proven true, would confound the entire results of
the study.

The design of the present study renders it impossible to
discern which, if any, of these interpretations underlies the
substantial therapist effect that was uncovered in the analyses.
fn J-ight of the fact that Rog,ers' (L96I¡ 1980) regarded

therapists' trust for their clients as their most fundamental

contribution to the therapeutic endeavour, empirical- consideration
of any other factors that exert a significant influence on the
process of psychotherapy and the manner in which these factors
rel-ate to therapist trust would provide important insight into the
validity of Rogers' (!96r; 19BO) propositions. Regardless of the
factors that would be ident.ified in such an analysis, however, one
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should be aware that, in the present study, therapists, trust in
their individual clients accounted for r7z of the variance in
therapist rati.ngs of the facilitative attitudes beyond that which

was accounted for by differences between therapists on other
factors. Às research demonstrates that the measure of therapist
trust and especialÌy the measure of the therapeutic condÍtions are

reliable and valid (Barrett-Lennard, 1986; Larzel_ere & Huston,

1980) r one can state with some confidence that t.herapist trust is
a sì-gnificant predictor of the therapeutic process even if other
variabLes also play a role.

Tn addition t.o the therapist effect, the age and theoretical
orientation of the therapist were significant covariates in the

multiple regressions. Together they accounted for L4z of the

variance in client ratings of therapists' facilitative attitudes.
Therapists who were younger or who were from a Cognitive-

Behavioural- perspective were perceived by clients as more

facilitative than therapists from an eclectic, psychoanalytic, or
systemic orientation. Therapist age and therapist theoreticar
orientatj-on did not correlate with therapists, ratings of their
relationship attitudes or therapi-sts' trust ratings for individual
cLients. rn addition, therapist.s' trust for their clients did not
predict cli-ent ratings of therapists' attitudinal- stance in the

rel-ationship beyond the prediction that was afforded by the

covariates. Taken together, these findings suggest that therapist
variables associated with their age or \,rith their general approach

to doing therapy but not their actual experiences in the

therapeutic rerationship determined the extent to which they were

perceived by clients as genuine, empathic, and unconditionally
accept ing .
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With respect to therapist age, the current findings
contradict those of an earlier study wherein clients, using the
Empathy subscal-e on the Barrett-Lennard Retationship rnventory
(Barrett-Lennard, 1962), rated older therapists as more empathic
than younger therapists (Fish, 1970). Therapist age, however, may

have been confounded with therapists, Level of training since some

therapists had comp]-eted their doctoraf degrees whereas others
were in their first or second year of graduate traini-ng. À more

recent study, using cri-ents, totar scores on the same inventory,
found that neither therapist nor client age was significantly
reLated to cl-ient ratings of their therapists, facilitative
presence when therapist experience was contro]l_ed (Robiner ç
Storandt, 1983). This study, however, was conducted in the
context of analogue interviews wi-th non-professional crisis
workers and client voÌunteers who were not otherwise involved in
therapy. For this reason, the findings may not be comparabre to
those of the current i-nvestigation. other research on the
influence of therapist and client age on the therapeutic endeavour
in general has increasingly found that therapist-client age

simiJ-arity, rather than their respective ages considered in
isolation, is positívery associated with a number of process
variables and with therapy outcome (Beutler et al., 19g6) . Given
that therapists in the current study lvere, on averagle, ol_der than
cl-ients (47 years vs. 39 years), it is possible that younger

therapists, because they were closer to clients in age, were

assumed by clients to possess a more similar out]ook on 1ife, and

were, on that basis alone, perceived as demonstrating greater
understanding, acceptance, and genuineness, irrespect.ive of the
attitudes that were actually experienced by therapists themselves.
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Alternatively, younger therapists may have been less formal in
their approach to clients tharr older therapists, possibly because

of their age similarity, and this relative informality may have

been experienced by cJ-ients as a vrarmer or more empathic

interpersonal style even if therapists' underlying attitudes did
not actually differ. These propositions, along with any others
that might exprain the significant effect of therapist age, should
be considered more extensively in future empiricaJ- studies.

Turning to the significant association between therapists,
theoretical- orientation and client ratings of the therapeutic
conditions, some insight into the higher ratings that were given

therapists from a cognitive-Behavioural (cB) perspect.ive may be

derived from a study recently conducted by Bachelor (1999). Basecl

on a content analysis of client and non-client descriptions of the
experience of being empathically understood, Bachelor (19ge)

identified four different styles of perceiving empathy. Tn the

context of perceived "cognitiwe" empathy, individuals described

feeling understood when they perceived another person as

accurately conceptualizing their inner experiences (e.g., the

therapist restates the client's experiences in accurate terms).
rndividuals whose perceptual styl-e was label-l-ed ,'Àf fective" felt
understood when they perceived another person as actually
partaking in their experiences on an affective l_evel (e.g., the
therapist's eyes water when the cl-ient relates a sorrowful_ event).
The third, "Sharin9, " perceptual style characterized individuals
who fel-t understood when another person disclosed to them an

experience simil-ar to their own. Fina11y, individual-s whose

perceptual styJ-e was label-led "Nurturant" indicated that they felt
understood simply by another person's supportive and attentive
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presence. Of the four perceptual styles, BacheJ.or (19g8) reported
that clients utilized the "cognitive" style most freguently. rn
terms of the present study then, it is possible that the cB

therapists, because of their emphasis on cognitions as

determinants of experience and behaviour (e.g., Beck, 1g.76), had a

manner of communicating that was most suited to cl_ients,
predominantry cognitive manner of perceiving. rn fact, Bachelor
(1988) argued that Barrett-Lennard,s (I962) Empathy subscale,
because of its frequent use of verbs such as ,'thinks,,, ,,sees,,, and

"real-izes, " favours therapists who are prone to giving cognitive
empathic responses.

other expJ-anations for the cB therapists' hiqh scores on

cl-i-ent ratings of the facilitative attitudes can also be offered.
some studies have found that cB therapists are more verbal-1y
active than are therapists from other orientations (Hil1, Thames,

Rardin , l9'79; Luborsky, woocly, McLerr-an, & Rosenzweig, 1-.9g2). rt
is possible that because of their higher levels of activity, cB

therapists were perceived by clients as more invorved in the
rel-ationship and were therefore ratecl as more facilitative, even

if therapists' underlying attitudes were not signi_ficantly
different. This proposition is supported by Bennun and

Schindler's (198e) findingt that client ratings of therapists,
positive regard correLated strongl-y with their perceptions of
their therapists' as providing active guidance. rn a similar
vein, Keisjers et aL. (]-991) found that clients, overaLl- ratings
of their therapists' facilitative attitudes correrated strongly
with their perceptions of therapists as demonstrating active
expertise. when one considers that one component of t.herapists,
activity might involve the verbal and nonverbal expressì-on of
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their perceptions of the therapeutic interaction to the cJ_ient,
these findings may also lend support to the proposition that cB

therapists were regarded as more facilitative than the others
because they possessed better skills in communication. This
proposition is congruent with Barrett-Lennard's (19g6) view that
therapists' ability to express their attitudes to their cl_ients is
an important mediating variable in the facilitative process.

UJ-timateJ_y, the factors that, in the eyes of clients,
differentiated the cB therapists from the others who participated
in the study require further empirical investigation. rn 1i-ght of
the rel-atively small- sample of CB therapists (ll= 2), the
possibility exists that the present findings are not
representative of therapists from this theoretical ori-entatj-on as

a whol-e. Àt any rate, further investigation of the factors that
underlay clients' experiences of the therapeutic conditions, as

they relate to therapists' personal characteristics and their
approach to doing therapy, would be an important area of study,
especially when one consiclers that Rogers (1957 ) regarded the
client's experience as a pivotal component in successful
psychotherapy.

Client and Therapist Trust and Cl_ient Improvement

An assertion of Rogerian theory that did not receive
empirical support was that clients' trust in their therapists
contributes to cLient.s' global improvement in therapy. For both
client and therapist ratings of client improvement, neither
cLients' generalized nor their specific trust vras a significant
predictor of cl-ient progress when the significant contribution of
client symptomatologry was taken into account. The finding that
cl-ients' symptomatic functioning predicted client improvement is,
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perhaps, not surprising, given that one would expect assessments

of client recovery to take their current level of adjustment into
account. on the other hand, the finding that neither client nor
therapist ratings of the facilitative attitudes predicted client
improvement was more surprj-sing in light of research which has

demonstrated a positive, albeit irregular, association between the
therapeutic condj-tions and therapy outcome (see review by orlinsky
& Howard, 1985). Overal], the resul-ts can be taken to indicate
that, as important as clients' trust for their therapists and

therapists' demonstration of warmth, empathy, and genuineness may

be for the therapeutic relationship, thelz are not associated with
the changes that c]ients make as a result of their invorvement in
therapy. rt is important to note that client improvement was

assessed during therapy and not at terminati-on. I^Ihile it is
possible that factors that do or do not relate to client
improvement when therapy is still in progress bear a simirar
relationship to therapy outcome, this speculation requires
empirical validation. Nevertheless, additional, although less
convincÍng, evidence that clients' trust for their therapists does

not contribute to client improvement can be derived from the
exploratory analyses which reveal-ed that, after a mean of 43

sessions, clients' specific trust did not predict their level of
s)¡mptomatologry or their level of interpersonal adjustment
(assuming that clients' scores on the generalized trust measure

provided a valid assessment of the latter variable).
From the perspective of the therapist, a factor that did

predict cLient globa1 improvement was therapists, specific trust.
rt is difficult to account for this fj-nding given that, according
to Rogerian theory, âDy significant impact of therapist trust on
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client change shoul-d be mediated by therapists' abi-1ity to
establish a facilitative relationship wi-th their clients and by

cl-ients' tendency to respond in a trusting manner. Evidence
demonstrating the influential- nature of these mediating variabl_es
was not obtained. one explanation for the unexpected prediction
of client improvement by therapist trust might draw upon the
argument that therapist and cfient trust indirectl_y reinforce one

another. The causal direction between therapist trust and cl_ient
improvement may have been the reverse of what would be implied in
the regression analysis, and therapists may have been more likely
to trust clients who, as a result of their trust in their
therapists, were progressing in therapy. However, the
correlations between therapist trust and client trust, and between

therapist trust, client trust and either rating of cl-ient
improvement \^rere not signif icant. An al-ternative explanation
might argue that therapists were exhibitinq what social
psychologists have labelled the "confirmation bias,, (Taylor &

crocker, 1981) in that therapists who invested higher levels of
trust in their cl-ients may have been more likeJ-y than less
trusting therapists to interpret changes in their cl-ients'
functioning as indicators of psychological growth. Empirical
evidence that confirmatory biases infl_uence the manner in which
Èherapi-sts test hypotheses regarding their clients, personal
characteristics has been report.ed by DalJ.as and Baron (1985).

OLher studies, however, have reported contradictory results
(Strohmer & Newman, 1983; Strohmer & Chiodo, 1994). Whether or
not confirmatory biases influence therapists, perceptions of
therapy outcome remains to be investigated.

Returning to the nonsignificant prediction of cl-ient globa1
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improvement by cl-ient trust, this finding is incongruent with the

consistent, positive association that prior research has

demonstrated between clients, perception of their therapists,
trustworthiness, a variable that rel-ates closely to client trust,
and a wide range of outcome criteria (see Table 2). Given that
cl-ients' trust for their therapists was assessed more directly in
the current study, one would have anticipated similar, or,

perhaps, even more convincì-ng, results in the same direction. For

this reason, an effort will be made to account for the

nonsignificant findings by considering more cl-oseJ_y the manner in
which client progress was evaluated.

The rating scale that assessed cl-íent improvement was a

single-item index of the overall- degree of change clj_ents had

manifested since beginning therapy. Therapists, and clients,
average ratings on this index indj-cated that cl_ients had made

substantial- progress even though therapy had not yet terminated.

The l-ower symptom status of cfients in the present sample in
comparison to cl-ient.s in normative samples of psychiatrj_c

outpatients may have been a further indicator that significant
change had taken place even at this point in therapy. It is
possible, however, that cl-ient trust contributes most

substantialJ-y to a specific type of client change and that the

rel-atively simple ratings of global- improvement did not adequately

reflect this dimension of change.

According to Lambert et al. (1986), psychotherapy outcome

research clearly demonstrates that therapeutic gain occurs on

several- dimensions. These authors argue that change on each of
Èhese dimensions needs to be assessed before the impact of a

particular approach to therapy can be fuJ-1y understood. For Èhis
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reason, they recommend that, whenever possible, a variety of
instruments and rating perspectives be used to assess change in
three primary areas of cl-ient adjustment: cLients, intrapersonal
functioning, their interpersonal- functioning, and their abílity to
contribute to society as a whol_e. Lambert et al_. (19g6) recommend

further, that globa1 indices of progress be used sparingly and

that more individualized indices of improvement be utilized that
would reflect meaningful change in client,s specific presenting
problem in any one of these areas. They point out that gJ-obal

indices of improvement, have, in some studies, been more

indicative of cl-ients' final status at therapy termination than of
the actual change in clients'condition Lhat had taken place over

the course of therapy.

Taking Lambert et al.,s (1986) recommendations into account,

and considering the specific rol-e that client trust is
hypothesized by Rogerian theory to furfil in the therapeutic
endeavour, an aspect of cfient adjustment that may have been

important to monitor more close]y in the current study is the
integrity with which they perceive their own behavioural and

emotionaf processes. Àccording to Rogerian theory, client trust,
cul-tivated in the context of an empathic, genuine, and accepting
relationship, l-iberates the cl-ient to engage in an active process

of self-exploration that contributes first and foremost to a more

integrated perception of the se1f. Thus, a more adeguate, and

theoretically meaningful, Lest of the therapeutic importance of
client trust may have been attained if changes in clients, self-
perceptions, rather Lhan more global improvements, had been

assessed. rndirect evidence that this assessment of change would

have yierded sì-gnificant resul-Ls can be derived from the study
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that was corrducted by Dorn and Day (19g4). Here, clients,
perceptions of their therapists as trustworthy predicted positive
changes in clients' serf-concepts, as measured by the Tennesse

self-concept rnventory at. the beginning and end of therapy. rn
terms of Lambert et al.,s (19g6) tri-partite categorization of
change, improvements in self-concept fall in the intrapersonal
real-m. However, changes in client self-concept are regarded by

Rogerian theory as the primary building brocks for improvements in
other areas of functioning. For this reason, it is possible that
precise estimates of chanqe in clients, int.rapersonaL functioning
wou]d have related to more exact assessments of change in their
functioning at interpersonal and societ.al level_s as weff.
overal1, then, a multidimensionar- assessmerrt of change, as it was

conceived by Lambert et al. (1996), may have provided a better
understanding of the impact that client trust, and indirectJ.y
therapists' facilitative attitudes, do or do not have on client
adjustment than did the globat estimate of improvement that was

utilized in the current study.

Client and Therapist Trust, ?reatment Duration, and Therapist
Experience

consistent with the hypotheses of the study and with
theoretical- formul-ations of interpersonal trust (Holmes , !991,;

Johnson-George & Swap, I9B2), therapists, and cl-ients, trust for
one another were related to the length of time over which they had

inLeracted. contrary to expectations, however, therapist trust
correlated positively with the number of sessions whereas client
trust correlated negatively with the number of sessions. one

could hypothesize that the discrepant findings arise out of the
different expectations t.hat Lherapists and clients bring wÍth them
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as they enter into the therapeutic endeavour. Therapists, for
example, may enter the therapeutic relationship, expecting, on the

basis of their experience, that difficult and painful- issues will
be confronted. Às they observe their cl-ients successfully
confronting and resolving these issues, their trust groi\,s.

Cl-ients, on the other hand, may enter the rel_ationship with an

unrealistically high level- of confidence in their therapists,
"healing" ability and may subsequently lower their confidence

l-evel- as they proceed in therapy and confront increasingly
difficult issues. one could specuJ-ate further that the cLients in
the present sample, v,rho, after an average of 43 sessions, had

almost cert.ainly confronted emotionally difficult issues yet
maintained a relatively high i-eveL of trust, were abl_e to do so

because of their therapists' facilitative presence. C1earIy,

these speculations require empirical validation, especially since

the cross-sectional design of the study prevents conclusions about

the temporaL devel-opment. of trust in therapeutic dyads.

Nevertheless, therapist and client expectations for how therapy

will proceed and what can be accompl-ished through therapy have

been cited as influential variabl-es in therapy process and outcome

by a number of researchers (Beut1er, Crago, Arizmendi, !986;

Frank, l-959; Garfield, 7986; Goldst.ein, 1962). None, however,

have specifically examined the association between these

expectations and the devel-opment of client or therapist trust.
The dissimilar processes by which therapist and cl_ient trust

appear to develop may also explain why they were not correlated

with one another and, for this reason, did not appear to be

mutually reinforcing. It is also possible that the study,s

rel-atively smal1 sample size dj.d not provide adequaEe po\,rer to
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detect the association between therapist and cl_ient tr:ust since
they were hypothesized to reinforce one another only indirectly
through the mediating influence of therapists, demonstration of
the facilitative attitudes and client improvement.

hlith respect to the role of therapist experience in
development of therapist trust, it is difficult to discern
therapists' trust for other people in general- correl-ated

the

why

positively with their leveÌ of experience when their l_evel of
trust for indiwidual cl-ients did not. Again, the small sample

size may have precluded detection of a signi-ficant association
between therapist specific trust and therapist experience because,

again, these varj-ables were hypothesized to relate to one another
indirectly. Therapist experience was postulated as contributing
to therapists' generalized confidence that clients are capable of
overcoming psychol-ogical difficulties. This general-ized

confidence, in turn, was hypothesized as contributing to
therapists' trust for individual cl-ients. The fact that the
variables in the separate steps of this three-l-eve1 process were

signifj-cantly correfated offers some supporL for the hypothesized
order of event.s even though an indirect. association between

therapist experience and therapist specific trust was not
indicated. Finally, the smal1 sample size may al-so account for
the failure to uncover a sigrrificant association between therapist
experience and cl,ients' specific trust, given that cl_ient trust
was also hypothesized to arise indirectly out of therapist
experience through the mediating influence of therapists, specific
trust and their demonstration of the faci-litative attitudes.
The Facilitative Attitudes: Their rndividual contributions

The concl-usions that can Ì¡e drawn from the exploratory
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analyses that compared the associations between therapist or
client trust and each individual facilitative attitude are l-imited
because of the multiple comparisons that were conducted, the
disparate levels of reriability that pertained to each subscal-e
measuri-nq the therapeutic conditions, and the high degree of
intercorrelation that existed among the subscales. Neverther_ess,
these analyses indicated that therapists, specific trust rdas a

reLatiwely strong predictor of theraplst ratings of their level_ of
regard for clients and a rer-atively weak predictor of therapist
rati-ngs of their unconditionality of regard, congruence, and
empathi-c understanding. i^ihire Rogerian theory does not portray
therapists' trust as underl]/ing one or more of the facilitative
attitudes to a greater degree than any others, the strong
prediction of therapists' r-ever- of regard on the basis of
therapist trust. is perhaps noL surprising when one considers the
scales that were utirized to assess each of these variabres. As

discussed earlier, the index of therapist specific trust, while
making particular reference to the therapist-client relationship,
measured therapists' confidence that their crients are prone to
behave in a responsible and positive manner in their relationship
with others. The Lever of Regard subscar-e was designed to assess
therapists ' overal- I af f ect.ive response to their c1Íent.s , be it
positive or negative (Barrett-Lennard, 19g6 ) . Àssu_nring that
therapi-sts' trust in their cr-ients' soci-ar- behaviour arises
primarily out of their personal experiences with their cl_ients, it
makes intuitive sense that therapists, trust wourd predict
therapists' personal response to their cr-ients. To the extent
that the unconditionality of Regard subscar-e assesses the
constancy of Lherapists' response, irrespective of their personal
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experiences wi-th their cl-ients, the weaker association between

this subscale and therapist trust arso makes Íntuitive sense.

Likewise, the connection between therapists' experience of their
cl-ients as more or l-ess prorre towards positive social- behaviour
and therapists' ability to understand their cl_ients and interact
lvith them in a genuine manner seems J-ess direct, on an intuitive
level-, and may explain the weaker association between therapist
specific trust and therapist genuir,"rr"== and empathic

understanding. Idi-th respect to the Latter variable, it has

already been suggested that the nonsignificant prediction of
therapist empathy by therapist specific trust may also be rerated
to the Empathy subscale's l-ower reliabil_ity in comparison to the
other subscales completed by therapists. Àt any rate, had an

index of therapist specific trust been utilized that focussed more

extensively on therapists' confidence in their clients, ability to
overcome psychological difficulties, one may have obtained a
differerrt pattern of resul,ts since this aspect of therapist trust
may have been less contingent on the quality of therapists,
personal experiences with their cl_ients and more focussed on the
actual work of therapy.

when cl-ients' general-ized trust served as the criterion
variable, only therapist ratings of their level of regard and

unconditionality of regard for clients contributed significantly
to the negative prediction of cl-ient trust and then only a smalr
amount. this substantiates the view that further research is
required in order to understand the factors that underlie the
anomalous, negative prediction of client generalized trust based

on therapists' facilitative attitudes. Nevertheless, in liqht of
the argument that the anomalous prediction ind.icates that clients
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viewed the therapeutic rerationshlp as different from their other
rel-ationships, these findÍngs may suggest that. therapists,
unconditional- acceptance of their cl-ients, more so than their
level of understanding or their genuine manner of relating, was

the aspect of the therapeutic rel-at.ionship that contrasted most

sharply with clients' other interpersonal experiences. Given the
al-ternative explanation for the atypical finding - that therapj_sts
worked harder at establishing a positive relationship with cl_ients
who came from a negative interpersonal environment - the findings
may also indicate that, from the therapist,s point of view,

uncondit.ional acceptance is more cruciar to establishing such a

rel-ationship than are the other facilitative attitudes.
Fina1ly, with respect to the prediction of clients, specific

trust, client ratings of their therapists, fevel of regard, their
unconditionality of regard, and empathy were more predictive of
cl-ients' trust for their therapists than were cl_ient ratings of
therapist grenuineness- Given that, i-n theory, clients, specific
trust is hypothesized to be a direct contributor to therapeutic
gai-n, these findings coincide with the review put forward by

orlinsky and Howard (1986) wherein, of the individual attitudes,
therapist genuineness received the feast consistent support with
respect to its positive association with therapy outcome.

Summarv of Conclusions and Jmpl-ications for Theorv and practice

To summarize the major concl_usions of the present

investigation and to integrate them into a general_ understanding
of therapy, a model- of the therapeutic process is depicted in
Figure 1. Àccording to this model, therapists' specific trust for
Lheir cl-ients is a sj-gnificant predíctor of therapists, experience
of empathy, unconditional positive regard, and genuineness in
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their rel-ationship with clients. Therapists' trust in their
cl-ients is depì"cted as arising primarily out of the guality of
their interactions with their clients over repeated sessions. rn

addition to therapists' trust for clients, other factors that
dífferentiat.e individual therapists may relate to their experience

of the therapeutic conditions. These factors, however, cannot be

specified on the basis of the current findings. Though related to
therapists' percepti-on of their attitudinal stance in the

therapeutj-c interaction, the findings suggest that therapist trust
is not significantly related to clients, assessments of their
therapists' attitudinal response. Here, other, as yet

unspecified, factors associated with therapists, age and their
theoretical orientation appear to play an important ro1e. To the

extent that c1j-ents do perceive t.heir therapists as demonstrating

the facj-litative conditions, the model proposes that clj.ents trust
their therapists to remain with them throughout therapy, even

though clients' trust may decrease somev,¡hat as they proceed and

confront increasingly difficult and painful- issues. The negatiwe

prediction of cl-ient generalized trust by therapist ratings of

relationship quality requires further clarification. However, it
may indicate that client.s' positive experiences in the therapeutic
relationship increase their awareness of their negatiwe

experiences in other rel-ationships. With respect to cl_ients,

specific trust for their therapists, it is not depicted in the

model as contributing to cl-íent g1obal improvement, whether rated
by therapists or cl-ients. Client trust may relate to other
changes in client experience that were not assessed in the study.

Fina11y, the model- proposes that the extent to which therapists
perceive clj-ents as demonstrating improvement is related to
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cl-ients' symptomatic adjustment at the time that improvement is
assessed. The fi-ndings also sugoest that therapists, perception
of their clients as making progress relates to the degree of trust
therapists are willing to invest ir¡ thei-r cl_ients. For clients,
their perception of themselves as making global improvements is
rel-ated primarily to their current l_evel_ of symptomatic

functioning.

rn terms of Rogerian theory, th'e findings depicted in Figure
l- are consistent with its most fundamental assertions. rn
general, the modeL pJ.aces centraf importance on therapists, and

cl-ients' experience of each other in the therapeutic endeavour.

More specificall1,, it emphasizes the role of trust in the
therapeutic relationship by depicting a signÍficant association
between therapist and client trust and their perception of
therapists as demonstrating genuineness, empathic understanding,
and unconditional acceptance. The findings of the study expand

the Rogerian vier^, b), suggesting that therapist variabl-es other
than their trust f or cl,ierrts al-so rel-ate to therapists, experience

of the facilitative attitudes. rn addition, the findings suggesL

that greater importance should be placed on factors other than

therapists' actual experiences of the facilítative attitudes that
determine the levet at which therapists, attitudes are perceived

by clients. Àt the same time, Rogers , (1,95'7 ) emphasis on the
cl-ient's point of view demonstrates his recognition that
therapists' experience of any or al-1 of the therapeutic condÍtions
does not presuppose their accurate communication or even their
existence in the eyes of clients. with respect to the association
between client trust and cl-ient improvement, the modeÌ of Figure L

is tentative, given the nonsignificant results that were obtained
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in this study. Further empiricar investigations utilizing other
indices of improvement woul-d be reguired before Rogers, assertions
about therapy outcome can be fully evaluated. overalr, the fact
that the model is based on information obtained from a relatively
diverse sample of therapists can be cited as ewidence in support
of Rogers' (1951i 1980) basic asserti-on that therapist and client
trust are important aspects of any therapeutic endeavour,

regardless of the therapists' theoretical orientation.
several- impr-ications for the training and practice of

psychotherapists cari be derived from the findings of the study.
Àmong these, greater avrareness among therapists of their
attitudinal- stance towards their clients, particularly in terms of
their assumptions regarding their cl-ients, inherent
trustworthiness, is encouraged. Given the important underlying
influence that therapists' trust in their cl-ients may play in
therapists' demonstration of the facilitative attitudes, the sLudy

implies that training programs rvouLd do werl to cultivate this
attitude ear]y on i-n the training process. This might be done by

ensuring that student cl-inicians gain exposure to a wide range of
clients and that they have adequate opportunity to observe other,
perhaps more experienced, therapists interact.ing with cÌients of
varying ]evels of disturbance in a manner that contributes to
successful- outcomes. rn addition to cultivating tshe attitude of
trust and the attitudes of empathy, unconditional positive regard,
and genuineness, the present study also implies that therapists
must constantly keep in mind that their own experiences in the
therapeut.ic relationship do not necessarily coincide with t.hose of
the client. Because, in theory, clients', rather than
therapists' , experiences uLtimately determine Lhe outcome of
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therapy, the study implies further that clinicians may benefit
from instruction in how their attitudes can be communicated such

that they would contribute to their client's experience_ Àgain,
ski1ls in communication might be learned through individual_
practice and through direct. observation.

Methodoloqical Limit.ations of the Studv

several aspects of the study's methodologry limit the
concl-usions that can be drawn from itb findings. First, support
for a causal model of the linkages between therapist or client
trust and therapists' demonstration of the facilitative attitudes
or client improvement is tentative because of the study,s cross_
sectional, correlational design. A time-series design with
repeated assessments of the therapeutic relationship and cl_ient
improvement from beginning to end of therapy would provide a

better urrderstanding of the manner i-n v¿hich these variables
interact and the factors that contribute to their development

across time. rn the event that continuous assessments of client
improvement are not possibre, evafuation of cl,i-ent improvement at
therapy termination rather than when therapy is still in progress,
would, in and of itsel-f, enhance the study,s suitability for
commenting on the overalL effect that Lhe therapeutic relationship
has on cl-ient functioning.

A second aspect of the study's methodolog.y that shourd be

considered is the self-report method by which therapist.s, and

cl-ients' perceptions of their irrteraction were assessed. The

possibility that systematic biases unrelated to therapists, and

clients' actual experiences in the therapeutic reJ_ationship

confounded their ratings has al-ready been discussed. Ànother
limitation posed by the sei.f-reported database is that the study,
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though appropriately designed to comment on therapists, and

cl-ients' seLf-reported experiences in the therapeutic endeavour,

can provide relatively l-itt1e insight into more objective
components of the interaction incruding the manner in whích
Èherapists' and clients, experiences were or tó/ere not outwardry
communicated to one another. According to Barrett-Lennard (1986),
the communicative el-ements of the therapeutic process are assessed
most appropríately by independent obsêrvers.

The third and perhaps most obwious aspect of the study,s
methodol-ogy that limits Íts generalizability is the manner in
which therapists and clients were sel_ected to participate in the
study. rn accordance with the ethical guidelines set out by the
canadian PsychologicaL Àssociation (cpÀ, 19g6), therapists and

cÌients were asked to take part in the study on a voluntary basis
and therapi-sts were instructed to sol_icit the participation of
only those clients whose invol-vement would not hinder their
progress in therapy. This nonrandom recruitment procedure may

have introduced a "selection bias', into the study by yielding a

sample of therapists and cfients who perceived each other and the
therapeutic endeavour .in primarily positive terms. The sel_ection
of a positively biased sample implies that generalization of the
resul-ts is limited to clients and therapists whose relationships
are basically intact. rndeed, one coul-d argue that the assertion
regarding the positive Ímpact of therapist and client trust on the
therapeutic endeavour was not adequately tested because l-ow-

trusting therapísts and clients did not participate in the study.
rn this respect, the study encountered a problem opposite to the
one thaL, according to Mitchell et al . (1g".-l), ]imited the
implications that could be drawn from early studies on the
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facilitative conditions which utilized sampres of therapists, who

in absol-ute terms, coul-d not be considered minj-mal1y facilitative.
htiile one could speculate that a more inclusive sample woul_d have
yielded similar, and perhaps even more convincing support for the
Rogerian hypotheses, than did the sample in the present
investigation, this specul-ation wour-d requi-re empirical
validation. contrary to the Rogerian assumptions, it is possible
that, when working with highly disturted clients, lower level_s of
therapist trust, and hence gireater directiveness in therapy, wourd
actual-]y produce greater overalL improvement. simiJ.arly, it is
possibJ-e that for cl-ients whose primary problem manifests iÈsel_f
in an excessive dependence on other people, lower r_evel-s of cl_ient
trust in the therapeutic relationship would actually coincide with
psychoi-ogical growth. At the same time, it is difficurt to
imagine that extremery lorv Levels of trust on the part of either
participant in a therapeutic dyad would contribute to therapeutic
gain, regardless of the client's presenting prob]em or l_evel of
di.st.urbance.

Another limitation, which may also be a result of sel_ection
bias, stems from the fact that participating clients were

predominantly female and were engaged in rel-ativel_y long-term
therapy. Although client gender did not relate significantly to
any of the variables of interest, greater representation on the
part of male cl-ients may have yielded a different pattern of
result.s. rn addition, the fact that cl-ient and therapist trust
were related to the number of sessions over which therapists and

cl-ients had been interacting raises the possibility that different
findings may have been obtained if the study had included a

greater number of therapeutic dyads who were interacting on a
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short-term basis. Àt any rate, the conclusions that can be drawn

must be limited to therapeutic dyads consisting of therapists
working with predominantly femal-e clients on a long-term basis.

Às a final- note, the selection bias in the present

investigation was, to some extent, unavoidabl-e due to the ethical
concerns that were i-nvolved in recruiting participants for the
study (CPÀ, 1986) . The limitations introduced into the study by

the selection bias, however, hây have'been offset by the fact that
experienced therapists working in a variety of clinical settings
were incl-uded in the sample. whereas much of the prior research
on the facilitative attitudes and on the psychotherapeutic process

in general has been based on the work of student cl-inicians
practisi-ng at university counsell_ing centres, the sample of
therapists and clients who participated in the present study might
be considered more representative of the general psychotherapeutic
population.

Directions for Future Research

Numerous recommendations for future research fol-lov¡ from the
current study. To begì-n with, the study needs to be replicated so

as to ensure the rel-iability of its major findings. Given the
rel-atively large number of comparisorrs that were conducted, a

replication of the study,s unexpected findings, such as the
negative prediction of clients' generalized trust based on

therapist ratings of the facilitative attitudes, woul_d be

especially important in order to verify that they were varid
occurrences. Àt the same time, a replication of the

nonsignificant results would increase confidence that these

findings were also valid. However, a second administration of the
current methodol-ogy using a larger sampJ-e and more suitable
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indices of therapist and client trust may, in fact, yield greater
support for the present hypotheses. of course, the developmerrt of
a reliabl-e and varid measure of therapist and cl_ient trust, as

they are conceived by Rogers (1951 ; 196I; 1980), comprises an

important area of study in and of itself.
Äs indicated earl-ier, a better understanding of the causar-

rel-ationships in the therapeutic process would be afforded by a

time-series design characterized by rlpeated assessment.s of the
therapeutic rel,ationship from therapy inceptíon to therapy
termination. Depending on the factors t.hat are assessed, this
procedure coul-d also provide varuable insight into how therapists,
and clients' underlying attitudes influence their interaction.
For example, consideration could be given to cl-ients,
internalization over ti-me, or lack thereof, of therapists,
attitudes of trust, empath]/, genuinenessr and unconditional
positive regard.

The fact that relationship quality and client. improvement
were assessed from the perspective of both therapists and clients
is a strength of the current study. However, in accordance with
Lambert et al-.'s (19?B) recommendations, future research woul-d
provide a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of
therapist or cl_ient trust on the therapeutic process by
considering objective observer ratings of the therapeutic
interaction as welr. Às was alr-uded to above, objective observer
ratings could provide valuabLe insight into the specific verbal
and nonverbar behaviours by which therapists, and clients,
underlying attitudes are outwardly expressed. The i-mportance of
investigating these variabr-es and their relative negl_ect in the
empirical literature was identified by Gurman as early as 1,9.ri.
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Therapist and client perceptions of each other's verbal- and

nonverbal behaviours woul-d al-so be useful in this regard- rn

addition, further investigation of the phenomenologry of each

perspective and the biases that systematically influence the

ratings that are made from the three viewpoints woul_d enhance

understanding of the factors that underl-ie their lack of
concordance in this and other studies (e.g., Barrett-Lennard,
L962¡ curman, I9'77; LaCrosse, l9'l'7). In relation to this, data

have aLready been collected on therapists' and cLients,
perceptions of each other,s trust (e.g., the therapist,s
perception of the cl-ient's trust in the therapist and vice versa)

rt is possible that incorporation of this information as wel-l- as

data on therapists' and clients, metaperceptions of their
relationship into the current research model would yield greater
level-s of concordance between the two perspectives and would

determine the extent to which therapists and clients are aware of
each other's exper:iences even if they are uniguely different from

their own.

Given the nonsignificant association between client trust
arrd cl-ient g1obal improvement, future studies coul-d examine other
outcome variabl-es that may refate more directly to cl-ient trust.
Positive change in client self-concept has already been suggested

as one example. Here again¡ an assessment of change as it occurs

across time and particularly as it manifests itself at therapy

termination would be recommended-

Finally, research in the area of cl-ient and therapist trust
would benefit from examining these vari-abl-es in the context of a

more diverse sample of therapeutic dyads. Greater variability in
the sample might be at.tained by recruiting therapists who are
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working with more disturbed clients on an inpatient basis,
provided that voLuntary participation and minimum interference
with the therapeutic process could be assured. rn addition, an

effort might be made to achieve greater representation on the part
of therapÍsts and clients working together for only a lÍmited
period of time.

fn ci.osing, the current investigatÍon, being one of the
first to empirically test fundamental'aspects of a very
influential approach to therapy, opens a promising new area of
research. Limitations notwithstanding, the study supports the
cLient-centered emphasis on trust in the therapeutic rel_ationship
by demonstrating a strong association between therapists, trust in
their cl-lents and therapists' attitudes of empathy, genuineness,

and unconditional positiwe regard, and by demonstrating a strong
association between therapists' attitudinaL stance and cl_ients,
trust in their therapists. The nature of these associations,
however, was more compl-icated than anticÍpated, primarily because

rater perspective and several- covariates played an important rol_e

in the overal-1 pattern of resufts. Replication and further
refinement of the study's methodology would aid to clarify the
imprications of these and other findings. The association between

client or therapist trust and client improvement al_so needs

empirical cl-arification. Thus, several avenues of research are
suggested by the study's findings, arl of which could potentiarry
contribute to a better understanding of the successful therapeutic
endeavour.
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Appendix A
TherapisL Recruitment Letter

Wiebke Peschken
Department of Psychology
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, ManitoÌ¡a
R3T 2N2
Àugust 21, 1992Dr. So-and-so

street address
city, province
postal code

Dear Dr So-and-so,

r am presently enrol-ed in the clinical psychor_ogy Traini-ngProgram at the universi-ty of Manitoba. r am in the piåcess ofdeveJ-oping a study for my Masters, thesis which will examine themanner in which therapists' reLationship with their crientscontributes to the therapeutic process. r woufd very much like toutilize a sample of experienced therapists in my stuãy and amtherefore writing to request your parli.ip-tion.
.Realizing that your timê is timiteA, f have sought tominimize the amount of time that participation in the study wouldrequire- Therapists who agree to take pãrt would be asked tocompJ-ete one short questionnaire which focuses on therapists,general attitudes and feelingis to\^rards other people, -rä threequestionnaires which assess more specific attltudes andperceptions you.have towards a particular cl-ient. Together, thefour guestionnaires are estimatèd to take no more thañ 30 minutesper client to comprete and would be filled out after a minimum of5 sessions with Lhe client in question.
ï would also l-ike to measure clients, perceptions of therel-ationship and, for this reason, your part-icipalion would alsoinvolve asking cl-ients to take part in tLe study. Again, the timerequired for cLients' participation is kept to ã minimum. Àfter aminimum of 5 sessions in theràpy, they woüld be asked to completeone short guestionnaire assessing their general attitudes toivardsothers, three questionnaires pertaining to thei-r perceptions ofthe therapeutic rel-ationship and their l_evel_ of improväment as aresul-t of therapy, and one measure of their psychoiogicaladjustment. rt is estimat.ed that the total -amåunt oi time thatwould be reguired by cl-ients to participate would be Less than 40minutes- while r would like to maximizL the number of cl_ientsparticipating in the study, the number that you ask to take partwould be left to your discretion. For this -r"ason, the totaiamount of time that you would be committing to the study wouldal-so be left to your discretion since it wãu]d depend on th"

number of clients that you approach and the number trr-t agree Loparticipate.
Àn important component of the study will be the assurance ofconfidentiality and the acquisition of i-nformed consent for boththerapists and ctients. prior to their participation, tt-r.r-pi=lsand clients will- be asked to sign a consent form which will '

delineate the general purpose oi the study and the exact nature oftheir involvement. Àt no point in the stiray wil-l clients or
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therapists be reguested to indicaLe thei-r names on thequestionnaires since code numbers, known only by myseJ.f and mysuperwisor, will be utilized for purposes of identification.À1so, 
_ 
identi-f),ing information witir rãspect io-c1ier,,ts, theiapists,and cl-inics, etc. wirl be omitted from any written report of thestudy. rn order to obtain honest and caråfulry consideredresponses on the guestionnai-res, I feel Ít is important to assureclients that their therapists wil-l- not have -"""== to theirresponses. while you would be wel-come to look over any measuresthat would be used in the study prior to their compJ_etion, crientswould be requested to mair the cãmpleted questionnaires instamped, sel_f -addressed enveJ-opes -(provided by myself ) d.irectly tome. ïn a similar vein, cl-ients will not have access to theirtherapists' responses to the questionnaires. No aspect of thestudy will be used as a means of job evar-uation by ãmpÌoyers orother individuals.

. The study wi]r be completed under the supervision of Dr.Marianne Johnson who is an Àssistant professor in cl_inicalpsychology at the university of Manitoba and has obtained c.Psych. certificati-on. My oLher committee members are Dr. DavidMartin, Director of cr-inicar Training in the department ofpsychology, and Mr. wal-ter Driedger, Àssociate 'professor in thefaculty of social work. rn addition, the study wirl u" -pp.ov"aby the Department of psychorogy Human Ethical -Review commilt"e.-
I! i= anticipated that data cãrlection wirl begin in the fall-ofL992 and be completed by the end of December, íggZ.Pfease consider your invor-vement in this study carefurrv asyour participarion wourd be grearry appreciated. ui,r"it""";;iy; ram not in a position to offer a monetaiy reward for participanL=,however T woutd be more than wilring to share my finäing= *iJh yo'and/or your cJ-i-ents in either a written ot pr.=årrted form once thestudy is compJ,eted.

since r am presently in the process of dever.oping a detailedaccount of the research proposa], r need to hawe an approximateidea of the number of theraþi"t= and clients that would be wil]ingto participate in the study. For this reason r will be contactingyou in the next two weeks in order to determine your i-ever- ofinterest in takíng part. r rearize that it wouLd ]¡e difficult fory?y:.at this point, to know how many of your clients would bewillingr to participate in the fall, - howei.,er, I-would appreciate itif you coul-d give an estimate of the number of clients Lh-t yo,,,are presently working with that you would be wir-ling to -ppråa"h,and the number rhat you think rourd be wi]ring to tãke p"ii.
- Thank you very much.for your rime and cónsiaeiatiå;- rf youhave any guest.ions regarding the study, please do not hesitate towrite or call me. r wÍ]l return mes=ãges left for me through theÐepartment of psyclorogy ax 4'14-9338 oi you can contact medirectly at 27 5-1858. -

I am looking forward to talking with you soon.

Therapists, Trust in their Clj_ents

Sincerely,

Wiebke Peschken



Àppendix B
Trust/Conf iderice Attachment Scale

Instructions: The following statements concern how you feel in relationships;lEE-õth-er people. we are interested in how you generaf l-v experiencerel-ationships, not just in what is happeningr in any one current rel-ationship-
Pl-ease try to ansvrer each question carefully. Resþond to each statement byindicatinq how much you agree or di-sagr"" with it. Circle a letter or Letter-pair to indicate which of the followiñg best describes your feelings:
DS - disagree strongfy; D = disaqree; d = disagree sligirtly; m - mixed, notsure,- a = agree slightly, A = agree moderately; AS = aéree strongJ_y.
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ADS

Disagree
Strorrgly

I

12

I find it easy

DSD
12

DS
t_

You can

DS
1

2

Lo trust others

D

Disagre disagree
moderately slightly

mixed, agrree Àgree
not sure slightly moderately

d åù

Àgree
Strongly

'7

A5
1

AS
7

AS
'7

AS
7

AS
,7

d
?

m
.4

trustworthy

a
5

Às
7

À
6

I think most peopl-e are

DSDd
123

It's easv for

a
5

me t.o trust romantic Þartners.

dma
.345

m
4

m
4

A
6

A
6

D
2

't trust most people.

Dd
.23 A

6
a
5

6.

Most peopl-e are

DSD
12

It's best to be

well-intentioned and good-hearted.

dma
345

cautious in dealing with most people

Ðs
t_

r find it

DS
L

D
2

difficult

D
2

d
2

to depend on

d
3

m

4

others.

m

4-

5
À
6

À
6

AS
7
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8- often, just when you think you can depend on someone, the person doesn,tcome through.

DSDdmaAAS
1234567

9. It's risky to open up to arrother person.

DSDdmaÀAS
1234567

10. My romantic partners have generally been trust.worthy.
DSDdm.aÀAS
1234561

*****
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Àppendix C

Dyadic Trust Scal-e
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Appendix C.1 - Therapist,s Trust in Client

Client's Initials
This is a questionnaire to determine the attitudes and feel-ings you have inyour relationship with your client. ide are interested in youi rerationship asit is, not in the way you think it shourd be. Thus, there are no,,rlght,,and"wrong" ansvTers. Please be honest and lruthful in all your ãrr"*.r" to thestatements.
Pl-ease circle one answer f or each statement. pl-ease answer every st.atement.

ÀNIeÍr7EÞc.

SA I'LA

t!

N

t\,t

N

MD

MD

VSÀ - Very Strongly. Agree
SÀ - Strongly Agree
MÀ - Mildly Agree
N - Neutral
MD - Mildly Disagree
SD - Strongly Disagree
VSD - Very Strongly Disagree

4.

l'tr4

sÀ

SA l'trA

TVL¿\

I'LA

vsÀ

VSÀ

\7C 
^

VSA

\7C 
^

VSA

VSA

SA

MD

MD

MD

1v.1,

MD

l'{D

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

2.

2

5.N

N

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

My client is primarily interested
in his,i her own wel"fare.

There are times when my ctient
cannot be trusted.
My client is perfectly honest andtruthful with me.

I feel that f can trust my client
completely.

My client is truly sincere in
his/her promises.

I feel that my client does not
show me enough consideration.

7. My client treats me fairly andjustly.

8. I feel that my
counted on to

6.c^ lv.ÌA

SA lvlA

Àt

N

MÀ5A cl-ient can be
help me.
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Àppendix C.Z - Cl_ient,s Trust in Therapi-st
Thj's is a questionnaire to determine the attitudes and feelings you hawe inyour relationship with your therapj-st. we aie-interested in your relationshipas it is, not in the way you thinÈ it shourà ùe. Thus, there are no,,right,,arid "v¡rong" answers. Pleãse be honest ana rruitrful in all your ansv,,ers to thestatements.
Pl-ease c j-rcl-e one answer for each statement. pl-ease answer every statement.

VSA SA

V ò¡{ Þ¡\

vsÄ sÀ

VSA SÀ

V>¡l 5A

VSA SA

VSA SÀ

VSÀ SA

ANShIERS:

ì[A

VSD

\7Cn

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

\¡cn

VSD

VSÀ - Very Strongly ÀgreeSA - Strongly Agree
I'LA - Mildly Agree
N - Neutral
MD - Mild1y Disaçrrle
SD - Strongly Disagree
VSD - Very Strongly Disagree

¡[A

tlA

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

l-tD

MD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

t)-

MDN

4.N

N

¡LA

MA

I,LA

N

N

N

My therapist is primarily
interested in his/her own
wel_f are.

2. There are times when my therapist
cannot be trusted.

5.

My therapist is perfectly honest
and truthful with me.

I feel that I can t.rust mvtherapist complete1y.

My therapist is truly sincere inhis/her promises.

I feel that my therapist does not
show me enough consideration.
My therapist treats me fairly andjustly.

I feel that my therapist can
be counted on to help me.

l.[A

N

NI

I.[A 8.
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Appendix C.3 - Therapist,s perception of Client,s Trust

Cl_ient,s Initials
This guestionnaj-re is similar, but slightly different from the previous one.rt is concerned with how you think YouR cLiENT has perceÍved yoÜ over thecourse of your rel-ationship in therapy. Again, lve are interested in yourrelationship as.í! is, not in the way you think it shoul-d be. Remember thatthere are no "right andTwrong" answers. pfease be honest and truthful inall your answers to the statements _

Please circLe one answer for each statement. Please ans\¡/er everv statement.

À\ÌaT¡7E'Þc. VSA - Very Strongly. Àgree
SA - Strongly Agree
¡{A - Mildly Àgree
N - Neutral
MD - Mi1dly Disagree
SD - Strongly Disagree
VSD - Very Strongly Disagree

vsÀ

\/e ¡

VSÀ

VSA

V5¡\

VSÀ

\¡q À

1/e À

I'tD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

SD

5IJ

5lJ

SD

SD

SD

\7Cn

VSD

VSD

VSD

VSD

S.A MÀ 1\

N

MD SD VSD

MD SD VSD

1. My client feels that
primarily interested
wel_fare.

2. There are times when
feel-s that f cannot
trust.ed.

N

Iam
in my own

clientmy
be

5.

MÃSA N

c¡ NI'fA

VSD 3. My cl-ient feels that I amperfectly honest and truthful
v¡ith him/her.

MÀ N My client feels that he/she can
trust, me completely.

My client feel_s that I am trul_y
sincere in my promises.

My client feel_s that I
do not show him,/her enough
consideration.

My client feels that I treat
him/her fairly and justly.

My client feel_s that I can be
counted on to hetp him,/her.

sÀ MA

5A IVLA

5A I{_À

N

N
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Appendix C.4 - Client,s perception of Therapist's Trust
This guestionnaire is similar, but sJ-ightly different from the previous one.It is corrcerned with.how you think YouR THERÀpIST has perceived you over thecourse of vour relationship in therapy. Àgain, v.¡e are interested in yourrelationship as j-t is, not in the way you Èf,int it should be. Remember thatthere are no "rj.ght" and "wrong" answers. Please be honest and truthful inall your answers in the statements.
PLease circle one anstder for each statement. P1ease ansr,,Jer everv st.atement.

ANSWERS:

tq-A N

lv.ui N

IVLA I\

VSÀ
5A
¡tA
N
MD
SD
VSD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

Very Strongly Agree
Strongly Àgree
Mild1y Àgree
Neutral
MiIdly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Very Strongly Disagree

SD VSD

SD VSD

SD VSD

1. My therapist feels that f am
primarily interested in my own
welfare.

2. There are times when my therapist
feels that I cannot be
trusted.

3. My therapist feels that I am
perfectly honest and
truthful with hin,/her.

4. My therapist feels that he,/she
can trust me completely.

5. My therapist f eel_s that I am
truly sincere in my promises.

6. My therapist feeLs that f
do not show him,/her enough
cons iderat ion -

7. My therapist feels that I treat
him/her fairly and justly.

VSA SÀ

VSÀ SÀ

VSÀ SA

t 7ô avÞå Þå

VSA SÀ

VSA SA

VSÀ SA

VSA SÀ

I{A N ÞU V SIJ

lv].q

N

l\T

N

N

MÀ

I'LA

SD

5u

VSD

VSD

SD VSD

SD VSD 8. My therapist feel_s that I can
be counted on Èo help him/her
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Àppendix D.1

Rel-ationship Inventory - MO Form



lJ A R R EI- r- LE N N A R D RE L-ATIONS I{IF I-t\¡\¡ENltORy-Fi¡ rm MO -ó4
(Combines RI forms MO-M64 and MO.Ê64. Gop¡'righc GodfreyT Barren-f..enr¡ard, PtuD.)

Below are listed a variety of w-ays that one person rray feel <ir be-t¡ave in relation to
another person.

Please consider each statement with reference to your present relatioruhip with
, mentally adding his or her ¡¡ame in the space provided- If, for

enmple. the other person's ¡urme *rras lohç you wor¡Id read the first statement as 'I
respect Iohn as a person'.

Mark each statement in the left margùL according to how strongly you.feel that it is
true, or not true, in th'rs relatiorship. Please be sure to mark every one. Wríte in a plus
number (+3, +2, or +7) uhcn your aÍs1oer is affîrmatítn, and a mínus number Gl, -2, or
-3) when your ansDer is a 'no'- Here is the-æct meaning of each answer numÞn-
+3: Yes(!), I strongly leel lhat il ís

true.
+?.' Yæ. l'fccl i! is lruc.
+1: (Yes) I fcel that it is prolnbly true,

or utorc lruc than untrue.

-1-: (No) I feel that it k protubly un-
truc, or more un!ru¿ lhan true-

-2: No, I /eel it is not true.

-3.' No(!), I slrongly leel that it is
not true-

I.
L
3.

4.

c

6.

7.

8.

9.

t0.

I t.

¡?

r3.

14.

r5.

r6.

77-

t8.

r9.

n.

21.

22

I respcct as a person-

I want to understand how sees things-
The interest I feel in depends on what he/she says and
docs.

I feel at ease with
lreally like _.
I understand 's words but do not know how he,/she
actually f""li ¡*¡au.
Whether_ is feeling h"ppy or unhappy with him/herself
does not change my feeling toward him,/her-
I am inclined to put on a role or front with_-
I do feel impatient with _ -

I rrearly always know exactly what _ mear6.
[)eperr<ling on 's action-s, I have a better opinion of
hinr,/her son¡etimes than I do at other-times.
I feel that I arl genuinely myself with _.
I appreciate , as a person-
I look at what _ does from my own point of view-
The way I feel about doesr¡t deperd on his./her feelings
toward me.

It bothers me when tries to ask or talk about ce¡tain
things.

I feel indifferent to
I usually sense or realise how _ is feeling.
I would like -- to be a partiorlar kirvC of persorL
When I speak to I nearly always can såy freely þt what
I'm thinking or feeling at that moment.
I fincl _ rather dull aruC uninteresting.
My own feelings can stop me understanding 

-_.

(Co ntinues..-. --.pag e 2)
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23.

74.

Whether_criticisesmeorshowsappreciationofmedoes
not (or. would not) change how t feel inside toward him/her.
I would rather that lhinkl¡ke or understand him./her

the way I feel myself.
27. llike _ in some ways,

him,/her that I do not like.

_ 25.

_ 26.

3L

ai.
34.

35.

3ó.

37.

38.

even when I don't.
lcare lor _-
Sometimes I think that feels a certain way, becatrse that's

while there are other things about

28. I don't feel that I have been ignoring (or putting ofO anything that is
important for our relationship.

29. I do feel disapproval of _ .

30. 'l can tell what means, even when he./she has diffìorlty
in saying it.

31. My feeling toward stays about the same; I am not in
sympathy with him/her one time and out of patience another time.
Sometimes I am not at all comfortable with but we go ort
outwardly ignoring it.
I put up with _.
lusuallycatchandunderstandthewholeof-.smeaning.
lf 

-- 

gels impatient or mad at me I become angry or upset too.
I anr able to be sincere and direct in whatever I expre<s with
I feel friendly and warm toward
I iqnore some of 's feelinss.

39.MyIikingordislikingof-i5notaIteredbyanythingthat
he (she) says about himself (hersel0.

40. At times I þst don't know, or don't realise until later, what my
feelings are with

41. I value our relationship.
4Z I appreciate þst how is experiences feel to him/her_
43.lfeelquitepIeasedwith-sometimes,andthenhe/she

disappoints me at other t¡mes.

_ 44.

_ 48.

49.

45.

46.

47.

50.

I feel comfortable to express what is in my mind with
including any feelings about myself or about him,/her.
I really don't like as a person.

At tinres I lhink that _ feels strongly about something and
then it turns out that he/she doesn'L
Whether is in good spiriÇ or is bothered and upseÇ
does not make me less or rnore appreciative of him/her-
I can be quite openly myself in our relâtionship. 

R
Somehow really irritates me (gets'under my skin').
At tlre time, ¡ don't realise how touchy or sensitive _ is
about some of the things we discr¡ss"

Whether is expressing 'good" thoughts and feelings, or
-bad" ones, does not affect the way I feel toward him/her.

51.

(Con ti n u e s.... --.Pag e 3)
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Answer dtoíces as shown on page l-

52 There are times why m¿ 9ulward respons€ to_ Ís quite
different from the way t feet undemåttr

53. In fact, I feel contempt torrard _ .
54. I understand -

55' Sometimes 

-- 
s€ems to me a rnore worthwhile person t¡an

he/she does at other times_

56- I don't sense any feelings in relation to

says or does alter the

that are hard for
me to face and admit to myself.

57. I truly am interested in
58' I often rgeond to 

- 

rather automatically, without taking in
what he,/she is experiencing.

59. I don't think that particular things
way I feel toward him (her).

60. What I say to often would give a wrong impression of
my full thought or feeling at the time.

61. I feel deep alfection for -

62 When ---- is hurt or upset I can recognise þt how he./she
feels, uithout getting upaet myself.

63. what other peopre think and feer about _ does help to
make m e feel as I do toward him/her.

64' I feel there are things we don't talk about that are catrsing dif6culfy in ou¡
relationship_'

-

Please add the foilowing information about yourseJf a¡rd the other person:
Myself Other

. Agt

SÐc

Oc-cupation:.

-- years

or estimated)
(M or F) 0r,f or F)

Youi MarÍtat sfãcus

I Mother <-/-> Son
Examples: I Counsellor <-/-> Client r

I personal Friend <_/ . > personal Friend
Actual:

(Please {ill in)

O Godfrey T Barrett-Lennard, f 964; f 973 (MO_64)

This printing on 16 Jun lggt

<-/->
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Appendix D.2

Re]ationship fnventory - OS Form



BARRBTT-LENNARD R-ELATIONSHTP TIf\rENTORY. FOTM 05--64
(combircs RI forms os-M{4 and oss64. c-opyrighc Godfrcy T Barrcu-I-cnnard, pfLD.)

BeIo\¡¡ arc llsted rrarlous ways that one person mlght feel or behave tn relauon to anotherperson' Plcase conslder each numbered staten¡ent wtth reference to your prcsent
rcIaüonshlp wfth _. rnentally addlng hf:s or her name t¡r the space pronfded. For
ecample. ff the othcr person's name was John- 3mu would reâd statement #1. as .John
r€spccts me as a person-.

Ma¡k each statement Ln the a¡rswer column on the rrghl aceordtng to how strongty lroufeel that lt ls true. or not true. tn thls relatlonshtp. Pþqse be st¡e to mark eæry øæ. wrfte
ln a plus number (+3. +2, ø +r) [or each ]es' ansÍper. arùal mrnus numbers (-r. -2, q -s) tþ
s{and for'no'answe¡s. Hcre rs the æct Eeanlng of eac.h answer number:-
+3.' Yes (!). I slronglg feel tl¡af ft !s true-

+2 .' Yes. t Jeel tt Ls tae.
+l .' (Yes) I feel Uwt tt ts probohlg

lrue, æ more tae t!øn unttwe.

-I.' (No) I..¡fbel tho't il ts protubLg
untue. or more untrue lhan ûue.

-2: No. I/eel tt ts not ttue-
-3: No{!]. I sÚ-ottglg feel that tf.ts

not true.
.4NSWæR

t.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

I t.

t2-

13.

14.

15.

16.

t7.

r8.

19.

20_

respects me as a p€rson-

wants to understand how I see thtn¡gs.

_'s l¡rterest fn me depends on the thl¡€s I say or do.

ls comfortable and at ease ln our relatlonshtp.
feels a true ttkfng for me

may understand rnj¡ words but he,/st¡e docs not see
the way I feel...

I feel that puts on a role or front wltJ. me..-..._...........

ls hìpatlent wlth me

nearly alrvays knows exactly what I mean
Dependf ng on my behavlour. _ has a better opfnlon of me
sometlmes [han he/she has at other tfmes.........-.

I feel that fs rtal and genutne wlth me
I feel apprectated by_

looks at what I do from hts/her own polnt of vlew..-._....

_ " 
feelfng toward me docsn.t depend on how t am feclng

toward htm/her-......

It makes uneaÐ¡ q¡hen I ask or talk about cc¡tatn thlngs.

usually s€ris€s or r€altscs what I am feeUng.

- 

wants me to be a partbular ldnd of person-.._

Whethe¡ I am feelfng happy or unhappy wtt-tr myself makes no
real dtllerence to the way _ feels about me......--.........__---.._

I feel that what _ sE¡s €rpresses enctþ what he/she ts teeltng
and thfnlclng at that momenl-...-....-.-..._......._

ftnds me rather dull and untnteresttng.

--'s 
orvn attltudes toward thlngs I do or say prwent hl¡n/her from

understanding me........-....

2L.

22.

Plcas¿ urn to ¡nge 2



Relaüonshlp Inventory Form 05--64 - page 2
.Answer ctrolces -

+3: Yes{!). I støtglg JeeI that tt ts true.

+2.' Yes. I fæl U fs {rue- -2 :
+I : tYes) I/eel Ütøt U Ís pobobtg -B :

true. ar more tue tIøn t¡ø:¿ùrue.

159

(No) I..;f-eel thø.t U ts probablg
unfrwq (F tnoÍe .ttl.tr¡.e tlu¡t b'ue.

No. IJeeI tt Is not úue.

No{l). I sfortglg Jeel tÍtøÍ U ls
not true-

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

ANSTVER

23. I can be (coutd be) openþcrtücal or apprecfaÚve of _ wlÛrout
maklng hlm/her feel dtfferently about me

24. _wants me to thtnk that he/she lfkes or understands me
more than he/she realþ does.

25.

26.

cares for me

Sometfmes thlnks that I feel a certaln way. because that,s
the way he,/she feels.

Itkes certafn thlngs about me. and there are other thfngs
he,/she docs not llke tn me.

- 

does not avold an¡rthtng that's tmportant for our relatfonshtp.
I feel that dtsapproves of me.

re¡ltses what I mean even when I have dffìcutty sayfng tt--...

_'s attltude toward me stays the same: he/she ls not pleased
wlth me sometlrnes and crtttcal or dtsappofnted at other ümes

Sometfmes
tgnortng tt

Just tolerates me

usually understands the whole of what I mean.

I[ I show that I am angry wtth he,/she becomes hurt or arrgry
wlth me. too.

expresses hts,/her true tmpressfons and feeltngs wlth me.-.....

ts frfendly and warm wfth me..-....

-Just 

takes no nottce of some thlngs I thfnk or feel...........

How muc-h ltkes or dtstfkes me ts not altered by anythlng
that I tell hfm/her about myself.

At tlmes I ser¡se that _ ts not aware of what he/she ts really
feeltng wlth me..--...

I leel that really values me...-......._..

apprecf:ates enctly how the thltrgs I ocperlerrce fecl to me.

appr(wes of me somettfnes. or lf¡ some ways. and platnty
dfsapprwes o[me at other ttmes/l¡r othe¡ ways..........-_

fs wflllng to erçress whatever ts actualty fn hfs (her) mlnd
wfth me. tncludtr4¡ personal feellngs about htmself (hersel$ or me.

doesnï lfke me for mysclf.

At tlmes thtnls that I feel a lot more strongly about a
partfcular thtng than I really do..........._.-..

Whether I happen to be t¡r Sood bptrfts or feeltng upset does not
nrake _ feet any more or less appreclatþe of me.....

48. 

- 

is openly htmseit/herself tn our relailonshlp.

ls not at all eomfortable but we go on. outwardþ

.LJ.

at

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

4t.
42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

Please turn ø ¡ngc 3
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A¡tsuser d@tces a< sfrourn on preulott-s Wges

á,¡JSIVER

49. I sccm to frrftate and bother_
50. 

-do€s 

not reallse how senstüve I am about sorre tbfngs we dJscuss__
51. Whether the tdeas and feeltngs I eeçress are þood. or T¡ad. serus to

meke ns dftrerer¡ce to .s feeUng tos¡ard Ex€.-.

@,. When I am hurt of upset ca¡. r€cogilse my feeltngs exactþ.
ç'ltlout becorr¡trg upset too.

52. There are dmes vrtren I feel that .s outqrard res¡nnse to ure
ls qulte dttreænt frø the urayhe/she feels ude¡Eeath.

53. _ fects contsmpt for

55. Sooetlmes I am more q¡orthvålle fn 'S qæs tha¡ I am at other
tfmes-

56. 

-- 
doesn't htde from htmsclf (herset0 arythlng that he (sÌ¡e)

feels wtth me--.-.----------

57. _ ls tn:ly t¡rtercsted t¡x me.

58. 's respons€ to me fs usually so fìxed and automaüc that
I don't really get through to hlm,/her.-

59. I don't thrnk ûrat arythhg I say or do really changes the way
feels towa¡d me.

@. What says to me often gves a wrong tmpresston of hts/her
total thought or feellng ¿[ f]¡ç rtmq.

6I. _ feels deep allecüon for me.

63. rü/hat ofher people tll¡¡k of me docs (or would. ¡f he,/she lcnew) aIlect
tlre way feels toward me

64. I beleve that _ has feellngs he/she does not tell me about
that are causf.n€ dtflfculty ln our rel,aüonshlp

Additional Information*
Please flll fn the spaces below. about yourself and the otler person

Myself Other
years years (known

or estlmatcd)
Age:

(M or F)

<-/->

Thank you for filling in thís questionnaire!

"Addftlonal InformaUon ltes¡s a¡e not part of the R! prìcpc¡. and may be r¡arlcd -€TB-U
@ Godfrey T Barrett-Lennard. 1964; 197g(os- -64:| [Date ot this pr¡nt¡ng Jun 14, t99t]

Your Marital St,atu"

I Mc{hcf, <_/_> Scn

E:camples: I Counsellor <-/-> Ckrü
I Frfend <-/-> fBestl Frrend

Actual:
(PLea-æfJlût)
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Grobar o,-,rcomåpR:ËÎiä l'ån.r.n,-". Form

C-LrenL's Initials

How much improvement or change has there been in how the
patient is feering or getting along sÍnce beginning therapy?

+5- Very great.ly improved

+4

+3_ Moderately improved

+2

+1_ Slightly improved

0_ No change

-1_ Sliqhtly worse

-2

-3_ Moderately worse
_A

-5_ Very much worse

*****
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Appendix E.2
Global Outcome Rating - pat.ient. Form

How much improvement or change has there been in how you are
feeling or getting along since beginning therapy?

+5_ Very greatly improved

+4

+3_ Moderately improved

+2

+1-_ SJ_ightly improved

0_ No change

-1_ SIightIy v,,rorse

-2

-3_ Moderately worse

-5_ Very much worse
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Appendix F

Brief Symptom Inventory
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Below is a t¡st of problems people m€tiñres håve.
Please ræd acfr one carefully, and c¡-rcl€ the number to
úìe rightthatbestdescribes HOW MUCH THATpROB-
l€M HAS DISTRESSED OR BOTHERED YOU DUR-
ING THE PAST 7 DAYS INCUJDÍNG TODAY. CIrde
onv one numb€r for each problem and do not sk¡p any
ûterns. lf you clrange your m¡rrd, erase your first risrk
cârsfl.dly. R€ad tfte epmpl€ bdow bcfote beginn¡rlg,
ertd if ¡rc'u harre any questirNrs please as& sb,or¡t ütefiL-

NAMÉ:

LOCATION:

€OUCATION:

MARfTAt STAruS: uaR_Sgp__.dv_!ÆoJll{G_

íjñé*óìisn" st Ë Ji':e i,í'¡iåï ; ¡ "-Íã;2. Faintness o¡ dízziness
,:*s-lg¡ht'¡áiã,tr¡at Ëörü¿o'iâ,'els¿ :¡¡ 

" Èà;t.óí ûor.,iíieu!¡T15
4-. F-eeling others are to blame for most of vour troubles

,1'5.frrpuúre'¡iiiióÈà'i.riirii.éS=l '.' -11 r ' :=
6.. f_eeling easily anno,¡,ed or ¡rritated
7.',fains in hean or.chet
8. Feefing afraid in open spâces or on the streets

.19.',Ihoughts of ending your life
lO..Feeling thaf most p€ople cannot be trusted
11. Poor appet¡te
12. Suddenfy scared for no reason
13- Temper outbursts that you could not control
14. Feeling lonefy even when you are with people
l5. Feeling blocked in getting things done
16. Feeling lonely
17. Feeling blue
18. Feeling no ¡nterest in things
19. Feeling fearful '

2O. Your feelíngs being easily hurt
21. Feefing that people âre unfriendly or disfike you
22. Feeling in{erior to others
23. Nausea or upset ltomabh

'ìO
o

,o
o

:o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
þ
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1a

?

a

a

J

3

1

J

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
I

3

3

3

3

4

4
'4
4

4
4

4

1

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

â

4

4

4

4

4

1

4
1

4

{
4

4

4

4

24- Feef¡ng that you are watched or talked about by others
25.. T¡ouble falling aileep '
26. Having to check and double check what you do
27. Dilliculty making àeciiions
28. Feefing afraid to travel on buses. subways. or trains
29. Trouble getting your breath
3O- Hot or cold spells
31. Having to avoid certain things. places. or activit¡es becåus€ they frighten you
32. Your mind going blank
33. Numbness or t¡ngf¡ng in parts of your body
34. The idea that you should be punished lor your sins
35. Feeling hopefess about the future

Copyrightç1975 by Leonard R. Derogatis. ph. D

ffiffiffi
VISfTf{UMB€R:

'I
2

":|34''5
6
7
I
q

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
'25
26
'27

2A
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Please continue on the following pase Þ

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESS€D 8Y:

1

1

1

I
t
1

I

I

I
'|

I
t

I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I

I
I
I

I
t
I

t

I
t

2
'1

2
.'..?

2

2
2

7

a

2

2

2

2

2
I

2

2

2
a

2



HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

1

1

4

3

,È,
3''..

3
j,,3

é
3

3

3
3

3

3
3

3

3

5

3

2

'::
2

:2.!

2
'.2:

?
.2
2
7.
?
2

2

21
2l
zl
2l
tl

¡
i¡.r.i

i
'!ïit
ËI'r

r

-i'
t

:l'
I

,i
I
t
I
I
rl
rl

36
r¡$);;:-:

ìirÞc

)::

I65

Copyrishro 1 9ZS oyGãã.0 R. Derogatis.
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Letter of
Appendix G

Instruction to Therapists
Wiebke peschken
Department of psychology
Unj-versity of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2
November 10, 1992Dr. So-and-So

Street .Address
City, province
Postal Code

Dear Therapist,

A few months ago, I contacted you regarding a study that Iam conducting for my Master's thesis-"; ¡hË-;tår-p"utr"relationshi-p. Thank you very much for y""; i;¿"rest in takingpart' your wirlingness_ro pãrricipatã i=-ã.å"iry appreciared.Enclosed, pJ-ease find questionn"i;" p;;kàa" ro. both you andyour clients. r have also eicrosed fett.rè to-your cr,ients thatoutl-ine the general purpose of the study ã"a-ir-r" exact nature oftheir invor-vement in it. prease present these retters to yourcl-ients when inviting them to takè part in ifre stuOy. May fremind you rhat crients shourd be 1'B y;";; ãï--g. or older, andthey should be seeking individuar, p"i"o,'rár, --= 
opposed to groupor vocationar-, counserli-ng. Arso, ãrients,'p.iti"ipation shouldbe sought on a vol-untary É""i= after a minimim of 5 sessions oftherapy- clients shourã not be asked t" p"ifì"ipate in the studvif their invofvement wour-d interfere with i}r.-Èn"r-peutic pro.".èin any way.

The questionnaire packets have been raberred ,,Therapist 1","TherapisL 2u , and "crie-nt - " Às the r"¡"r=- iÃprv, the ,,Therapist,,packets are to be compreted by yourser-f , and tire ,,crient,, packetsare to be completed by yorr .rients. you should have receivedonlv one "Therar¡ist 1l' þacker which y";-;r;";Jiu"steo to compretef irst. The rirst.irem i;-;;i="p-"x.L i= - .ãr,Jenr form. pr_easeread this form and sign your name at the botto* ?f.the page if youagree with its conditions ancl stirr rirr-, tã-fãrtr"rpate in thestudy. Fol_fowing- this, lorì are requested to compJ.ete one"Therapist 2" packet for each of your clients that areparticipating in the study.
You will notice thal the questionna're packets have beenidentified with code numbers.-- it i" *'.wirpãri.ot that you andyour crients comprete questionnaíre p""Låt" iili ,ut.uing codenu'mbere' To help you iieep track or which clieni corresponds towhich code number, you may choose to indica;;-;;", client,sinitials in the applopriai" =;;;" on the materiats in packet 2.these initials wirl ¡ä."'no,r"ã before the matãiiars are used forresearch purposes.
Each questionnaire packet is accompanied by an addressed,manilLa envelope. Io, .r'" ,.g.,"sted to mail ehã completed

:::::::"1î1I": ,in rhe seared e'nvetope aii".lrv--fo *" wirh rhe
',.,sLage 

Enat I have provided. your cr_ients w-irr_ be askeo to-oothe same
once again, thank you for taking the time to participate inthis study. once r have receii-ed the completed guestionnaires
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from yourself and from your c]ients, r plan to send you a Letterv"hich will del-ineate.thã purpose of thi; study Ãore cJ-early. As rindicated-i-.-*y previous ietler, the resur-ts år trr" study wirl bemade available to you and your cfients wnen tr,ã entire study isg:Tplglgd: rf you have any questions, pi""="--*rire or call me ar474-9338 (Department of esychology) o, 275_1g58-

Therapists' Trust in their Clients

Sincerely,

Wiebke Peschken
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C1 ient
LJiebke Peschken
Department of psychologry
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitol¡a
R3T 2N2

Dear Cl_ ient,

The study wilJ_
Marianne Johnson who

Appendix H
Recruitment Letter

r am presentry enror-ed in the clinical psychology TrainingProgram at the university of Manito¡a. anã ; i; the process ofdeveloping a study for my Masters, thesis which wir_r examine themarrÌier in which the reralionship between tr."iãpirts and cr_ientscontributes tÕ the therapeutic process. T would very much r_ike toobtain genuine responses from ciients in *v =t"ay arrd am thereforeasking you to participate. your therapist wirr a]so be takingpart in the study.

.Realizing that your tíme is limited, f have tried tominimize the amount oi ti-me that- participation i_n the study woul-drequire. rt is estimated that thã totar'u-*o.r,-rt of time that yourparticì-pation wou]d reguire i-s ress than 4o mir.,ut"r. ïf you agreeto participate, you will be asked to compietä-on" short
:i:::::::".i:."._rhar is concerned with youi s.nui_l_ feelinss andattltudes towards other people, and four qúestionnaires Ëhat askabout how you see your rer-alionship with v""i-ll-t.tapist and how*ygl y?" think you have improved =i."" ¡"si""i"ã therapy. youwill also be asked to.complete a guestionñaire Èhat i= concernedwith the extent to which i.ou ar.. éxperiencing-a number of problemsthat sometimes bring p"op1" to theräpy. t;;-*;y complete thequestionnaires in.your therapist'= rã¡.ting roo^l or you may takethem home and work on them tirere.

. rt is important for you to know that your responses wir_l bekept confidential. Ar no ioi-nt in rhe "Ë"oí-*irI you be asked toindicate your name on the questionnaires. lor.,. therapist maychoose to indicate your initials on his/her materials thatcorrespond to his/her assessment of your rerationship, howeverthese ini-tiaÌs wilr- be removed beforã the materiar-s are used forresearch purposes- Àlso, identifying informatiãn with respect tocl-íents, therapists, and clinics, etã. wilr be omitted from anywritten or pub]-ished report of the study. i;-oia., to obtainhonest and carefully coñsidered responses on the questionnaires, rfeel iL is important to assure you that your therapist wilr nothave-access to your responses- you wir-1 be asked to mair thecomp]eted guestionnaires direclty to me in a stamped, addressedenvelope (provided by.myself). No one other than myse]f and myresearch supervisor wilr have access to the information youprovide' Your responses on the guestionn-lr"=-,oir1 have no directeffect on how you, are treated by-your therapist. SimiJ-ar1y, yourtsreatment wirr not be affectea ir-you decidå-""t t.o participate int,he study.

be
i-

completed under the supervision of Dr.an Assistant professor in clinical



Fsychology at the.university of Manitoba and has obtained c-Psych' certification- rhe ãtudy has also ¡"""-ãpproved by theDepartment of psychology Human Ëtnicat Review 
-committee 

at theUniversÍry of Mañitobal-
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Sincerely,

ldiebke Peschken

PLease consider your invor-vement in this study carefully asyour participation would be greatr-y appreci"iãa. The study isdesigned ro acguÍre informatlon abåut'Lr,å-;h;;;;""ric relarionshipthat may, in the long run, r-ead to improved rràãr=t-rding of thefactors that enable people to benefit from th;;;py.unfortunately, r am not in a position to orr"i-"n honorarium forparticipants, however the resülts of the siudy wilr be madeavail-able to you once the study is compl_ea;ã:'

Thank you very much.for your time and consideration- ïf you
l:y: :lO questions iegarding rÍ.re srudy, please do nor hesirare ro.'a_r,L me. 1 \¡/-rli return messages left for me through theDepartment of psyclrology at 474-g338 or y""-""n-conLact medirectly at 275-1858.
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Àf)ljen.lix I . I
Thet'apisi ConsÉnL Fórm

Investjgator: Wiel¡ke peschken
Supervised by: Dr - MariennÊ Johnsol.l

ÀssisLani prc)fessoL- of psy,:llolÖq,y,
UniversiE.y of Man-icÖba

The purÞose of rhis sEuciy is ro invest.i.gaLe E.he manner in che therapeuLicrelacionshill conEriL)utes r() Ehe theral:)eutirr l:r¡,¡i-ess.- ii-r. 
'"auOy 

has heen anprovecì
3i;:;ri:ílån 

Er'hical Review commic¿ee c,r rhe uelui'Èmeni"Àr"rsvêh.,rc,ov, ùniv'eisicv
Taklng par-c in Lhe srudy wi-1-l invr:lr¡+ fiJ.ling ouL five quescionnaires t.harare concerneci wirh your genera-r feeJ-ings ¿n'l arcicucl-es cowlrds ðei-',.r: pã"J,,1t,- unayóur atE.-itudes an,i perceptions of e¡r: i-,r mr:rl.e slier:ific cliànCs with k¡hom you haveL,een rrorking. your'F,ar-Licil:,aiion 

"lll .1"., inv;lv¿-;;kìin''or,. or more of yourcljencs to ¡ake Þart in Ehe srudy.
Your parlici¡:acion is c.om¡:rJ-eLely v,:,J.unr,ary anrr you are fr,:Ê Eo withcìraw orrefuse to LrarLicir)ace at any timj- rf you wish io iurt'uù ]ro, ur,.".ring any ofthè cJuest.ions in che qrìestiðnnair+ pa,:kec, yr:)rì ère free L6 (ìc) so. fn or¡ler tcrensure confidentiality, you will n,:rt l:,e rc rcstecl to in¡l-icaLe your namÉ on any ofchÈ cruesti{rnnaires- This consent. f,rrm wili he teFc-cãmlìiÀtelv sel:)ar.are frc¡m t.hec¡'lescionnaires and it wi-lÌ noE. be l:)c)ssi))le tc, connÀcù'våii-nun. t.r your. responseson Lhe qresiionnaires, excerjt by iiie resear.che¡s cjced a):,ove. A¡y idenrifyinginformaÈion wiLh respecc to Lheia¡risrs, cliencs, c-Iinjcs, e.Lc. wi_ll )re onniredfrom any wrirten or pub-lished re¡:,brr oi rhe,cl,ày. ¡lÀ one-ocner Lhan rheresearchel-s cited above wil-l har'è access Eo thÈ informacjon you ¡:rovide in theguesLionneires. The -inf c¡rmation y,:ru ¡rrc,vicìe i., inå-quã=ilo"nu.r"= wil.L not bemade avaiLairl-e cc¡ your c-Lienis, yi'ur Lm¡:'Ìo-vor- 

"tl ãnJ-àrLåi'indi,ri.luuLs wich whomyou are invo-lr¡ed. you wjll noc have acì:ess Eo ¡¡6 informacion LhaE. is ¡:rovide,ì l_ryyour cl..ienrs who at.e participeEing in rhÉ, sr_u,_ìy.
The resuits of the scudy r.'ill lr+ m-r-ìp áv_arìabl.e t.o you when Ehe srucìy iscompleLed. Àr t.his cime, onLy rhe gen+ra-r r-esul¿s 

"i i¡ã ='cudy, rac.he' chanincìiVidua-l quesEion¡aire =corLs, wiÍr be p¡ovjcìecl . À.side f¡:om co¡t.ribuLing rcrresearch rhar may iJ¿ of var-ue Eo rhe scjencif ic ¡"r*;;;tt, -i1.,"r-u 
aÌe no benef icsrc che indjviduals oarticipacing in thÉ sEu{j-v- rnere ãiå'nà knounr risþ.s Ì,esulÈ.ingf ¡om che pLocedures in chil .arã),. iil* 

",,.=¿ 
E.o you wìll be rhe LimÉ char i¿reçl-ùires t.o parF- jcipeLe.

r have reacì aJlri uncìers¡oocì ,a- .,;""- 

* 

anci r agree E.o IrarticiFJare in chescudl'- À co¡¡, of rhls agLeemen-, ]ra.s l:r++n ì:,r()vir,ìÉd ro -ne.

(prinl nar.re )

( sìgnature) (däLp)

(r-eseercher 
) (dåEe)
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c r i *i"i',:1,'=Xi.'r".*
Invesc.igaLor: Wiet)Iie pÈschkÊn
Suf,)er-vised by: Dr. Marianne Johnson

AssjsLanL prcrf s5s¡¡¡. of psyr;þr¡lr-rgry
UniversjÈy of ManicOl:r¿

The ¡:urp65ç of Ehis stucjy is E.o investigàEÈ Lhe manner in which EheralljsLs,relacionship with cheir c-lienr= 
-."nt¡ll"res 

ro 1¡e rne.apËu..,.. pro."... The srudvhas been aPprovecr lry rhe Human echicåi^¡re.rje" c"r,mi¿;;¿-;i"rh. 1,.¡rur.mÉnL ofPsychology, UnivÊrsiry of ¡,ianito)¡a.
. Taking part in chis sÈud)¡ will invc,lve filling out one c{uesttc)nÌ)ai¡e t.h¿c1s concernÈcì wiLh voul' gÉ¡elal feelings ancì ar¡icucréJ ti-"to= ocher. 

'eo¡rJ-e, 
andfour c¡:escic,nnai¡es thai ask at:,c,ut ic,i-yc)Lt see yöur t.elètionshi'with y,rurcherapisc ¿nd hc)rú much you- rhi;i-t,,,,-; i;ave imÌ:,¡.,.,íe,i-=i,.,r:;-lr;;Ìnninq rhercìr)y. y.uwill a-lso )re askecl Ec': ci':¡1¡1*au u Í¡,"rri,:,r,r,aii+ rliac-i"..,n.Lrn"¿ wj.t.h Ehq exLent

:;.i:i.;i vou are e>-1:'erienèins u núnr.,;i:-,,,i"iìiål',1.rI".i.r..'""*..imes L¡¡-ins ¡rec¡rÌe Lc,

Your pertjci¡¡tlon is coml:,1+r'e-ly v,:,lu¡t,a¡y ancr y6¡ a¡e free to wiLh.lraw cìrrefuse to tralEicil:¡àre at any rim¿. Ii'yc,u wjsh úc, i.frluii ir.,r unr*".ing any c,fche .Iuesrions in -che q,-,*.rri,nnãii* lro.tlt, y(-)Lr are fl-ee t.o oc) so. your resr)onseswill L¡e ke¡rt' c.nf icìeniial u= y,,,. 
"iii ni,r.l¡e aske,-r ro inãi.u." yc)ur narìtr on any ofthe resÊer-ch oues'.ionneires.'vãui-r¡*r.¡iisr, as;;;";;''åi'organi:ing h+r,uhisrnaie¡ials, may reco:-cl your iniciafs c,n ¿i¡e f,:rmi ii_,_i-.".iå"pond Lo her,zhjsassessmeriL of vour- rerarionshi¡:- These inici-i; ;ïri Èã-iàrorua from ÈhemaEeriaLs lref ore they are used f or resear_ch ¡,,"r¡ro.è=. -õni= consent f orm r+ill Lrekept separaEe from the quescio""Àit.è-à",i ir';i-il-;;; r,å"f,åssrtLre Lc, co¡¡eç¡ y.¡¡.name to yout'resF)onses, except l-:y ihe researcìters.icuá uLå,r.. Àny idencifyingrntormaLion wirh res¡:,ecc co rherä1,,is¡s, crienié, -.à""rJlîíig 

..n.rus, eEc. wi-rr i:,eom-iE.Led f rom any wricEen or publishe,:ì i-e¡:,ort .of the. =trãy. 
'-fn" 

inÍormarion youprov-icìe i-n che q¡¡escionnairel wi-Il ni,i-1,,e nrad+ avaiLabiÀ'co your cher.al:)isrs orocher individuals wjrh. whonr yo, Ài.-'ìnui,r.re,,r . t.,;-;ìri-n;. r,".r" access Ec, LhÊinf ormaLion chat wirl l''. ¡ir.-íiJeJ-r: y-!,,-,,rt ch+ra¡iisrs. --rüã-Ínr.-rmeri.n 
y{ru pr.ovicr'wil-l her¡e nc direcr eJf ect o:: i.,:w ií,u'oì:* rr'-êi*,:i li1, your rher.àr,isc.ThÈ resuiLs of rhÈ sr.u,l_v wi] l ):,e n,e,re aveil;bÍe. * làTii',_"'ih* 
".r,,ry i"compterecì' Àr Lhis :ÌT:,_.Ìjv 

-¿¡- g"n"t'.i-;.=ììiï;1i¡"" Jåov, Ì,arhe. Lhenindivicìua-l ct'ues*-ic,nnaire si:ot-es, will l:,e l)t.(:)\,idè.-ì. ¡.=iã; iiom cc,nrril)uring Loresea¡-ch ¿ha¡ mav iie of varue Lo rhÊ r;ii+rr:i f ir: r-:,1¡¡¡¡¡¡ity, cher.+ çir. l J:re ncrbenef ic Lo Ehe ìnd jvidual r:,at tici¡.äiirrq'il-, the srudy. There are no ]ino.s,n t- jsÌ:s
:::ÌÌ:Ìls- f rom Lhe.pr:oceciuì.es in if,is--icLray. The cosr Lo \¡ou wilt t-¡e rhe cime i¡leqirres io ¡rarticipaLe.
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The following questionnaires were designed to measure anumber of aspects of your rel_ationstrip"witr-, v""i- ãriå"tover the course of therapy. pr-eas. -i=re. them ascarefur-]y and.thoughtfully as you can. you may filr_them out as time permits, howeizer it. is recommend.ed.that you work on them soon aft.er a session with yor_,.client is completed. please compj_ete thequestionnaires in the order tháL they appear in thepackeL.

since the questionnaires were adapted from studies thatwere investigating rerationships ãtrr., ir,ur. thetherapist-cl-ient rer-ationship, some of ii.. questionsmay seem difficult or inappropriate to answer for yourpart.icular client. rn thoèe cases, please consider thequestions very carefurry and give tnä uàst answer youcan.

Before complet.ing the questionnaires, please answer thefollowinq quest.ions.

Your general_ theoret.ical_
orientation_
Your theoreticar orienLat.ion in therapy with thisparticul-ar cl_ient.

Your highest
degree

Years of experience since graduating with highestdegree_

When did you first start seeing this client?

was there an interruption in t.herapy at any point intime?
If yes, for how 1ong?

what is the tot.ar number of sessions that you havecompleted with this client?



^^nendix K
General- rr.=lä"tions Lo Clients

Thank you very much for agreeing to take part inthis study. your wirringness to participate is greaLlyappreciated.

Before completing the following questionnaires,please read the conse.rt form on the róftowing page. rfyou agree with its condit.ions and still wish'tã õãr.part in the study, sign your name and indicate the dateat the bottom of the page. you may keep one copy ofthe consent form ror yoúr orn-i.""io=1"
ff you sign Lhe consent form, please go on tocomplete each of t.he questionnaiiå"'-.J*"-refurry andthougrhtfully as you can. you may firl them out in thewaiting room of your therapist,s oiii"" or at home. rtis recommended that you work on them soon after asession with your Lhèrapist is "o*pi"tãa. pleasecomplete the questionnaires in the'oiãðr that theyappear in the packet.

since the questionnaires were adapted from studiesthat were looking at rerati"""i-rip= ;;hã; Lhan thetherapist-client rer-ationship, =ä*u-"i-li-r. guestionsmay seem difficulg o- inapprõpriate to år=ru, for yourpart.icul-ar therapisr. rn- lrioËe ¿;=.;] ðr"u=. considerthe questions very carefurly and gi"ã'tñ. best answer\7^ì1 
^5ñJ vu uqf ¡.

When you have completed each of thequestionnaires, mail tñem directfv-I"-ff_r"in the accompanying, addreÀsed en*velopå-wipostage that hu? been provided. pleaãã aoyour quest.ionnaires Lo your t.herapist.

Therapists, Trust in their Clients
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Letter of
Appendix L.1

Explanation to Therapists

Wiebke peschken
Department of psychoJ_ogy
University of Manitoba
WINNIPEG, Manitoba
R3? 2N2

May 1, 1993
Dr. So and So
Street Address
City, Manitoba
Postal Code

Dear Dr So and So,

Thank you very much for completing and returning thequestionnaires for-my study. f am writing to give you a briefaccount of the study's oveiarl purpose. pleasã give one of theencl-osed letters to each of your cr-ients who partJ-cipated.
The study is based on a theory of psychotherapy put forwardby carl Rogers. I y"isr. -=p".t. of-Rogei,å lnåory is his argumentthat every human being -has an inher"nt-;;p;"i;; ro grow and tobehave in a constructlve and positive maniler. 

-'H. 
carrs this innercapaciry for grov,'th rhe ,,actuãri.zing-r;;ä;;;y,, and argues rhartherapists' trust or berief in the actuarizing tendency of theircl-ients is the most essential component. of psichotherapy. Rogers,theory argues further thar therapists *ho t;;åt their cfients wrr_r-demonstraLe the attitudes 

"r gãn.rineness, 
"""ãrrartionar_ positiveregard, and empathy.. Therapiãts demonstrate genuineness when whatthey say and do irr their reiationship with trrËir cfients coincideswith what they are actuarly experienäing. - 
ùr-r"o.raicional positiveregard refers to a therapiit's'acceptanðe and caring for theclient regardless of the client,s_behaviours, attitudes, andexperiences. Final-1y, empathy refers to thã'therapist,s abilityto completely understand ãno êonrmunicate tire cïient,s feer_inqs andperceptions. According to Rogers, cJ.ients r:.rr-inãrr;.;;i;-;:i"rr-.from therapy when theii theraiists estabr_ish a rer_ationship withthem that is characterized uy' inese ,,f acir-itative attitudes . ,,while a substantiar amount oi rl."-r.r, has investigated the linkbetween therapists' demonstration of the facilitative attitudesand wherher or nor cLients ¡enÀrit irom-rr,;;;;;; no srudÍes havetried to determine whether theråpists, tru=l--îå'tr.r"i, cr_ientsinfluences the degree to which lr,"y 

"o**rrni".t" these attitudes inthe f irst pJ_ace.

rn addition-to his emphasis on therapists, Èrust for theirclients, Rogrers p]aced - ""t =ioãrabr-e degree of importance onclients, trust fór their tteiapi=t. His theory argues thatcl-ients will trust- therapi=t= iutro demonstrate Li:e attitudes ofgenuineness, emparhv, -'ä ,ln.onãiti"""i ;;;ii:.iä ,"g.ra, and rharclients who trust their tirerapist will fàe1 more conrident intalkins and workins rhrousn ãitii""rr i;;;;s-"ii-tn"r.py. For rhisreason. Rogers argues that clients who trust their therapist willbe more likei-y to benefit rroÃ-fh"r-py than clients who do nor
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trust their therapist. Àgain, research has not investigated thelink between therãpists, ãemonstration of the faciritativeattitudes and crient trust or the rini< bãtw"ãr "rient trust andclient improvement in therapy.

In my stufy, I.asked you and your clients to complete anumber of questionnaires. in. qu"slionnaires were designed tomeasure how much.you and your cii""t" ti"=!-ãtfr., people ingeneral (generalized trusL) and how much yo'-irrr=t each other inparticular (specific trust). The guestioir,-ir"= afso measured howT""f_you and your clients think tnát you ã"*""=tr"te thefacilitative attitudes (ie ' , j"nuin"nä"r, ,,,'rãorditionar positiveregard, empathy) and how much-each of y"" tfri,r-,L that your clientshave improved since beginnirrj th".-py..- r., lir_r" with Rogers,theory, rny hypoth"""" ior thã study-äre thaf therapists, trust fortheir clients will predict ahe;apists, demonstration of thefacilitative attituã"=, that therapì-sts, demonstration of thefacilitative attitudes wirl predicl 
"rr""J-f.r,=t, and that crienrtrust-ryi1J predict cl_ient imþrovement in therapy. Morespecifical-tv, r-am hvpothesiLing that thei;;;;Ë=, and cr-ienrs,specifi-c rrusr ror eããh orher *ltt ¡" ;;ar;;*;;edicrors oftherapists' demonstration of the facilitati.r"'--ttitudes and clientimprovement than wilr clients' and therapists, generalized trustfor other people. -I 3T also hypothesiziiq-ff-,at ratings oftherapist trusr and c]ienr rruåL wilr b" É"¿a;; predicrors oftherapists' demonstration of the faciritativã--tt¡.tr.ra"s andratinss of clienr improvemenr when thãs;-;;¿i";= are made from rhesame perspective ]:.S., the perspective of the-c:.ient ortherapist). Finarry, r wirr'rooÈ for "rra"n"" that therapists,leve] of experience and the number or =e=sion" trr-t therapists andcl-ients have interacted with each other i'ir.r"r-r."s how muchtherapists and cl_ients trust each other.

rf you are interested in readinq a more detaired account ofthe study's objectives, a full proposal of my study is avairabletor your perusar in the Departmänt of psycnoiogy at the universityof Manir.oba. pl_ease do noi hesirate t" å_f i-*Ë- tp"p_rtment ofPsychology: 4j4-9339) if you have any further questions orconcerns.

rf you are interested in reading more about Rogers, theory,Lhe following books and articles are recommended:

Rogers, C. R. (1951) . Client_ceg!erecltþ¡¡ipy: ïts currentpr-cti"", impli.a
Mifflin.

Rogers, c' R' (1957) - The necessary and sufficient conditions oftherapeuric personality change. Journat "i-"""="iiiiä".iåcliniçal.pgvçþotoov, 21, gS_íO:- Ë
RogerS,C.R.(1980l.@.Boston:HoughtonMiff1in.

Thank you again for taking the.!il: to participate in mystudy. The resu]ts wiLr be madã avaita¡te-to-få, when the entirestudy is completed.

Therapists, Trust in their Clients
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Wiebke Peschken
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Appendix L.2
Letter of Explanation to Clients

Wiebke peschken
Department of psychology
UniversiLy of Manitoba
WINNIPEG, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

May 1, t993
Dear Cl_ient,

. 
Thank you very much for compl_eting and returning thequestionnaires for_my study. r am writing io-give you a briefaccount of the study's overall purpose.

. Th" study is based on a theory of psychotherapy put forwardby carl Rogers. r y"iq'.,e aspect of-nogei,å th.ory is his argumentthat every human being has an inherent ""pã"itv ro gro\.^, and tobehave in a constructive and positirr" 
^an'n.i. 

-'n. 
car-Ìs this innercapacity for growth the "actuãlizinq tendenãy, ana argues thattherapists' trust or betief in the ã.t,.r-ti"iig tendency of theircl-ients is the most essential .orporr".rt "i-p=v.r.otheraiy. noqãr" ,theory arg'ues further that therapists *l-t" tiùåi their client.s willdemonstrate the attitudes of genüineness, 

"""ã"aitionar_ p"=it¡-rr"regard, and empathy. Therapists demonstrate genuineness when whatthelr s¿y and do in their reratj-or,ship with tnãir cr_ients coÍncideswith what they are actually experienäi"g. ùnããnaitional positiveregard refers to a therapist's acceptanõe and caring for Lhecl-ient regardless of the crient's bãhaviours, attitudes, andexperiences. FinalJ-y, empat.hy refers to the therapist,s abilityto completelv undersrand and ãommunicare trre crien[;"-rã"iiiöi-"naperceptions. Àccording to Rogers, c]ients will inevitably-bËnefitfrom therapy when theii therafists estabrish a rer-ationship withthem that is characterized by these ,'faciritative attitudes.,,I^ihile a substantial- amount oi research has investigated the linkbetween therapists' demonstration of the facilitative attitudesand whether or nor cfienrs benefir from rh;;;;;, no srudies havetried to determine whether therapists' trusi 'ir., t¡r"i, cr-ientsinfl-uences the degree to which t-hey comm""iè"|" these attitudes inthe first p1ace.
rn addition-to his emphasis on therapists, trust for theirclients, Rogers praced a coñsiderabre degrLe of importance onclients' trust for their therapisr. Hi;-;hãoii u.rg.,es rharcl-ients wilr- trust- therapists i,vho demonstrate Lne attitudes ofgenuineness, empathy, and unconditional p"=iirrl regard, and thatcLients who trust their therapist wirr fèer more confident intalkins and working rhrough aifficult issuãs--'ii-tr,"r.fy. -ro, 

il.,i=reason, Rogers argues thar clienÈs who trust t.heir trräiapisi-*iirbe more li-kely to benefit from therapy t¡ran ciiànts who do nottrust their therapist. Again, researòh has not investigateã-iirelink between therapists, ãemonstration of the facilitativeattitudes and cr-ient trust or the l_ink between cl_ient trust andcfient improvement in therapy.

ïn my study, f.asked you and your therapist to complete anumber of questionnaires. itre gu".tionnaires were designed tomeasure hornz much you and your therapist trust oih", p.oir" irr-
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general (generalized trust) and- how much you trust each other inparticular (specific trust). The guest:."í""ii"= al_so measured howmuch you and your-rherapisr rhink Ëf,_r y";;-;;;rapisr hasdemonstrated rhe facili-rarive Àtritrà"=' iiå., "ã."uineness,
unconditional positive regard, empathy) and hoi much each of youthink that you have improiea åince beginning therapy. rn linewith Rogers, theorv, my trypotheses foi the ãtuOy are thattherapisrs' rrusr i"r Èir"ii .tr"rrÈ=-*iri"p.ããiät rn".apisrs,demonstration of the faciritative attitudãs, ihat therapists,demonstration of the faciritative attitudes wirr predi_ct crienttrust, and that client trust will predict crient improvement intherapy. More specifically, r am irypoiir""i"i"ä that therapisrs,and-clients' specific trusl for each other wirl be betterpredictors of therapists, demonstration of the facilitativeattitudes and clienÈ improvement than will clients, andtherapists, generalized trust for other p.";i;.- I am al-sohypothesizing that ratings of therapist Èrull and crient trustyil+-be better predictorã of theraplsts' demonstration of .hefacilitative at.titudes and ratings of crient i*pror"*"nt whenthese ratings are made from the same perspective (e.g., theperspective of the clienr or therapisl¡.'finãfiy, I will j_ook forevidence that therapists' lever of- experi.".. ã"o the number ofsessions that therapists and cr.ients have interacted with eachother influences how much therapists à"a-.rïã"i! t..r=t each other.rf you are interested in reading a more åãt-ired account ofthe study's objectives, a full proposal. of my study is avair.ablefor your perusal in the Departm'ent- of psycl:i"év at the universityof Manitoba. please do noi hesitate to êall ,nã- 1D"p-rtment ofPsychology: 474-9339) if you have any further guestions orconcerns.

rf you are interested in reading more about Rogers, theory,the following books and articles are recomlnended:

Therapists, Trust in their CLients

ïts current
: Houghton

Sincerely,

Wiebke Peschken

Rogers, C. R (1es1) . Client -centered eraÞv:ract i ce impl icat i and theo BostonMrfflin.
Rogrers, c' R. (1957). The necessary and sufficient conditions oftherapeutic personality change. Journar 

"r c""="iiì"o--iåClinical pgycholoqv, 2I, 95_i03nog"r= . Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Thank you again. for- taking the. !il: to participate in mystudy. The resurts wirr be madã availabr_e to'yãu when the entirestudy is compl_eted.
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Appendix M

Table 4

Research Measures

Measure TCÀSr TCÀS. DTSr DTS. RI', RI" GO& cORc

TCASC .12

nrrìq c'1 *x* .11

DTSC .06 .20 _. 04

ÞT Aa**+^¡r .+¿^^ ^-.08 .'76*"* -.02
Rr. .15 .29* -16 .50***.l_4
coR. .09 .31* .2I _.oB .08 .05

coRc -.19 .30* _.23 .27 _.11 .22 .43
BSIC -.05 -.56*** .o-7 _.1,.7 .04 _-L4 _.30* _.3g**

Note. ÎCÀS- Trust,/Confidence Attachment ScaLei DTS= Dyadic Trust
scal-e; Rr- Relationship rnventory; GoR= G]obar outcome Rating;
BSr= Generaf severity rndex on the Brief symptom rnventory,- ,-
scale completed by therapist; .- scal_e completed by client.
*.8 .05. **p< .Ol_. ***E .001.
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"-*:ndix N

?able 6

Therapist Sex Client Sex

Criterion

Variable Male Female F p Male Femal_e F p

I79

RI' 5.07 4.'76 2.4g ns 4-7.7 4.gI .82 ns
Rr. 4.80 4.91 1.08 ns 4.73 4.gS 1.60 ns
DTSc 6.37 6.15 1.56 ns 6.03 6.23 .98 ns
TCAS. 3.59 3.68 .09 ns 3.6g 3.73 .02 ns
cORr 9.32 g.Oj .33 ns 9.OO g.2I .56 ns
GORc 9.'74 9.28 1.07 ns g ?r) o qn .10 ns

Note' Ë= 1,15 for analyses invor-ving therapist sex,.df- L,46 for
anal-yses involving client sex; RI= fts1¿¡ionship Inventory; DTS=
Dyadic Trust Scale; TCÀS= Trust/Confidence Attachment scale; GoR-
Global- outcome Ratingi r= ratings made by therapist,- 

"= ratings
made by cl-ient.
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Table 7

M"-r= -rd Ar-1r=.= of u-ri.n." for atia.rior v-ri-bf"= -" -

Therapist Marítal Status

Criterion

Variable
Married Divorced Not ReporLed

n=l- rt=4:
ÞF

DT¿\¿T

Rr.

TcÀsc

DTSc

GORr

coRc

ç. Õtt

4 .90

? ctr

6.33

9.18

o /tr

4 .84

3 .5'l
q ô/

I .67

9 -ti /

4.96

4 .80

3.86

6.2I
o ÀA

9 .33

.07 ns

.14 ns

.29 ns

.63 ns

1.36 ns

-65 ns

Note ' df = 2,1-4 for alr anal-yses; Rr- Rer-ationship rnventoryi TCAS=

Trust,/Confidence Attachment scar.e; DTS= Dyadic Trust scafe; GoR=

Global Outcome Ratingi r= ratings made by therapist; ._ ratings
made by cl-ient
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Table B

s_

Client Marital_ Status

Criterion Sing1e

Variable Jl= 10

Married Sep/Div

11=13 n=16

Widow Not Reported

.1=1 D=8 F P'

Rït

¡\JC

f L¡ìÞc

DTSc

GOR.

GORc

5.15 4.

5.1.4 4.

2 )A ÀJ . JA t.

6.47 6.

8.90 9.

9.30 10-

81

oÕ

02

25

15

a 't)

4.75

3.56

6.18

8.94

9.13

.00

o.7

oÁ

q1

I.'71

1.18

otr

1-.25

.'7 0

1.38

ns

ns

ns

NS

NS

4.80 5

tr f f ÀJ.JJ 9

Á E^r. Jv 5

5.50 5

9.00 9

8.00 9

Note. df= Q,43 for al1 analyses,. Sep,/Div- separated or divorced;
Rr= fts1-¡ionship rnventory; TCÀs- T::ust,/conf idence Attachurrent
Scal-e; DTS= Dlzadic Trust Sca]ei GOR= Gl_obal Outcome Rating; ,_
ratings made by therapisti c= râtj-ngs made by client.
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Table 9

Means and Analvses of variance for criterion variabres as a

FunctÍon of Therapist TheoreticaL Orientation

TB2

Therapist Theoreticaf Orientation

Criterion EcÌectic CoglBeh psydyn Systemic F p
Variable lf=B !7=2 ,r=: 

''=4

RI' 4.77 5.19 5.10 4.85 ..79 ns
Rr. 4.81 5.4I 4.52 4.89 5.41. .01
rTl-Àe ) rtraudèc r . t ) 3. 85 3.39 3 .44 .32 ns
DTS. 6.38 6.69 6.02 6.0g 2.-12 ns
GoR. 9.38 9. O0 g .29 9.00 1 - 16 ns
cORc 10.00 9.00 8.86 9.1_3 2.gg ns

Note. É= 3,13 for a1l analyses; Cog,/Beh = Cognitive_Behavioural,.
Psydyn= Psychodynamic; RI= Relationship Inventoryi ÐTS= Dyadic
Trust Scal-e; TCAS- Trust,/conf idence Àttachment scar-e; GoR- GlobaI
outcome Ratingi r= râting made by therapist,. 

"= rating made by
client.

tnultiple comparisons indicated that clients rated therapists
reporting a cognitive-Behaviourar- perspective significantly higher
on the facil-itative attitudes than they did therapists from other
perspectives.
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Table 10

M€âDS and Analvses of V¡ri¡n¡o €^- pr --¡ ^^- -----.

Function of Rater perspective

183

Criterion

Variable

C1 ient

Ratings

Therapist

Ratings F p

RI

GOR

4.90

9.7'7

.l . öö

o /tr

.05 ns

L.29 ns

Note. Rr= fts1.¡ionship rnventoryi GoR= Grobal outcome Rating.
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îable 11

_=_

Crlterion Same Sex Opposite Sex

Variabl-e fizads ftrads Fo

184

RIt

ÞT¿\¿c

4.93 4.81

5.00 4..7.7

.80 ns

2 -56 ns

.1,4 ns

.60 ns

1.83 ns

.97 ns

TCÀSC 3.67 3.80

DTSC 6 -26 6.13

t,urlr 9.00 9.53

t,uxc 9.33 9.73

Note' df= 1,46 for ar1 ana]yses; Rr= Rerationship rnventoryi DTS=

ftzadic Trust Scale; TCÀS= Trust/Confide*ce Attachment Scale; GOR=

Global outcome Ratingi r= ratings made by therapÍst,. ._ ratings
made by client.
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Table 12

Means and Ànalvses of Variance for Criterion Variab

Therapist RIt -t( L t_ TCASc DTSc GOR. GORc DTSrU

1

.)

4

5

6

Õ

9

10

1l_

l2

13

L4

t5

4.59
E -1

4.73

4 .82

4 .78

4 .68

5.31

4. B0

dQl

5.25

LÃ)

4-3/

4-69

4.95

4 .83

4. 83 3.80

4.83 4.20

4.58 3.70

4.84 3 .57

4.65 4.00

4.83 2.70
À -1+. t J J _ bb

4.55 4.7'7

4.84 4.00
E arJ.J.l. ¿. lU

5.05 3 .45

4.7 6 4.20
q ¿n 2 trc

5.30 4.74

4.96 3.72

5..85 9 .20

6.25 t-1.00

q .q? o ?l

5.94 8.67

6.06 9.00

6.'75 9.00

5.68 9 -40

6.67 10.00

6.13 9.00

6.69 8.00

6.63 9.50

6.00 9_50

6.7s 9.50

6 .28 9 .40

6.40 8.80

8 .20 5 .43

10.00 6.63

9 -67 4.96

9.61 4.85

11.00 4.13

10.00 5.13

8.80 6.60

9.33 5.67

11.00 5.13

9.00 5.56

11.00 4. 81

11.00 4.88

8.50 5.75

10.40 6.08

9 .20 5. s0
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Table j-2 (continued)

Therapist RIt RIC I L.4+Þc DTSc GOR, Go& utòT

t6

1_7

F

p

5 .02

5.69

) EÀ

.001

)A

. 41"

.96

NS

4.15

.77

NS

6.25

6.63

I.- 1,4

ns

9.00

8.50

t1

NS

7.00

9.50

1.31

NS

38

31

55

001

6.

6.

6.

4

5

Note. l1:l= 16,31- for a1I analyses; RI= Relationship Tnventory;
TC.AS= Trust Confidence Àttach¡nent Scafe; DTS_ [zadic Trust Scale;
GOR= Global Outcome Ratj-ngi r= ratings made by therapist; ._
ratings made by client; Duml & Dum2= Dwffny variables representing
therapist groupings based on distribution of scores on Rr ratings.
uTherapists' scores on the DTs did not serve as the criterion
variabl-e in any analyses in the study. However, differences
between therapists on this measure are presented because they are
relevant for the discussion of results.
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Table 18

Regression À ses o

Therapist Rat sof ivi dua 1

Àppendix O

ra s' Specific Trus edict

acilitative Att des

Criterion predictor

Variable Variable

F df Êp Adj .

g
ïncr.

*t
}<'

Level of

Regard

Covset

Sesno

Àge.

Àge,

Theor

Duml

Dum2

TCÀST

utÞT

3.61_"

2.70.

.60

¿q

.b4

1_0.61

8.48

t. uo

39.96.

6,41 .006

l,4I ns .00

l,4l ns -.01
1-,4L ns -.01
!, 4L ns .22

t,4r .003 1.06

r,41 .006 .81

I, 40 ns .I9

I,39 .001_ .75

.)tr

1E

.6¿

nô

.37
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Table l_8 (continued)

Criterion predictor

Variable Variable
F df P .0 Àdj.

¡2Ã

Incr,
p2

Uncond

Regard

Empathy

CovSet

Sesno

Age.

Àger

Theor

Duml

Dum2

TCÀST

DTST

CovSet

Sesno

Àge"

Àge,

Theor

Duml

Dum2

TCAST

DTSr

16.56"

1.65

-1.11

.74

.01

3 .84

.0gu

13 .46'

5-46.

3.87

4. B0

1 
^tr

4.85

3.60

. 18u

1.06.

6,41, .001

1,41, ns .00

1,,41 ns .00

1-,4I ns .00

1-,4I ns -.02
1,,4t .001 1.60

I, 4L . 06 .42

L,40 ns -.04

I,39 .001 .42

6,41, .001

I,4I ns .00

1_,4t .03 -.01
I,4I ns .0L

r,41, .03 .39

1-,41 ns .l-0

1-,41 .06 -.34
1,40 ns -.05
!,39 ns . 11

.67

.66

-74

')â

?tr

:tr

-.01

. ua,

.00
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Table 18 (continued)

Criterion Predictor

Variable Variable

¡ df P' Ê Adj .

K'

Incr.
n2Ã

Congr CovSet

Sesno

Age.

Age,

Theor

Duml

Dum2

TCÀST

DTSr

9.00'

.b¿

1.90

4-ót

EÁ

34. 81

2l-96

1- 06u

6,4L .001 - .51

I,4I ns .00

1,41 ns .00

1,41 .03 -.02

1,4L ns -.15

L,4t .001 1.46

1,4r .001 .96

L, 40 ns .06 .50

1, , 39 .02 .28 . 55

-.01

.05

Note. Uncond Regard= Unconditionality of Regard,. Congr=

Congruence; CovSet= Covariate Set; TCAS= Trust/Confidence
Attachment Scale; DTS= Dyadic Trust Scal_ei r= ratings made by

therapisti c= ratings made by cLienti Sesno= Number of completed

sessions; Theor= Theoretical orientation; Durnl & Dum2= Dummy

variabl-es representing therapist groupings on Rr ratings.
uF values presented for variable or variabl_e set having controlled
for variabl-es or variable sets entered at prior stages in the
reg'ression.
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Table 20

correlations amono Therapist an{]is_4_t g-etincrs on the Four RT

Subscales

Unconditional Level of knpathy

Regard Regard

therapist Ratings

Leve] of Regard . 69 * *

Empathy

Congruence

.44"

.66**

)o

.66*" .22

Client Ratings

Level- of Regard .70**

Þnpathy .68** .jg**
Congruence .'1 4*+ -jg*! .gl_**

*p< .002. **g.001.


